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t~s of being for ·consciousness, or meaning, and is hence essentially 
bi-polar: there is on the one hand the objective meaning, or t~at 
which is intended, and cin the other, tke proeess by which it is meant . 
• These ~o are essentially and internaliy related, and are-systematically 
·co-variant. His ~hesis is not that all being is mental, that the only 
- subs!ance ~s supjectivity, put rather that all being is the .meant of a 
. meani~g, and that .there is no sense to the notion of a being outside the 
r 
realm 'df_ ~~. . T4,e meant i~ - t~e .intentional correl·ate of the process 
of· m~ani~g. ~e tr~s~endental ego, having aP.odictic acles~ to _hi s . 
p:r;:ocess of me!Ul'ing., befl.l"s within hi1nself . the structure of all being: 
it is.~trictl~ iti this 
of the Other,· thsn, is 
sense that. Husserl is an idealist .. The problem 
.. r
not · (ae th~ ~pening of the Fifth Cartesian 
I ' i. 
Meditation indicates) to free~·henomenology~ from the. bane of aol~psism, 
. \. . 
" c, ' • I ~ ' • 
or to refut~,solipsism, but to d~mon~~ate the p~ocess by ~hich experience 
I • 
·~ re~ates the ego to an alien subject. 
~ ·. . I~ part Hus1erl's great int~~est . is explained by the peculiar 
J ". , · 
nature bf the object of this experience. All.oqjects but this one are 
inert. ~re, in this1unique experience, the.subject is faced wi~ 
object· that' i'~ essent.ia.lly .what he,. himself is: . anoth.er subject·. 
J . 
The 
Other, alone a.mong.'obje~ of- consciousness, is alive i'n the same vorl d 
. .. ': . 
' . . -
of the s.elf. Moreover, the exper;tence.d Other is at once autonomous and 
. ; \ 
there in person - two characteristics w~;lch are not ea~ily held t ?gether·: 
I 
But this 'is oniy ha,l.'f of the matter. 
.. 
There is no intended 
. '\:' 
meaning witho~t a corr~spcindin& . process .'·of meaning. The meaning "Other1 ' 
is to be ·analy.sed: the anatysis fails. if it only descripes the 
ll'ecu~iariti:es o~ the bbje~t. 
. I'' 








topic lies in the ego's act of relating to the Other; and not purely in 
Q 
the fact that the obj'ect itself is rather special. For by means of the 
relation, the cogit o lqses the uniqueness of its grasp on objectivity, 
and becomes what it could not be - one among others. 
This can be more easily clarified by taking a rather more ob~ique 
view. .The problem of other subjectivity is susceptible of several s·orts 
of analysis. It can,. first, be c~:msidered as an .epistemol9gica.l prpblem .• 
It would theh )e &flfilupliate to ·criticize the veracity of the experience 
of the Other, or to look for a criteri(Jn of valid judgements concerning 
him. Ego and alter eg(l would then be con~idered as lu'lo,wer and known·, 
and they would be related in true and false judgements . 
. 
Or second, it can be considered as an ontological problem. We 
should then have to consider what sort of being the Other is - a real 
psychic substance, an irreducible and absolutely private · self-consciousness, 
.. 
a behaving organism, or the like.· we··should then go ·on to enquire . whether 
r 
~ucq an entit~ is possible .• or actual; or necessary. 
These approaches would focus on the object of the e~erience in 
que_stion, and only secondari].y on the· conscious process of experiencing it. 
Such a focus can only with' difficulty grasp the full measure of the 
experience i n question, whi ch, as claime~, not only intends its specif ic. 
object Jthe alter ego) but als? radically changes the·nature of the cogito. 
Hence, I · suggest., 13- third approach to the probl¢m must be considered, one 
that will str~ightway complicate the matter. 
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·_ b~ .  _.:_ 
- ~·· , _· 
or how he is known; but how self and Other are related in a more 
comprehensive way. We must then take the expression "Other" with 
utmost seriousness: ' -Other with respect to what? How and when Other7 -
An alter ego is what he ·is surely not purely in himself, but in the 
' 
P,resence of the.ego; and this fact is essentially prior to his 
ft 
ontological or 'epistemological status. 
The Other. is ·another subj ec.t, and, , m~reover, ·is a subject 
intentionally related to the 'same world .as the self. The Other' .st:Hps 
tpe ~go of ~is exciusive right to determine w~t~in the privacy of his 
' ' l . \. . . 
-own cogi~o the stJucture of the ~rld.· ~~ wo/ ld is essentia~lf . such _ as 
can be experieneed by ·all . . ~ecuase tpe exPerience of the -Other requires 
. ': . ~ . ~ 
. ' 
. 
such a fundamental transfoimation of.the own consciousness, we cannot 
\ 
rest conteat with ·either a description of the Other· as a rather special 
. .. ' . ( 
sort of entity, or a criticism of knowledge of hi m. 
·~ 
The experience of the Other, then, has a dynamical aspect: it 
6 
transforms the world for cons~iousness into something more than a ~ique~ 
cogito can· ever know, into a .~ammon property. 
By virtue of the experience of the Oth~r, consciousne'ss is 
related to 'somet·hing alive, to another consciousnesS!, to something 
. ' 
essenti~lly .identi~al· with itself.<# But precisely by being related to 
this that is "iia.Emtica:t", it looses its exclu~ive hold over what was · 
• 
most its own ·- thE? objects of its experience. But what is a loss i n · 
one respect i s a gain in another, ~or the objects gain a new ~d broader 
' .... 
sense, "accessible tq. all"; and they thus g~ve the self. access to a · 
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in a new and radical sense. 
'\, 
Intersubjec.tive experience pr_ovides for a sort of. creat;i.vity ,' 
' ' 
The world heretofore has been the ego's own· by being ·the intentional 
' . . I . 
cprrelatE;, of h;is consciousness, by being objective for 'him as the meant 
,_ 
' of his meaning .· But it is still present as a· given: that its ·meaning 
as . intended is tiniquely a me'aning for consciousness, ~d not an adventi t~ous 
meaning in itself~ is·not part ·of -the obj~ct's sense or of'the subjective· . 
. . \: 
processes r~lating to it. ~onsc:tousness ·,lives .JDII'Iler:a'ed in it's o~ject; 
and does not_ attend to the· process .of livin~ its'elf: · ' ·. 
l . \ . • • 0 ' All.,\ 
. : . . .. . . 
But here, in the . inter!?u,bjective reB.lm, tile situation .is· 'qu-ite 
diff.eremt. The ·object- is primarilY not a ·given.; but an insti~ution: its 
sense is to be there for all, a common possess:j.-on. With the appearance 
10 ', ' • • 
of the Other, consciousness become~ capable of constituting a world 
spec tfic to the interaction of setf. and Other, a soc-ial world. Togethe-r 
self and Other constitute social institutions; objects whose objective 
sense~ a medium for the interaction of self and Oth~r - i s figured in 
tl:).e prlcess by which they ar~ in~~~ded ~ the ac.tual 'interaction. Soci~~ 
. objectiviti~s are . explicitly what ~qey are 13le8.Ilt to be; and they thus 





It is perhaps-in this $~nse that intersubjectivity · i~ ranscenden~al, 
0 4!1 ~(1 . 
\ ' . 
and that·-:the app!opdate way t9 approach the philosophic{il problems of the . 
obJective wor.J,d is ~y ~nalysing inters·ubJective exp.eriehce. The world is 
intieed the product ·or the free inner dynamism of consciousness. But. 
' ... . : . ..,. . 
a c~nsciousness that succeeds only i n intending a n~tural obje~tivity 
has not set up ~- abiding product. The world genuinely- transcends opnscious-
J 
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The problem. of tl1e alter ege or other self exhibits at first 
sight t~o gr~tfcally dist~nct eleme~ctive, "alter", 
whicl1 falls under the general title otherness or alterity; and a 
· ~· . 
· noun,_ "ego", which falls under .subjeCtivity. A Ufi!eful introductory 
device is to present t~ elemepts separately, so that after the 
abstractive : propaede.ut·i~ we shall mor.~ e~.s.ily }:!-nd our way ainong ttie 
• ' ,: • • • • • \1 
( very · .~reat complex~ des of the cohcre"te. ~~oblem... Therefore, .' iet us 
·h~re, at the . begi.nning; present. each ' el~ment in turn. 
. : . 1 . l 
l ' . • .' I . , · .. , , ' , . ·' , . . ' ,' . . · . , · . 
· Let .us. first t'~ke the noun, ego, a~<t...examine ·subjectivity as 
. ""'· . . ' . . . . . . . ·. . 
. such, the putE(eg·o~· wh:ich '~ (for pres.ent:pu:rpo.s,e's) .·has·: tw~ . characteris~.ics, 
. . ..... '•. . 
.int7ntionality .and duration • . The pure e~o .is the suoject pole. of · 
acts o'£ consCiousness, and lives .contin~ously through the .temporal 
stream of' consciousnes·s. · It is 'self-identiclll throu~h ·time,· ·and 
· intentionally · related to its objects in· time. Let us v~ry briefly 
_., . 
consider ·these 1 each in · turn, in order to'. evoke some - important themes 
for the interpretation of Husse~l: ·a det~il:ed ana,lysis is outside· 
the compass bf. the present essay. 
Consciousness is. intentio~al, or all consciousness is, 
-, 
cortsciou'sness of something1 , This observation, now so much tout·ed 
as i:lusserl 's major discovery as to have become almost ~rite, comp.rehe.~ds ' 
.r. 
I 
1. c.M. 71.. See the Second .Cartesian Meditation for, a f~irly. compact 
and detailed discussion of intentionality. 
a· 
' 
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in its simplicity several vital chaxacteristics of c'oiJ~ciousness. As 
8; purely formal descript~on of consciousn¢ss' it is. impo~tant for . 
comp~ehending ana h~n9e unif.ying the several asp~~t~ of Husserl's 
interpretation of c~msciousness. L'et us -now in outline differentiate· 
the doctrine of" intentionality. 
. . ' 
First, the objec~. is ·n·either containe-d as a , part in nor identical 
with the coriscio~ries_~ · c;.f ;it · .. ; · _ TP.·:r-~ t~· nQ . ~t;esti_.ot ·~or~. H~_serl. of' -: 1 . , ••• j .. .5"1. 
. ' . ·, ·. . ~. . ' , . . ~ . ' . . . . . . . . . . ,' . \ ·. . . . . 
· · : adopting · a sensualism 'Which' :w:ould · csl~im ;tha~ objects . ·are .. ident.ical . · _., ~ . , 
·(·: . . ···· .. , ' :: '~ ·. ·.: :. :~ : ·.· ' .. . · -~~ · - . ' ·. -.: . ·· . . · . . ~? .. ~ :_::: _ _::-.. . . : . -:. ' .... . ... ). ::." 
with · th~ :s,~n.s'at~·ops of ~he.m, ~erhap_s, ~oget~~r ·:w~_~h· t~e .. -~r_d:~ '~~:; -:_:·: . .' . · .·· .. ·:< :_'_ ~>. ~ . _ _. ,.L' .·: 
con.fi.guration .:of-·the 'Sciise data (c"~M.' 7.6-:71,), ··ror whereas the ·object· . . ·_·_.. ·:: ·. , .. :' 'i .' 
·:; .. · · ... ·: .· · .... _· . ·. ·· . ·:~· - · · · 1< :· .. : . :· ..-.·.·. :.-.. ::_-;." i_ · ..... ... ~ _:· .... · · ·:·_ · .. ~ .. ' :_" . ·, .·:."l· . .-. ~-
.reniains identic_al :through time.,_ ·the · sense ··~ta are~ evan·esce~t•. · B~t.· , · .. - ~i ·. . 
\ " • • .. ' • . \ .. · . .. • . • < •• . • I 
equa~ly, t~e . . qbjec: !is not; . sim~ly . ~~terrtal tci'"consc:i.O'us~~ss:; " b~t· is" . .-· . . . .• r ...... _ 
immanently . '.'in~'.' the conscious~ess · ~-r -lt·~·- but imah~nt· irt a distiricti~e r' • · · ·· i · · .
. • . . . ' . 
. . . . I 
way as the"objectiv.e . serl~e'; of the ·experience of ft (C.M. 80) .~ · 
Consci?usness, ·then, is not merely a : self-contained. s·u~stance ~ . 
b~t.relate~ to _ s_o~e·thing; but tl}at. to. whicn ·it t~ - re·l~ted is -·~~t ~i~piJ 
r ; , • · •. . . 
-..... ~-fferent from c6n13ci_ousness ~ ·but is an e~sential correlate ' of. it. ·'- · .. .- . . . 
. . 
.. 
'This ,can be made less vague by _tl;trning: to the ·.second· .~s.sue :·or· ·· . 
_.) . 
. ~he -~fferen~iati'on .· ~;f intehf.ioriali:ty. Ob'jects · are· ·exp~rienced · as . . . ·... _-
• . . • \ . . . - ·. . <. 
· ... .. .. 
· : 
, .... ' 
- ' ' 
-- , . 
. , 
. .. ,. 
. . 
'• ... 
2. .Gunrits"ch develops this tl:leme 1 and 1;he_, doctrtne :of intention~ii ty . in · 
gener~l, by critic:i,zing. H~e•·s sensualism ~n detail' • . · 'see': .- .. "A:ron ,. i . . ..' • 
Gurwi tsch, ''On ~he Inten~~"9nali t! ... ·or · G-?n~ci~tistfes_s" in· :Philosoph'icill : .· 
Esse; s in ~emo ·of Edmund 'Husserl; ed. M. ~~rbe:i' {C~bridge; ' U~S.A.: - · · 
Harv:{'l:rd University".·Press, .19 o • Reissuea.· ·N~v ·-York': .· Gre_envood· Pr.e·ss, 
i968)> :PP ~- ~5-83.: · :Al~o-_ p\lbiislie~ :!n:fhenomenaio_fi: · _: The Phllo~oilliY . · .: ., : . _ 
cC Ediriund Husser.l. and -1.ts Irtte reta:hon; J .~·. Kockelll1ans, :ed. _: (Garden· '··· · ,. 
City, New 'York: Doubleday .JilichorBooks)t 1967)· ~ -- PP· ·llB:-137. , · .. · . .. ... _. ·· 
' ' .. · ·::. . ··-. . ,·.. . ' . .. . · . . ·. . . 
' . ' 
· ,. 
. ' !.' J . - ~ - •• l ••• 
. ' ~ I \,. ' ' ; . 
. ' 
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. , . 
j .abidin.~ 'through the experi"~nc_es. of --the!D-~ .. y~\t . ~he ~-~xper.ienc,e~ ; J?as_s_ ~!fay: 
in -~impie terms,- this i~ so or means ~f a. 1.Ulifying of experience with 
. . ... 
experience ~ccording· Qt.o . t~e_laws or'syn-t(hesi:s •. Consider Husse~l's 
: .. .· . . · 
example: One looks ~t a die. 
. . . , 
10 . 
die, ,a'.nd accordi_ngily presertts an aspe.ct ()f ii;~ · 'Nov other pe~s~ectives," 
. .. 
. : ... i ' 
' . 
Which. would· present Other' aspects, are _possible_, . an~ -:i;f one' - ~h~nges 
· ·, / ... . . .. · . ... _:o~·e/.s ·pe~~~ect~~~ -,-. t~~- :· P.~~e~i~1lfJ ~ ~-xp~-r~~~~is , _"f~ow, a,waf'~ >~d vi t~-t~e_~- . . ;· ·. ··. . . . . :: · 
··-- . · .. ·.:··,.:- ;' . . .. . ' .· . · ' ·:· ;·, ..... ' -~ ,_ .... : . . - ~. ·;:·· . -:··· .. ·.' .. ........ ... ··~· ·: · · '': - ~ _ ~ ·.-, · .. .. · .. "" .. . ' 
. ;:· :·also _.the aspec:ts·. -.th~y : pre·sEm:t.ea. · . I~ ~a.: easy· to· se.e, ·.on' s.omewh~t (Closer . .. . ·. ·:· .. ·.:_ .. _-; · -:::,: ·: . ~ < 
, •.' t ~· , ··, '..':.' (• • ~ ... t~·-' " ,· ' o .~ ~-~· ~ '' : • :. _:~·• ,::·. ;" .. . ,' , '· .. · · ,.: . ·.:· . :·. ·· ,:·: .:.' -.~ ..... =, ,· ·~·· , ':: . · : '.,· ' . ~·.::, . . · .. · .•: : .· ' " , :I,.: : ~ , . . \. ' , . 
• I . • · . - · : • . inSJ.lection;. that 'theY do . not·.". flow away itf: jus.t . any,· :arbi·t:rau.-oraei<.:. "ln <, ~ . :.:, ·-- ; ·. 
. . ·- .·· .. ~ . '. 1. ·J··· ~ -- --~:~ · ·. f .. . , .. :·. ~ . .... ··:~~·:· ~· : .,~· • • _. : ·~:. :_. · • • : ·· ... !' . ~; <. · · · ~ .~, --6 . ·.· ... > .. :: . .. ~ ··. · . . ~. - ·~. · .. ~-·: . -.. ~ · ·. · . ~ : ~·;:- ._ .:;.'\ ·:·, : ·~~ - ~· '; _t • . 
'• ., 
,. ~ 
~-- ·" ,: · . . disor.der, . thait is ,- .-·but witpin the ~'imity ·a:t'synt.hes-is''· _such "t-hat . · . _:.: · · . . · 
.. . 
I ! o , ', f.l, 
;,: :· ·,: · · · ... . :·_ :·_ ~-~f~~:~-~~.--~~e-~-~~:.:_~r .._~~;ea~~~-e~: . ~i th;·~- ~,~~·- .eli~<~;~ .. : ;~~~~ri~~-~-'i~- ~l~ :).} :-> . .-..·7 .;_ :; . . . . :: . 
, ; .· :' _. · . · . :.·· . '· ' · •• t . . .. _:· · .; • ": >:"-.· · :_:.~: _::· _ · .. : >-.-.. ~--'-:\ ' · :·.~ · :: ; · :_--:~:.-. . · : · : ;·· ... .. ·.: ;·:·· · -~ · · ,·.:-.· . · .. .. . 
.. • - ·.·: successive ~xperi~ri.ce, ·t]:iat- . each ~ ~~pec:~ .b"~;t:ohgs ·:.t<;> : th'e. · ~yn~.h.eti.c . unity .:_ ' .. . 
·:~ ·· v' ._.· . :'-' .• · ·. · · . : • •• ~ . ~. :\', ·•• .•• · . : •. :·: '.i_-.· : •. :.:; . · - ~·· . _· . : :: ~ : ·~ .:.'~: :· ·.-·_: !:·: : . .. :·.·- .. 
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. . -~· 
• : , ~ l"o • • ·' 
· ·:; · .. ·. 
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. : ·. ' 
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. o{ :the ·d.ie .. ,", and · tl:;_at' . the orde;r. 'of .. the'·. SUCC!!S~ive !ipp~ar8.nce~: is: •; . . - • .. . 
·. 
:-
(.~~ete~ined· b~ - that .m:ity·:: (c.M: 77.:.7.~) -._ -: ·.· 
• • • .' . • . : • ' ~ • . • ' • . ' : . l ', '" ; . . 1 ' . . I • . • 
Partly. •:tn-.c;·~der .to clarify, this; Husserl 'in.tr"Ciduces· the ' ' 
·: ._~stinctl~n he:~we~~\~o-.t~m~~;alitle.s:· ~ ·-~n· .t~: -.·· on~·::· h~~~, .. there·: .i·~ ·th~ : ~ · .·: 
.. ' . ~ . ~ . : ·. • ' ' ; : ~ .. ' -· . . ' . : . ·- . ... . . . . . ·.. ' . ~ .. ; . . ' .: . 
' • • • • . • ~ ' , * ', · ' ' 'I ' ' ' > • • • : ' I 
ti'lile., of the · intend,ed Gb"ject~ ·- . or obje_c~ive time;. "a.ild' on '.the .. o.t~er, 
. ... · . _."':_· : '. : . . -.·· . <:· .. . ".' ·~·· · .7 . . -:· ~ -- i~i _ · ·_.·· .. ~ · .... ' ._ ., · 
immanent· or -internal 'time, ; tbe "\ time · of ·the e}tp~rience. The cbang'ing ·. _. : · 
· . ...  · .... :: .". . . ..• -··· :· .. .. ; ·, . ..... . . ·. . . . ·· .. ·,.· ._-; : .1 . 
. -~PPe·a:t.-~ces' of th'e. object:;fl~: a~a.y" in imil!arient time, ··but this i~ ·do.'. · . . 
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. . wey ~p.v~ves a ·. flcil;ing allay_ {;lf'"th~ - .obJeC:t ~ itself, -which·· ra:ther ~Si .. ·_:. -··· .' 1 ·: • •• 
• \~ ··~•":, · ~ , I • 0 .,. '' ... 0 : • 'o,/ , I : ' · . ::, :~ :·.' , ; , ~ : ·, ' :<,~ : ' .. :,, 1•0• ':', ,• 00 ,' , -'·,~ . :, w ,t ·· ,~, •, 00 0 :, ' , 
·_in~en.d~·d . as_- a~~tlijlg tl').r~llgb . . i!ts ~p~etU:B.nces·: (.£.;&_ -T9;) .: -' ~ .'l'h~ · :,e~-~~~ns · .-_ . :. · · : '· · .: : :.·. -:. : .. 
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strictly· s.pea,kirig·, experiences pr~senting the other a~pefqts are not 
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The · fu~l : determinatioqs of the object are imp~ici·t in · the hoti zon of 
potentialities,. and ar~ · ·uncov~·red .by ex:plication of the horizon (C.M. 82). 
~ . . ' .:.:::· ,- . --. 
, ;r~anen:' time is the ·time ~-f ac~a.l"~~d concrete p6tentia11. ty, and .is 
·. .. .. \ i 
,consti tut'ed by pretention; its order is that of the explication of the 
. . ' ~ 
ho'rizon · of po:tentialities. 
. I 
"" • This brings;, us to perba.ps the' most importe.n:t· aspect _of the · doctrine 
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. · . of ixften~ionality, . nameiy, . that an ~ct or· conscious1;1e~.s. is specific ~tp .. 
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c.onsciou.sness is a. temporal stream flowing according to ?- determinate 
I ' } 
· order .. n~t a.s a. · mere_ matter of psychologies.~ fact (which could always 
• 
13 
be otherwise) but a.s · a mat~er of conceptual ~ecessity; and corresgpndingly, 
tha.t ~bjecti vi ty - rea.li ty - is. ~hat it is n~t simply in .itself and by 
. . der~+~on from some ontological ne~essity thOt 1sO~eh;,. desce~ds upon ; t .' • 
•' .:. f~om :t~s~de . c~~ . s"Cid~~ess ' : b~~. 'in;. virt~e· of.' tqe . nec~~~i ~,/\ ~i .'its'· 'beirig ' · . ·: 
• . ·.\: . . : ·. :. _ 6b~~~-ti~ ~e .. for ;cqnsciousn~s·s:. : ·, <· . , .. . . _. / 
• , y·; Jl) .... •. • ... · .·.· rA th.~• ,S erye ~;; ~ ~;,i<h .+tlln" of. ~ius ~e'r 1 ~ s doOtr,inO of. ) . 
. . '·\.- . . _._· ,. · )~t~~t·t1·i:mail t~ :-- -~ ~~ : ~e;e·: ·i~t~~iet~~'- :_i ~.' c~niznits _-H~s-.se"f t _?· a-' ir~~ce!l4::: .·. f · ' I • • r • • ;l'-1 ' \ • ' ' f 
' ental '~d~-a.l:i.,~m. 5 . It:.i_i ·i.deaJ_i:~~ ip~smuc~: .a13 obj~ctivity :or·-.. reaiity 'is / 
·I I' 
. . . . ~ .. . . . . . . ~ , -. . . . . . I. 
not concelv~d · as a s-ubstance !3-b!!olutely different. fi'Qm sulfjectivity,_ but/ 
. . . . . ' 
. , . . ' .. ·. I .· 
of -~9n'scious'he~s, ·and _as i . 
I 
.. 
a.s' the_--~ique c;rrela.te structured according t ? 
, , · I 
It is. tr.an-sc~-q.dental . in~~mrich -a.J ' r'· th~- - req~i~e~~;;tt~ of this c·orre_~a.jti6ri ~ . 
" reality ;i's not substa:'nt:i.ally id~nticaJ:: ~ith subj~c~ivity-, but is' . tb~··._ 
• .r, .,.. •. , . . ~ ... . ··., , . . : • , .. • , , 6 .., , :. . . .. · ., . . .·· . 
product of. the self-trans:cenci-ing . of. ·cot:~-sciousness; . Ne_i ther ·th~ world .,. 
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objectivity -nor Climsciousness subjec;tivi ty is fat Husserl a · static 
realm o~. be~ng. Rather, consciousness is €ontinuous.ly in the act of 
·producing its world, of explo1'ing its horizons; and
1 
in doing this, it 
produces itself. ~ 
I 
Let us now turn to the second descriptive char~cteristic . of 
. consciousness, ··tel!lporali tly. Here again, I cannot pretend to offer a 
.. • • • • • • ' . . • • • • • • •• 1 ' • 
, . , , . . . . , • . . . , . , ' . , • . • · • ~ I '. • . , . . .' . 
' 'det·aned .analysis,. but ·only' to . evoke . a.". theme ' for - the: .interpreta.t:Loh of : 
• ' • .. I ' • • ' • .,: : • ' . , • • o ' ' .~ • ' ' ~ • • .. , ' , ' , ', , ' 
.:H~ser~>-: Mos~ o~ ~h~t · i6·;_-impoi:t~t to this ·e~say. has .81re~d/ b~-~~ :, . 
\ 
, I •, " · ·. 
- ,·/ 
. ;, • 
; 
. ·' 
. •··· ·~ 
I• 
. ' • . : ......... . 
in~ti~ioned, . a.t1A' n.~·ed ' o_nly be p~t. ih : its p:t<:)per-.. o~d.e·r; · .. It· is· by: ·~ov ; ... . 
. ' · . 
. . ·:. 
·, ., , " • . , • ' . .· ·' . .'' . ·. , . . ... , ·. . . .. . ··. .. ~ . ·. .. , I ' . . ' . . : , ·: , . 
. ob~io;us · · thl!iot.'·.th·i:!· c~n~~Pi::S . ;.f ti~e·•~nd . o!' . --~.n~e~ti~!i~ii ty· a-re . _:in,se~:rab.le: .. ·.: ·· ·. (/ 
•' ' ' 'Inner . ti~~ 'is th~ ti_ine. or : .(iil'tenti~nai) -act_s .· of-.c~nf!ci·ou~ness. ·' A~l 
. . 1: • ~ . . . . . . .· . - . ' . . . . . . ,. 
' intentions essentialJ.i. have their posi ~.i.q.n .. in th~s time·, ·aud their-
chara-cter' is ~etermined ·by. tneir place~ . 
·. . \ " · 
The l>!evious rema,r~s po.sed. the que.~~io_n· .. ·~.r h~~ - ·~h-~ o~n~~es. , 
as iden,tical th~ough .:its f!eVera:i .ap\>eararices·.'. w~ .. must now· 'po_il\---t~e ," . 
. ·.:,, - . 
' ,-
.:I '. 
correla t/1 ve .. question Of ~O'W' the pure· ego: remai ns ' ident-ical. ttirpUgb 'its· act~ . \ .. 
. . . . . : ... . . . 
' • ' • • • • 0 • ~ • • • t • • l . . 
.A:c~s . o~ consciousnes.s? Husserl· · c;Laf:~us, , Qom~ · to be_':( entstehen) and pa:;s· 
• ',~..,. I ' '• ' II/ • ' • ' ' \ ' • o • ', ' • o • o • • : • • • ' • ' • ' 
• '7-wa.y -. (ver~ehen), but· t~e p\uo'e. ego en:dui'es as:· iderit~ca.l _through its acts~ : - : 
,a.nd~'i,n :th~~~ so·· ·to. ·~~-e~_,· . ''m~~s :.~ appear~c~;, or · i:t,~~~ent~ _~ it~e.lf" :· ., 
. ' . . " ' ' . . . ' '.;· I : . I 
·(a.uftreten) · (Id•Il 103}. Here · ag·~-~ · we ·ha.Ye· an 'apparent confiict · be:tween .·.: 
-~· - ._· .. ·. __ ' . · . . : ... ··. ··:.· '· ' 
a ~eas'eless · f l;ux and a.n abidi.ng -identity, ~h~ch yet are esseri;ti8J,ly · 
" 
The i.Jnm.edi~tely obvious. ~B.y, : to·:obv.i.,a.te the·. co~f'iict' is' to ~ 
. . ' . , . ·' . 
.. .. ·
·. rel ated; 
• , • . , •I 
.... ! . 
'· · 
· · .. espo·~~ .a ":t~ansc·ende~ta+ realism," the ao·ctr.l~e 'th~t ~ubjectirt~yd~s-. . · · · · · 
. '! 
' j' 
I i .. . 
I •. 
. ; 
•:\ .· ; . 
\ . ' - . -. ~ - •. ·. . . . ..· : - . ' . . ' . \ . ' .. .. · . ... ,'> . ' . . 'I . 
' . . . .' . ' 
.' a ·sli~tan;_~ li}ld~rlyip~- ·~he· ··ciosi:to ' · and . ~elated..'_ to. a,n?tner di:ft~x:ent · 
. \ .. - ~ i · . • .. ' 
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.. -. -~ .>] .. ---.~ ..-.~·-·--~.:.. __ .;~ ~:: -:-~-:- ~-~~-- ~- ~~.- :- -~~--~~~- ~~ '- :_ :, . .: , ._. · - ~ ~ 
' ' •. ;, ~ ~ - ' I • ' o ' 
... ''~· · ' . . · 
,_ .. 
·. ' ' . 
~ . . :-.·: ··~· \• : . . . . . : . . . . ., . . 
' ":" '· .-·. ·.•. ., , . ~-:-:~--:~-.· ._---:--. . -.-
' · · . · ' 
· ... -·:·. 
·,; 
: .·-. 
..'"!'~~-- \'' ...... , ;-:·." ·-~. · .. 
··· ·.··.. ' . _. ... . .. ·.· . -~ ... . ; .- . . ·' :: :·., ·, . . -· ... . ... ; . 
.. . . ', 
. ~ . 
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15 
. substance, reality, in·it!3 expe_rience. (C.M . . ~10). '~ut .Husserl red'uses : 
• 
• . 
-.-va.lid, is adequate to its_'i).Utative;_ ·object! and suqh . a proof qan .have no 
a theoreti ~ian' Of CQnS~io~neSS ,, it CBnhOt . 
• • ~ 4 .. • • • • \ ' ... ~ 
since :the latte:t: I .S evidence Of Objecti v:fty. 
. . . . . ~ -~ ' 
issu~, ;tor even if it satisfy 
. . 
satisfY consciousness itself, 
'· 
-;-~l · I , 
.. 
..P:.-:1' ' • 
. · · '(()J.;;i.· • ,. is ex];ierientia.l. a.ri¢1. not deduct! ve . · ·Such . a. rea:j:ist doc-tJ;"ine 1s · a.bs'urd ~ · · ... 
~~(;;;· .. . ··\ . ......... . ·:. _. _., .·.: ·". ·. ·_.:_ < .. '• .. ' . . ··. ,,: :··:: ::: : __ : _·:,:··.·. : .. :.-.· ... . :· -... 1 . :·: · ·· · .. _ .. 
· . . '\: ~~-' ·.. .beclillile one who holdS "it must'.a.t once ' claim-that consciousness- does --not •1 • • .; · • • • • .- . _· : •. 
.. ,. . - -. . -- . . . • .. ' '!' ·: ... ··. : ·· . ·,· .... .. : -' .'11 -- -- 1 ·.-:· ..- · . .. ·: •• ·. 1: .. : :_ .. ·.: · ·----.- ·· : --· . . -. , '1· 
. -. .· . :~ ·. ' . b~(~i-~h.~-~:-: · it~:~::. '- th~ :~vide*e _ .. o+. : it~_ ·~b~~9ti~. v~qic4_t~_ ; ··~~;· ... ~~~h~~f- . .. . · :·. :::: : · -~ .... .. ·.\ ... . " 
.. ::_'.' .• - .. _.,'· _. .- ... . · : .. · __ .., ,., .···: • . .;, ~ -- :;. '.-·.- .. . ·· · ·. · .. ·: --:.:· ... .... __ : . 1 :~.: .:· · . _ :· · .. 4_ .. --.• _:- ·· .,·.· . · : · · .. .- ... .... :.;: ··: . : ,:' ·· - ~·-~ . 
... ·: cea.sing>to.. be. _Cme:rely.}\_ consci<?jis; :magically: pr,o've ·.t!iis. 'vali'dfty:._. C~P ~ :c ;.M·> :·· ' .· .. :·: ·. _  .. ·.' ; ::>._:. 
. -.-· ~ ·· :· ' · , , · .- .: . ' :!.. • .·• · . · . \ .· .· .· ··· .,.'· ···: · .. , ·· .. . ~ · - ; .~.:~ , · ,, ·.~,. . ·',, . r '.· .. ... · ··:.', · · '.~, : · ·.: : _· , : . . . ,' .. · •• : \ ':, ·. , ' ,;~ 
· • 
1 
• · ... . <·· · :· · .  ··; : :,··. ,·_ :§41). ~-:· Husse-~l: iAs:i-~_ts· ,- ·,.the~~r~r~~; .<jhat ·:thi~i ~y.-,ot' cqn~~id~J~~s . ·.'· ·· ,_·. "< : .... _ .. : . ::·:: .... _., >'..',-· 
'· .. ·.·:.,;,·.·· _.,::.·--" ... . . ":_ ' . _:' . J ·· .. ,>: ": ·_.:':·,,·::.··--:::·.-.. .... ·._,_. · :·· . : '!._: .·-... ... . _._ .. · .. : .-.:'\----·~ - · .-. ·:.;. :_.:-· .-::;·, : : __ ·: 
-: ~ . ( -'-' · · · · .. · .. · ,·_ . 'ca.t)no·i ·· bt{ :de.d.uced ·.rronCa.. metaph:ysihal: :p:ri:nci:Pl~·beca.u~e ·-:thiii' si~nies' th~\,, --._ .. ·. -·: .. _. . 
. .. ·· . ... : . . : ,• ··.. . . . _. . ... ·. ~·:' .. .' : ~: \ :(- _· .-.< .·. ··. ; ·:· ~- :. ·:_ ·~ :: ~.::,:/ ' :;:-'_ ·. '.·.:. _: .~: . · .. : ·:··:: :_ . · . . ··.:: :·:.,...-_· · .. ... : . . . . ' . ·: . .. ' . . ..· ... . 
.. . .';r::ights o~ . subjectivity; ,:i .t m11!3t- rath&' :be : e~ibited · as a · tuhdiQn·· of .. :·. .. . . 
,. r ,· . .. · . ' · . ;: _ :. ·: .. • - ~· ... . j •'; ' ' .. . • . · , •' • ,.'\ ,.' _. · '4 ' ·. :.!··:.'1 • ' ' '.·.· _:( .· '; ,. ' .. : • i ·_.~:·-: ' '• ', ~ ·- ~ 
· ; :i~te!ltiona~i.ty' and teinJ?Ora.lity, .that_- iS, · ~s: :a.. _rupctfon. of_ vhS:~. '9'ons~'fous_; · .. ·: ·:: .. 
· .. he:ss' d~~ov~~ -~i~s~if i6: ~~,_.-~d ri~.t · _~f --vh~t. lt ~t.:be·) :' ; · ··_· ... ·• .. :····· ~ - ._.· . . . ... ~ -.. f.. .>·· 
·.- . · _:- ;_.·· . ·'::. .·. : ~~s~ .~~uir~~~t~:'c~- b~·-.:app~9acl1~a~_ ~y- ~o~~·id~~:~'n·~-.:~~~ --i~~~i~ns~i~ ~ _.-.·.·. , . . ·· · r.~ - -- . 
· , :' • • • ' '··:: . · ,· :,• .. ' :' ' , · · . ' • • • :' : · . ·, ·..;' • · ' :.~ .·. ~-,.~ :· ~ ~ ··. ·· . ' , · ':· , ' ,·, • ,• .. '.;. ~ w . , ·!, .4 .,, .. ,. \ ' 
. . ·:between' :tem:pore.~:i.ty :· and·::refle~ti~n:~ :It- is ~--~9~-~ibie :to ' ma.k~' any.· .. a-ct of . "· . . '. ·' .. .. · .. ~·~· .- · 
.. ' . ' . . ,• . . . ,. . .. . ' 
' ) ·. . •. . . 
· .·· : ... . _, · .con~qioicln~ss·_,t~~ :.obJe~t·.- ·b~·~ · ~ : s~c9~d.;.-·;~fl~-~tive :.~et1; ·.bu~:_.-li;th.- ·~~c~r·· ··: ·: : · : : .· · .. . 
f o • ' • ' o ' ' < ' - , \ ' ' ' • : ' ' ' I ' • I • ' .... ·. "' ~· • , : ' • ' : 'I ' ' '',o • ;•: o ' : o ' ' ~.,, \. ~•' • :. I ' ' , j I ' • o, o • ' o o ' ' t ' I ' • • : ' 1 ' ' I : '..1 I ' 
· · ---~itti'in::, : .the.· ·sti~am. oi_ :co~·s·qi·6~·nes·~ :, · ~~d-;;fh~r~.r~re_::k{ -~~t .rsimhl.t~~~o~· · ·· _:: ,: :.. '· ·. _'· ,: · 
. ·•·::::£::. it:L~iJ.k~~~~~(~~ti!;!~.;~~:S;o::±;.:.i~!f±r:fnot i:, ', :~ :· . ' ···~··:.·'•.· .·  :~ . 
. . · )_· ·· . .. /. · ·. . :i:n.t~~tion~ity·· ip_. ao_t ·! · !_or ;-~~ ·h~s \ -a.lr~~ey. ·q_eased t(),:.b_e a:n. ·_act, '!fheri J,Y~s ·: · ' · ·-'· _: ·-.':.· . · . . 
• • • ~ •• ,. ,1/. •' _ : · · .= . .~. ' ' · . ! ::·.· . ·. · . . ~ .:. :· · ' .. ·:· ···' ·· .. ·.· ·;· · . : ·._:· ·. :: ···_ .· .· . '( .. ·· ' ' ·,. ' ·-··' 
.·· ' · > g~~~~d~_:_an~ - i~ th~re-~ore_. ~-~:~ent~~~~ ---m~,difi~-.d · ~-~:_~th~ -~f~J? ' (I~~ :·n ·1?~7'~02 ):·:-, .:·· .. _, 
>_.' NQ.~-ho~· i·-~ - t~i's ··:tb :l)e:~~ -i~t~~i>t~:te~? · ·. ' ' ·.· _: .. : . ;,_·_' : ·:··: ,' -' . _-:_ .. · · . · . . ~ - . .. , . 
. • . • • , . . • . • ' , . - •• . • • ' .' • : ~ . • : · .• • • • l ; .• ~-~·· : ~ ·,_. - . ·- • • ~ • "' J • .. :. 
. ··-~rf·,. :_. ~·-. ·_ ; · .. · .  :· .. " .-:. ::-~ ·::.- .. ::->'_://:_ ;::·:~:_.,·;:: ·-:<··· :· :: .. ~ · .. _·_.· .-,·.;-:-.:· ·. ·." .... . ·,:·.:: ·, .. _-- _-.;~_ .' · . _:_,_.: ., __ .. .. ·.· ,< .. :. :-. 
. . ··· . · 7 . . liwilse:d.: · claims': tb.at De~ cartes. is ·.the .' ·rounder or 11·tr8.nscende'ntai :.: -.' : :. · • · · · 
·.·· 
. : , ··, 
. . : ' 
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:re8iis~"! · . :wn~:tlie i." . he. is r:ight ,-~ 't~is': is-~ .. o.r: _c·9m:se., _q~~.i't_e ·· irr~lev~t ·: , ·.: . ' ···: : . :: ·· · 
. to tile:.present ~ons'ideratfons .• . -:; . .... -~ - -- . · . • . . ·: .. · .-':· .:_. · . , ~ :;-- · : -.:-: :_. · .: ··_. .-. · : ·. :-- .. . 
·: · . ' '· . . · ' ·,· . . , . . :.. ·: ·. . . \ . .. . 
• •
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To assert that· consciousness is ' intentional is to asse:rt that : 
frett.·,\.f~r : a'S i~tention~.l·· ·i.t. ~peys no~~~ but · its · o~ l~'W's8 ; :' it ' ~s 
• . , I . 
' · 
not ~o-natural with its objects'; · .and .is hence . not subject _to 
by -a puta~ive · ~hing ·. in i.tseit which ~o~d· be its .·~bjet:t. ; In 




. . . . . . ' · . 
I This freedom is ' actual; has effect', iP the a~ts of c'o~sciousness' : .'·it . 
.. . 
. _· , 
'C . • " 
.l · 
. ·a 
.. ,: . . ··~ ·- · ~· ·=·! : :· · ~· 1. :··.· ., ·." .. . ·: ... .. · . . ·- :· · . . . : :. . .·. ' 1 •• • • \ ' • 
-: ·~·.-. :; : · : . • .. = · 8.rt:4c.Ulate·s . itsel.f'·.or ·differentiates .i·tse·lf ···fn these:.Eicts. ' But \.his : · . .. ·. :/ · 
·· ·: :·~< ·'!·,:> :'· .:-.;' . . · ·. · ·~t·i~~~~{~~·: : i:s··--~~~h~~:- ~{~~;.:.th~' ~~~~nt· "~~~e; :· .'~e.re;o~~: ·· .~~-· -~rd~·f.::_'., , ... ··-··:·.·. ··. ,· ·. ' 
. . ' . I ~ . . ;f • ' •• . • l. I •I. • • • 1 ' • • • ' • • • • • , • .-~. • .. ... • • • .. ,·.: ' : ' .. ~ .: 
, ·_·. •: ·· . . ,. ·. ·:· .. · .. , .... · .. ·· ..... ... · :. :_, ._- · . . · · ... :: .;::·.' . . . ~. ,-: ~-~:~ . ··~ .· ·· :~ \·· '' :. : . . · .. ·· ·: .. ·:_ .. · .· . · . . o~ · · · · ~;. · . . .. .. :_· . ~ 
,_,_ · ,...,_. ,::: · . ·. : ·:.-tha.t·· ..  the 1 ob'ject .be·. plf.6perly ·.an . "intent:i.oriai , ~f.fec~· ., time Hsel:C .. mus t ·: lle{ -. . : . ..,: ·.. · ; :· T>··:;:: 
' ·. ·_:, ;· . .. ··.::: ,:···.: ··.··:: . : ~, ·~ :t: . .-·.' :·.·.;:_ . •· . -~ .. ··. :---.·. · .. • . : . ··.:;. ' :-.._::· :·. i·: .. : ' _. ,.·_:_: · ...... ' .··.: . . ·. ·:·· .·; . ·: . . , · .. -~·:·. ? .. . ·, . 
-..:·: · : .. · · .: ·:~: : :· : , ... .:':·. : ;: prod:u.9eci; arid: this p~oq.ucti.on':~s .. ~othin'g other -than ••. s:ub~~c.tivi-~y ··tr~~lY ·: ·.· . ·-~ ·J_- .. :· .. 
.. . ;, .' :.: .. · ·_.·  _,::.: : .·'~: .·. ·.·. ·: ·P~~~~ctn~ · 1:~~~tt . .' )t~~ .:sp.on~~-e~~·~-~- ~hej;:.:·ii :--~~ir-~~~s-Ki.t~t,i~ ~ · -~s \.'_- :· ··, .:: _ ..· ;·,.: · 
·· · ... ::" · .. ~ 9 .·. · .. .. • ::· · .- ;r ~ \ • ., - · ..:· · . . .'.: '- ~ •• • 
.• ': ·. ' . . ',. .. . . . . .. 
...... . . . · tempor,a.;!. . ~ · · .. · · · .. . . , .. . ·.· . .. . · · ·. . ·,·... . . . . ·, 
• : . . f. • • • 
. · .• ":. . .- _· · ... . . :wow·.botq ~~: ~~~~e.c;~·~,~~ ·tii~ ·~~~~ct~ng -~~;s· .. $r~-~~i; ~~~~n~ · .. ·;. -· .. - .::'·. · · · 
. 9f' ' spd~;ta.neity<·:~d ·hEmce· ~e .·ac:t·s _:.p:f on~: e_go. · .Th~~ ~ei'J,ect.ed act·:.':. . 
. . ·. . . . .. ' . . . . ·. . . . ' ' 
' ' : ' ' : .. ' '. • ' ' • ' • ' ' ' ' ' . _' • .. ; ; '#<~' ,, ' '•, I ' ,:. ',' ' J • '' '4 ' I ' " o 't ' I - • ' • o 
. ·· in.tends i~s ~ii:>Je.c:t, . · and t:tte ... ~ef],ecting .. act takes .the f.~r.~t: ~. J,.t·s _·object, .· .. · ·, 
· ··' :'·· :_.·. " · : ·. ·. · .~ : :-~ . ... ·.· ··:-:·; · · .· ... : .. ,_ t ~ ~:.! .... .... ·. ,: .. -- : .. . .-·. · - -~ ~ ... - """ 
. :' 
' ', 
. . ~: .. 
.. .. 
.. . ... 
. ·_.., .' 
...... 
- ' 
... ' . • 
:· ·· ·· 
/. ' 
, . .. 
j ' 
! 
:_.··l,>ut :is·. ~~self!' .illJr~_hected. ·: : Th~.:r:ef~re .~ there J$_. M . J?Os~ib.l~ · g!asp of · ;• ' · .-.. .. • ! 
: y 
. \ · 
•. 1', ' · ·. 
. • .' 
: ~ sporit~ei~y 'inl act';:·.~·~ : ~~mp6I:al~t/: is .. ~he -~·ondl~-i~~ -'6_r· -~~~:-.~ ~~~it;.~ . :: :· . :. ·. 
._. :-,-:·· .. ·<.: .': :\· ..-· ._: _ ,- .> . ,·;''. : .... : '_:_. .... .- ,- . _ · . ·~ ·: · . ~: '. ~- . .. _ ... ' .. -.-~ ..  ,_. ..., . .' . 
·· a.xid is ther~:fore .i~remediab::cy : prior :to·.· an act. of reflectipn . ."· Sporitane:i,ty ." 
' ' . -~~ ~·:: .. , .. ~ · .·: -~ . --, · .. . · _~;.' . :· · .. ·: ·- ~ _:.· . · ...... : ...... . : ' .. ·. · ·~· . - : ' ... ·. ,; .. ... : .:' ~ · . . · . . ... , 
. ' i ' ' 
. .. ·. · ' . 
·• 
. . . · ·' ~~.' Only- 'be qi.ta.s~.;.objec.tifie~ .. inai3D!UCh ~s t~e refH!cted . 'act ,is· as such _. •, ' • 
, ... ... : · : :·. :: ~·· .... .. ·· ... . ·_·:·::-: _. · .. \·:· .. ·./ .. ·: .. _, .·· .·:< :· .. · ...... \ ·:.- -·-· .. :· . -... : ~~ ··: ·, ' . · .. -., . . ' .. . ·· .. . . · .. 
·· ···.· .: · · · .. an ·~ct·· 6:r·the. . same ~go - 'that . ricy Xe:.ne.Ctsi ~r·, ·it ·is an :ai't1c;lilati.on of · -.-: ... · ·L · .. ·._, .. : . · .·_.,\ 
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As the final point of this preliminary consideration of subjec t ivity, let 
us now consider concrete consciousness. 
... 
Husserl' s elaboration of the concept of t he pure ego reveals that 
it is necessarily concrete, what Ifusserl calls- a "Monad"11. For the monad, 
each intention is an acquisition of an abiding way 6f intending, a 
nabitu~lity · of consciousness (C.M. §32). The monad, th~_n, is the pure 
eg'o considered as having a p~rsonal style or a character '( th.ough, of cqurse,".: 
this vocabulary is not strictly ac,curate) . More p:r:operly, it is the pure 
ego . inasmuch as it comprehends i.t_s past in its pre~en-t?. 
At first sight, it is4C5dd, even s.tartling, t~at Husserl should 
.. \ 
ascribe personality to the pm:e ego, for it is pure precisely of any -
nature or subst:antiality, a purely intentional and· temporal subjectivity. 
The very notion that consciousness has a personality - e-:ren that there is 
an ego ~hat is conscious - ·has been trenchantly and persuasively criticized 
12 • .... 
by Sa.rtre in The Transcendence of the Ego Although I believe that his 
objections are not co~clus'ive, a consideration of thefn can help to make 
Husserl's meaning clearer. Sartre's . fundamental consideration is the 
thesis just previously di~scussed, that reflection essentially modifies 
1·3 
an act of consciousness , but he takes it, 'I believe, far beyond its 
11. My . discussion of the monad is' .b~sed principally on the Cartesian 
Me.di tations § § 30-33 and th~ Ideen II §29. . 
12. Jean-Paul Sartre, ~ transcendence de 1' ego: EsqUji.sse· d' ude . description 
phenomenologigue .~ ed." Sy1 vie .Le -;Bon tParis : Librairie Phi1osophiqbe J. 
vrin, 1972)! Translated as: The Transcendence of~ Ego: An 
Existentialist Theory of Consciousness tr~s. and ea;· Forest Williams 
and flobert Kirkpatrick(Nev York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux [Noonday 
Press], 1957) . . 
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"' 
legitimate bound~. 14 He claims that acts of consciousness are instantaneous ; 
but any endpring unity - a state of consciousness or even a transcendental 
-"ego- is in his view a transcendent or intentional unity, a unity for 
-consciousness, but itself not consciousness~5 . 
Sartre analyses hatred as an example of a state . One's hatred for 
another is.given in a feeling of revulsion. But clearly, he argues, this 
feeling ~s instantane?us, whereas the hatred itself endures. Now, at the 
sight of ·Peter, one feels revulsion; one hates h~ now, but .hatea h~ also 
' last year, and will hate him next year. The hatred transcends~ any single 
. . 16 
feeling of repugnance, and even any finite set of feelinge,-however large • 
But the momentary feeling of repugnance is an appearance of the 
hatred, or the hatred is given in the feeling of repugnance. Hence, 
reflection on this one feeling, the one experience, can objectify two 
things. FirsL, it can take the feeling itself as its object, and of that 
it will have certain knqwledge . . Qr it can take the state ·of which the 
feeling is an appear~ce as its object, and then its knowledge wi~ be 
dubitable, for in positing the hatred, reflection commits ~he ego to a past 
of having hated and an open future of bating, th~t is, to potenti~ly 
infinite moments of revulsion. The hatred thus transCet_ldS any ·experience 
that presents it, and does this, moreover, in the manner ?f any other ' 
transcendent ·object: It is real, and not merely . a hypothesis invented to 
explain a set of experience~ and knowledge of it is dubitible because it 
is real. because the infinity of experiences to which one is committed by 
14. Sartre, Transcendence, pp. 46-47/pp. Q2-63. 
15. Ibid, pp. 44 ff, 57-59/pp. 60 ff. 74-76. 









positing it may well be unfulfilled. One can, for example, claim in a 
moment of anger to hate someone, and later realize that in fact one does 
not hate: the anger seemed to present an enduring hatred, but passed, 
leaving nothing behind1 T. 
With I?-oit of this I have no quarrel:' it is . quite eviderit that 
one can be in error about one's states or emotions. But I believe that 
Sartre has been overzealous in the pur.ification of consciousness. In 
.. ~ is self-transcending; virtue of ci.ntentiona.li tiY, he argues, conscious~ess 
,....,. ~ . 
,~)the several experiences of one transcendent object _ are unified by that 
. object itself.. .';£'here !l.s no need of another' r;;pecially constructed unity 
' ,# 6 ·~ , 
of consciousness; and inde'ed such a unity weill.d be a core of opacity at 
the centre of consciousness, impeding the essential openness t~ objectivity18. 
Sartre ' s argument· is elegant; his parsimony is c~stly . . 
Note from the start tpat Husserl clearly deni es, ~hat any such 
empirical personality, any such states, accrue to pure consciousness as 
such. The pure ego is transpare~t to itself, whereas a ·~rsonality ,is an 
\ . ' : 
intentional unity, ·and thus presumptive or dubitable (Id. II §28). But he 
' . . . 
claims that there pertain to pure consciousness unities that are to be 
dist.inguished from such intentional unities. Acts of cOnf!ciqusness 
.. 19 
institute 11 abiding meanings" (bleidende Meinungen) , meanings that reina.in 
the ego's and retain ·his thesis after the instituting act has passed (Id .• II 
. III; C.M. §32). Inasmuch as the stream of consciousness is the self-
17. Sartre, 'transcendence~ pp. 46-51/pp. · 62-68 .. 
1a. Ib..id., pp • . 20-26 tf>R. 3t --42. · . . • . 
19. The term "ine'ariing is _ambig\lous, referring either to noetic or 
subjecti+e· meanings, acts or ·processes of meanings, or to no~tic 
.~r objective meanings (Cp. Cairns, ~ !2!:.: Tra.ilslatiri~ Husserl ", 
p. 82, sub meinen and Meinung). ·aua·serl is clearly using the . 
.,, . . 
















constitution of the one ego, the meaniqg of th~ instituting act remains 
his, there can always· be another act intending it, it continues to be 
accepted until revoked by another instituting act. But this persisting 
of the meaning "manifestly is not .a continuous filling of imman.ent time 
with subjective proces~es": • the .meaning is the ego's even when he does 
llil 
\ 
riot attend to it (f.:l:h. § 32). 
By insti tv.ting -such abiding meanings or "habi tua.liti'e~", the ego 
"'a'insti tutes himself as a 1 fixed an~' ~biding' personal Ego" ~ and though ·the· · 
\ . . 
... -.,specific habituiilities may change, tl?-e ego ·retains throughout a '1'per~onal 
' · 
II ( . ) character _.C.M,. p. 101· . • 
'what distinguishes· h~bitualit~es from Sartre 's states is that , 
. '• 
they are not- intentional 'qlli ties at all. Suppose that, having considered 
\ 
a matt~r, one makes a. judgement: The act of. judging passes, but there-. 
... 
· after, one . continues . to hold t .he corresponding con vi ctic;n ..,( Uberzeggung') , 
even if he forgets the grounds · of his judgement, even if he only diDIJ.yl· 
:!temembers the judgement (Itl. II 116; cp. C.M. §32). The CQilvicti. on is a. 
"" --
potentialit.y, which can always be made actual. But making i t actual does 
../ , 
not consist merely in presenting the co.ntent of the jtidgement again; rather, 
the e·go, in the same a.ct that presents th~s c,.ontent, . straightway leads his 
\ . . 
. . 
the.sis to the ~udgement. In a. sense., he ag~ees (zustillllll.en) with tbe former 
~ud8ement, yet there is no separate act of . agreeing, but e. "joining in" 
(mitma.chen) with the previous act of judging (Id. II 117) • .. 
. \ 
· subj.rcti ve sense ·here: _ and therefore the meaning in question cannot 
be an . act or process, .but something_ else, whi ch . I .shall attempt to 
define. 
• 
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22 
Consider, for example, someone who learns a geometrical proof: 
The theorem becqmes hi!conviction, and it abides not by his proving it 
II 
on many subsequent occ ions, but by his "taking over" ( Ubernahme) the 
conviction ( Id .. II 118-119). That is, when he again considers the 
theorem, he need rrot wonder, Is this true?," and even less, Have I proved 
this before? In intending tht:! theorem; . he intends it with t,\ie the~is: 
proved;, :Phis act is unitary, and .not s~ceptible of analysis into t~o· 
. . " parts, the intention of thE;! . th~orem itself, -and the thesil?: I Qave proved . 
~bis." Cert_ainly these two acts ~e ' l>ossible, but-' they··_do .not combine to 
. . - - ' . 
present the ,- one -ob"ject, a _p~oved theorem.,., In other ~ords, .in-·pro:rtng the ., -
. . , . . . ; ' , \ 
theorem; one -is conscious of it in a certain way, as problematical; and 
\ 
thereafter one is cohscious of the satne theorem as· having bee_n proved. Or 
. a~ain, to state the issue in Husser.l' s own terms, to be of a ce~tain 
conviction is not to remember that one made a decision sometime in the 
past, it is not to remember· an event tHat occurred in "transcenden:t time", 
but rather to remember s_omething that occurred in "immanent time, 11 A's he 
w ~ 
explains'· this memory is not just a ,;reproduction" of the · decision, "but ' .,l 
• a, 'positing again' (Wiede-tsetzimg), or better, a.n. ·actual posi tihg with. 
(Mitsetzunfi), a taking over of what was 'previoti.sly' · posited" (Id. II 119) • 
.. • \ J 
Hence, ~ t seems that Husse~l' s . dei;.ailed anazysi s of. ha."!fituali ty 
. . 20 
l,llldercuts Sartre' s critic isms. · The unity is not for reflection , ·although 
20. Sartre mentions the · doctrine of the morta.d of the Cartesian Meditations 
as subject to his critic isms· (Trans cend~nce . pp. 2-5-26/p. 42), · and that 
work ·admittedly couches the notion of habituality ·in thi voca.bula:ry 1'>f 
reflection: . e.g. "If, in .an act of\1. judgement, I decide_ 1for the first 
time in fav@ur ot: a being and .a being .. t~; the · .:t:l.eetili"g act passes; 
but from now on 1·~ abiding1y the Ego who is thus and ~- decided, 1 I 
am of_' this conviction! rl But even here, th~ very next sentence indicates: 
I . . I . 
1· r · 
\ 
' 
~, .: ... r 
1 












reflection can objectify it - and in doing so will have. all the 
dif:fictD.ty Sartre says it will have,; But whether one can or cannot 
become aware of them, there are certain convictions thS;t ·are . now one's 
own even though one does not now make the correspo~din~?. de~ision. When 
one actualizes the conviction, that act 'does not sta.rld alone. as 
\ 
inst:antane.ous, but implicates its past a.p.d its ·f_uture in its very, 
in.t'entional struct1.u-~. · -To :l!>e sU!'e, when once this .impl{c~tion is 
23 
trans formed into a re.flecti ve thesis - what I .now>_Wij. doing (have done ':' 
. l • . . . . " 
'• . . '- •, ' . , ' .. 
... . 
,·;: ' . 
. , 
··L· . . . . 
. . . 
__;__:,_. ___ ,_., \ . : 
· -. . .. :--- ......;..\J-
before a:nd can do .. a.gaih ,-:- ·it· beco.mes p~oblemat'icai. J~ut . . the. ·actualizing : 
' • • ·' • ' ' • • • > • • \:. 
' ~ 
of :the · con~iction ' d.o_es. not:! ~s s~ch -~o~~t .. a . past. ~ . ~ut ra~her takes over· · ' 
' •,' - ' :. , '• ' · ·. ' I . · • •. 
the past and · the in ~entional acts of ·the past as -the ego 's 1 oWri ; -· because · 
., . . . . ' ' . ' . . . . . ·. '· . . . 
his · act of owning .is ngt the re:flecti ve the.sis --that he owns, . it escapes · 
Sartre Is. strictures. Th~ monad; or the subject of l:labi tualities, is- as 
' . ''--I 
such self-consciously iden.tical with its o.wn life; which .is not tolsa.y 
• I ' • 
that this identity. cantbe ·s ·tralghtway retrieved in ~eflection ( C.M. § 30). 
. ' \. . --.-
'"'· Habi tuali ties, then, are pre-th~tic ~i ties. They· reta.!:n the 
" I l , , . 
. ·, 
p~st not ' as some~hiD:g q'l:1jective, to be remel!lbered, but rather as a \ . 
. history. A J?(l1>t ~ec·is~oti is still present -in the conyiction: · remembering 
the decisi6n does not m~e it a .conviction·; · ·faiiing to remember doe's . not 
impede. one's b~in·~ convinced. 
. The stream o:f consciousness of a pure .. ego its · conscious life 
tbat the-'conviction ii;l · p.r::e-ref'1~ctive: ''Jbat, ho'W'eyer, 'does ·not " 
i:Jignify merely that ·r.: reinel!lber the act or can · renieinber it. later. 
~i!! . I. ?ando.~.i' . -· but· need ~otdo (-C·.M~ . f~·2, pp~ lOP-lOlL . The ·- · 
Ideen II~- which pre·sen-ts. a ful.ler .analysis, of the doctrine, ·we.S .al.most 
c.ertainly unavailable · to htm wben.,he wrote Transcenderi.ce (in 1936) . 
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is -its history. Not by being- a sub_s tance cderneat~ cons ciousne.ss, but \ 
by .being identical with its history, is the ego identical through its 
:. 
conscious life. 
Husserl' s entir.e argument turns on 'the l'elati onship between 
intentionality and tem~orali ty. Experien~es do not m~tely take pl~ce in 
' \ 
immanent ,time; ·rather they ·cons;titute it. ~onverselyr• time is the 
<:.. . 
. · condltion ·of e~perie~c~, it · is. th·~·. s::tr~~:ture .b~ virtue of'' ~hich th~ . .. · . =~· .. ·· ./" .. 
' ' ·:, ' .. : . ~ ' .. :· . ..... . . ' . . ... ' .. :' •' . . . . .. -: ... ·: · :"- . · ~. : / ~~-~· .. . . 
. ina.nper. of inte~·ding ~the ·object deterprl~es_ 'the ·o~·jed; i.~s'elf'< An .. :· : _j~:/jt<.?:~ - !_ ·. ·• 
. . ~ . . . . . . ' ' . . . -~· ....... ,, . . •;' .· l ~"~•;{ ence. iar;no( conS:u ~rite it'. '~~~~ ~· ~ · ~~·~~~tO! =itY rl~hbut, if·~;;f[f:~; l 
. at .:onc~. · :o~~~i tu~ing;·.~ tse~; --~s: ~·, ~i~t· : .. Henc~._,.a.n :~~~r~enc_e. ·· is . ·not · ·· . :::);:,·;';{:)~::·~ :·;:· _-'-
1
. ~.. :."-
t.ransie~t~· b~t is. an abielirig acquisition.' . I . .. · ,.· ·.' ' :.\ . . :..::_. 
. . . ! : . ~ ' ' I.. ... : . .. ' . ' . -~ ' ' · .. · . . ~ . . ' . . I 
· · ' The·. monad, the~, .is no~ j.ust a~ .a~str~c;t~Y. -~~entical J>Ol .. J ~ J' ... . 
. . . 
stream o:f consciousness, b'ut ra..ther ·a. concrete-ego, and as · such · it .is' 
crue'ia.~ to H1,1.sserl's idealism: 
· ·, 
Tfie ego can be' concre.te only in the flowing. multiformity 
of his :i.ntention~l lif'~' , a.long ·w:i,th ' ·the obje¢ts·: meant ·- And 
in 'sdme cas'es constituted . a.s existent· for him - in that ·life. 
l-{anifestly-, in .the ~.ase of ··:an object. 8~ cq~stituted, its 
abiding . existe:pce. an'd, l?eing ~thus . -are.' a correlat'e . of -the' 
habituality 'constituted in :the''Ego-poJ:e himself ·by Virtue of 
his · ~o~it~q~7·tak~ng • . :~ .. . . . · . · .. . -...: · · . 








\ ' se~.s up a habi tu:.al.i ty of IllY' _. Ego ;· byn Virtue -~f whic~ the . ·ooj~ct', .. · 
all hav-i'ng ·its manifold deterininations ;-,.is mine ·abid:ing.l.y:. S11c.h , ·. 
- ~bidln'g ·'·acquis:itior,u3 ·:~e · qp mY surroun.cUng worJ.d~ · ~·0, 'ra.f. a,;:r ~ 
'·. 
· ac·q_uai:pt~·d :w~~h - ~t . a~ -t;~e tim~.' v~th·· its h?~i~o~~ ~.:flobje~~s. :. · ' 
· wit? whi.~~ ~ . am- ti.nacquainted ·- .. th~t ·_ i,~_ : . :objects· y~t;, to ·b~· .,. · 
acqUired :b.ut. ~lready an.ticipated with. this formal .oojec~ . 
·structUre:·. · 1 · •· .• • : . > :. ·. · · ·,-· · · · :/. - · · ·.. . .· ·· . .. · · · 
' . . ,• 
. · .. < .-~.81-n~e · t?e ptop,.~(l,i~a.i?j conc~e·te .'ego in~iu~efl aJ,~o the · 
:. · wfl:ol:e ·of actu~ and . poten~i;al conscioU:S . l~f'~ ·, -~'!; is . clear .that .. 
. , the problem of' ·expl:i._cati~g. this monadi~ ego ph~ho~_nologic8.1.ly 
.. (the :problem of' his··.const itution for himse:J..f) must irlclti.de al·i .·: 
.c'Cmstitutiqnai: . .probien1s wi ~hout excep.tion~ ~. Con~equently .' the : .. · 
. phenomenology. of 'this . self-constitution '.coincides with . pbenomen:.: 
' . . . -;..-. ·. .· . . ·, .. . . ' . . ' . . ·, 
ology as· a whole (C:M. 102-10'3). ·· · · · . · · , . . : . · ·. 
. . .· . ---:- i. . : 
..•. . 
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The concept of the mona.d - the concept of the totality- of .actual .and 
:Possible experlen<;:e·- i~ -~he concept of the totality of ail being.-
25 
There is ·nq being other than meant or intended objectivity, o:r, 'in other 
words, the vorld · is the c·orrelate· of the life of cons ciousnes~'l. a. 
.-This, then, will serve as an outline of t~e concept ·"ego'1• I 
' have attempt~d to pr.ovide only_ the thread of an oarg~ent, rather than a 
. cietai.led:d.iscus~i.on of 8rry :ia.sue. -. ·The main ·purpose .J:las . ·been to evoJt,e 




cer:t~~n 1 ~o~n~t t~~me~ o~ ~usse~l: s. _thought as .a. . co~ text fo~ t~e w?rk\ to . 
.. . · .. 
. : 
.. · .. . :· . ... --.-·' be 'aope_ iri_ th'e, rb~_lo~ing ~chapters _; iri >t:tle co~'s'e .. of tnis: .... ork:; w(sh-~ti ·. 
:· ' ~ . . . : . . .• : .. : .: .... ' .· ' . > : . .'. . . { . ·,. . '' -~. '. :. 2 . : ·. ' .. : :/. ( ~-: ' . . .. . - ~ . . -~ : . . ... ~)-. · .. 
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.. · . 
·return to ' most of ·these·· themes, albeit in modi :fied .form. · By fa.r 1the · inost 
. ;i~·· h·. - . ~ .. ·: ' .. ; .~ ~:·. ' ! · • ·.· • • :. : . • . ·· · .~.~ _·. :- .!·,1 ' · :· - ~· .' ,.·, "' .. ' · · .. ::· ~ ~ : _ _ ._: - . ~ .. · · . 
. imp~rt~nt : ~h,eme is th_at ·:i,ntenti_on~Ht~ and temporAlity are·-t ~gether .,· · · : ·, . . 
. ' ' ' . . . ' " . ' 
essen_tial' d~a~a:cteri~t.!_cs~- 0~ c'ons cio~ness 'and .'the m~8.ns w~~r~by \it 
' ' ': . . . ', . ,• - . ' . ,. . . . .·· 22 ' 
tr~scends itself; they might be called its ~'dimensions" . . . 
•By ·me!lJ}s· of this outline:, we -have b'een led to · the ap:\::>arent crisi"s 
'with, wh~ch -t~e Fifth ·cart~sia.n Medit'a~i_on b.egins: · If all ~os:~~ 
~ . . , . . . . 
and being are for the . ego, th~n is not _anothe\r ego np~s~nse? There seems · 
·-'_. · to ·b~ · a rl~ o~ bei~g _tli~t- is ·~o~ ~;r~;cy _ co?~titu~e~ _by ~he_ eg~,·b~t- by 
i:t~elf; the. Oth~·:r. But th~s pro~leifti ~s. exce~ctl~gly couipiex{ let ~ ~ 
I 
. ·. 
.. e · . ' 
: ~er~_fore_ , .fi~st · conside.r ·it on ,·a: simpler ·le~el. 
.. _, . 
·' · ' ' . * 
. ' . 
' • 
· 2L 11 The· .. a:.tt~iil.pt ·to - conceiv~ the .universe· of' true· being ··aa · :solllethfng lying 
outsid~ -~ne'· Un.iverse . qf.possib~~ < c6nsoiou.Sness, p_ossi~le . knovledge, ( .. 
possigle 'evi dence, the ,twQ _being · ~le.ted . :to one" anotb.er me'+ely 
: . - exte,rn~l~y _by a . rig~.:d J,aw, . i~ ' ilons~nsic~· . They belo_n~ ·together . 
~~senti ally; arid,-, as.' belong~g togethet -~sent:i.aiJ.Y·, :th.ey are also. 
: concr~t~iy ·pne:, : .one in. the ' _G>nl.Y . absolute . on<;:rc;Jt~on: :~.~renacendental 
· .subJec_tiV~ ty. ·. If -;trB.nsce~d:ental subJectivity- i .s · ~he .uni'vers'e .o~ · 
. _possiplE~ · se~~~' the~ . an outside 'is .preCis_elY.;- . nonsense;" {C,M. 117)· . . 
22.·~ - Gurwi:tsch 1lses .sucb,. a :vocebu,lary': · See · Gurwits'c1'!, "rntentioiuil;ity: o,f 
:, . . G6n~·ci?uSness,!• .~ -p: :71/p.125. ,·. · · 1 •.· .. 
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We may now turn to consider the concept of otherness or al teri ty , 
I shall here off~r a mostly negative definition, distinguishing it from 
the notion of diff~rence; and leaving the positive definition to be 
l> 
eJ.aborated. in the main body of' thi!3 essay. The issue of this discussion 
is t he claim that an Other ego is not merely a logically · possible or even 
an actual~ existing _ego num.erically .distinct from t~e .ego· with respect to 
' . . ' • , ' I . • , ,. 
whic;l;l 'it is ~0ther, but rather is ~n ac.tu{il or· paten tial communton with . 
. ,"' .- . ' . . . . . ' . . . . 
. . ' '. . ' . \ . 
the ·.ego ~ 'i-ntentio'na~ly :r;e~a;t~d to a ~orld-. coniinon. to botq.. The fact ' 
tqa:t· o~~e~. ·~g~~ ~e .;~os.si~.l~ .· .~~- .even ·_: ;~~1 ~.~~~ · ~ot l;>Y i tsel·:f eata~l~sh 
., . . . ·. ·. . ' . : : . ; ' •' ' ' ,,, ... . ·.. l , . ' . .. . . ' 
that they do .. or:_.c:an know ·e~ch 'other~ ·or that· they · experie~ce the· _same world; 
' . ~ '·l •' . ' .· ' . 1 . 
muc.h' le~-s 'd()e'e "it establisJ:l tha.t they'· 'know of each ' other, ·or . kno~· :that· ,' 
th:~Y :~xperience the same '11'orld. Yet· ex!l-ctly this sort of .-B.ctual or 
.. 
potential· commWlity is implicated· in the sense "Other''. In order to · 
unders-tand it, therefore, Husserl must . not present a p1roof of logical 
,POSsi'\>ili ty 'or of reill existence, b14t . m~t look rather more dee~ly into 
~ · ' ') It 23 -.; .. 
. the structure of ekpenenqe 
• 
' . . 
' .,r. 
.:·' · · Now. the Fifth Ca.rte·sia.n :Medi ta:tiop begins with a crisis.-at . the .. . · _,:, 
. . . . ·. • . . . . . I 
heart of,.'pheno~nplo.gy: it·is suggested that HU:sserl is co~tted 
'l ' 
resUlts ·.so fal\ :·a.ttained; and ·w :..his method to soii:p'sism ·( C.M. ·:§42). 
. . ' . . · 
But · . 
' , . . I . ' 
th~re; are lJ!B-IlY senses of' solipsism: .first, it can· be the tpesis .·tha.t ~here 
. . . . . .. . . . . . . 
t~~- ther~ · i.~. not ~uf~ent e~S..den.ce ·.to 
. assert that they exist; or third:. .tha.tl the concept of another ego is . 
. . : . . 24 .. '• . . : . ·. . . . . . . 
.. _meaningless · ; . Now which conce-rns Husserl? · ·.The first, being the. so~t of .. 
. · ' . . i .. - . . . . - . . 
23. ~~- Da~d Carr' 11The, I Fifth Medi.~ation I and Husserl1 9 c.artesianism, II . . 
· gnilos-ophy' and PhenolJI,enol6gic8.l · Research, ·vol. XXXIV .(J:973-l4), p. 19. 
24 • . Ch~"':'Ti.rl Ki~",. ''Hllftser.l· and' the' ~gocentric Predicament," Idealistic·' 
studies·, yoL ~r· ( 1972), pp •· 116-117 .· ··cp. also . carr, '"Husser~' s · 
:~~\esfanism," pp· • . :1~16 . .' · ·. · · : .. · ' · ·.'\ 
. ·. . ' . . 
. ' •, . 
· ' 
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dogma tic claim forbidden by Husserl' s approach, is obviously out of the 
question. Of the others~ by · far the more likely difficulty for his 
doctrine is the question .of vhether there is a sense "Other" susc\ptible 
. . 
of intentional analysis, and there fore consistent with Husserl' s transcend-
· ental idealism: . This ipdeed is a serious difficulty, .for intentional 
• . f 
analysis s;.ekS'l:.o show hov the object has sense as an intentional product 
''· 
of conscious._ness; .'l?ut the alter ego. is as _ such 'autonom~ils and self-constitut-
ing-• . 'and lienee ~ it -seems - is :essent'ia.lly recalcitrant to thi~. sort tof 
,, , ·I, . . • 
,pre-semt1l· i tl?,Ei!lf. The sense of any ,obje·ct .if! determined by the manne'i:· i n 
which . it presents itself to ~bnsciousness; that .:is", the tourse of 
experience!'! intending an oqject determines' the detailed. .sense o-f the .obj~ct, 
' . I 
I 25 · · 
· al'ld whether it is given th~ status existing Hence, in subj e ctihg the 
sense "Other' ' to intentional analysis, Husserl is required to , lay ba.;re the 
structUi"e of the verifying ,evidence of the . existence of the Oth~r. Tha~ is, 
he is ·committed to respond to some Vl3rBion of the . second of the tbre.e 
, dir:t'i'cul tie.s 26· .
. Now .it might &e:em th~t the~e - problejns are specio~., for p~e!lomen­
ol ogy is an eidetic science (C~M. §34) . and the ~tructure of consciousness 
-- . ~ .. . . ~ 
it uncov.ers is th~'refore not peculiar to. the "med.:itating ·ph.fl9sophF.-,, b~t 
is univ~rsal and instantiated. in· infinite possible egos. The eidetic ' method 
. . >- . 
treats· the particular. as .an i nstance o{·.tl;te tmi versd, ana· this, ;is no less 
. . ' 
:TbiB will be more fully discussed below, pp; &1-~2.~ · 
Cp. Kim \"Egocent~i~ Pre~cament.,': · pass'ill1, esp. PP,· · 131-132·.· 
·a 
. . 













• true of the particular transcendental ego. Perhaps, then, there is no 
' .
serious question of phenomenology being solips~stic, and no. pressing need. 
to inve'stigate the 'sense "Othe,r". 
The suggestion is spurious, :for it ignores the problems specific· 
·to subjec~ivity. The method of eidetic intuition ;i,s free ·variation: the 
phenomenologist· ·can uncover the essence of perception, for ·example, by 
. . . ' ~ . 
. starting~ith any perception whatever - ·say .the pre·sent perception of a 
• I ' - ' ' ' 
table·~ and fic.tively ·c;ha.nging it .. _He thereby. discov~rs what ·v.a.riation is 
in~onf3·is·t~nt w~th. 1its:· .. rel!l11inin~: pe~p~:()-~ion, · :S:Od is: tl;~ en~p·i~d to i~tuit · · 
- "\ . ~ 
the essence of. ·percep~ic:il) . . The pa:r·ticuie.r .p.erci.ep~ion is now seen' to ... . 
. . .. . . ·.: . . ' 
insta~tiate a '1pure posSib~~i ty ,'; ~- ~-~~dos. _;Si~-la.rly, in e;xamini.~g the 
ego,. Hu,sserl seeks not idiosyncracies or partictilar psychological 
.. , 
properti'es, bu1; ' the structure• of sUbjectivity a;; such. The particular ego 
' . . -
is · of 'interest. only :89 an instance of .t~e 14}i versal. But the uni ver's.al 
" ( ~eidos) is .~n · this case ~scovered by self-variation ( C.·M. 105--106). 
. . I ' '\. 
Hence, although the ~henci,menolog:ist . will disc'over -himselr' to lfe an·· 
_ente'r i~to conscious relati~· with. other instance~ • . Or, a.s H~ser~ says~ 
• 
" ... in. the transi ti9n ' fl:'Om ~ ego. to an ego as suc.h .. ne.ither the actuality . 
' . . . ) 
.nor t)?.~ possibility of other egos is presupposed. · I phantasy onlY: Iey'sel:f 
as if I ~were otherwise; I do not phantasy· others" (C.M. 1Q6). ·An Other~ . 
. \ 1 , .. -- · . 
then, is not me·rely a diff~rent ego2·7. . . 
. . . I 
A plurality of .egO£? is in prd.nciple · possil?'le, _' and is indeed 
-r 
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27. . Carr I 11Husserl Is Cartesianism~" pp .• 18_-19; ·Kim, "Egocentric Predica-
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Ego and al:ter ego do 'not simply exist side l:>Y 'side. ll!lawares; nor is it 
.... 
'sufficie~t that they in fact e:iq}erience the same world. Rather, they must ~ 
.. 
know, ·or at least be a't>le to know of each other, each recpgnizing 'that Jthe 
. . . 28 
other experiences the same world · . 
It is hTlpful to eon~ide'r ?rie.:fly· a· rather more subtle at :tempt .to 
'c 
·' 
ob~ate Hus,serf' s analysis of th~ Oth'el';"~ bu~ one that s.till .tak_es·t th~ 
: -~~~er- to . ~~ - a lo~i·c.al pos~~bi~i~y · ... :· An.: o~je·~~ i-~ · t~·e 1!Ditr~ or.:.illf'ipi~e 
·, !: .: . · 
· pos.~~~le · ~xperiences 1 'ari?, 'it. 1~· ~lai~d,':~~ere i~·.:~~: .es.senti~l .ie·~~.n.· . · · . . · . ~· .-:. ·. 
~hy .'.these' :m~i· OC~Ul' .. wi thin' one . stream ''of ~onsc~ciusness. ·. Othe'rs ~~6 woUl·d .. . . ' : ,· . " . '< . 
e~eri;~c~ .. :~~~ _:s~e · ~bjec~- in · airt~re~·~ _' pe~~pec·iiv~.s: are - ~ i~io·r~ :P~~·s.ibi~~-: -;'_·:, . . · ·<· 1~ .· ~ _ 
"·¥hether;: in fac~ th~·Y.·~;c~t'~t : i~·:··· fin·~~~pi~tc~~ ~~e:stlon· t~at - phen~~e~ol~k/has . . ·.·.-
np busineg:;~ Cpn~i.der.in~2·9 , I. . . ... : .. . '. r .· . 
. . · ' . l 
Til.e criticism is argued through an analysis of the givenness of a 
spatial thing. Suchan object is not .. :fu~!Y presented in _a:p.y one perce}?tion; 
. . .. I 
rather, each perception . ~s a· p~.rspec~iV:!'! on tlie object, . and · pr~sent.s .a· ~ 
;: t . , , I 
" . . ·' . . . . .. . . 
· s.:lde of'~t • . The to~al(ity of t~e .iflfini~e possible perspectives on the object ' 
' . . . . 
· 'is ~ts ''i~ner ho'r;izon"; the
1 
"~ute;r hod. zan" is '1118.de up of' thos~· obje~ts 
contigUous vith· it ·-in the.vi~ual fieid, · and . pre~e~t~d .along with it, in the 
• • • 1 • • ' • . • • • • ' • :.,~ • • . . . \ , ; 
'l;lackground, . so to speak. Nov one i.~.prinClp;Le can atta~n a · Ii.ew per_spective 
0 '' o ' ; • • ' ,• o ' I ~ . • 
·on 'the object; but.' t}lis 'wil;t. .n.Ot be a new isolateq - experie~ce, ' but' "·synthes~ 
. . : . ~ . . . . . . . . ,• . . . -. . . . 
i zed 'IIi th the pre'vfous a.S · ~ e~erience · of the S!¥Jle objec.t,- . A-apa:tfat 
·. ' . . ~ ' 
~ . . ~ 
obJect.is ·~xper~enced . in continuous. syntheses or' this': kind. . Corresp6nding :. 
: ' I -. ' ' • • ' • ' • f : , • • ' ' ' a ' 
. · t..Q· each· persP,ec~::i.:ve ·'is .. _a ~~que bodily :-position· oi' the." perceiv'er., ·which.· 
. · . . ' .. . ' ,· . 
. . . · ., ·. ; . .. _·., ' . " 
28. Cp~ c¥r~ JIH~serl~ s_ Cal"tesi~nism, II P.!' ~9; -'~d . K·ilJ!~ "Ee;oc.entric · 
· Predi.camimt," 'pp; · l26-129 • . . . · '· . ·_: - · · · · .· ... · · 
29 ,' -·Bernard' p'~ ., Dauenhauer /"-A Comment'" on Hl.ts~e'rl ' and Solips;Lsm~·'1 .The 
. '~ · Modero1Schownan, v~1: · t.n:. (-1_9].4-:T5), pp~ :.189"719.3:~ . . · ...;.-.-, 
. . . . . \ I . 
0 •• : • ~ :: 
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~ i~self varies ·with variation of the pel:'spective .. But since there are 
30 
'\ 
infin.i te poss ;ible pe!specti ves ~orresp9n~in¢ to infini t~ bodilf positions, 
there is no f'inal and a.podictic .experience of the object?0• -. 
.. 
) ''fire critic _i'urth~r ~ues that 'the !:!,Ct of pe~~eption is anonymous: 
the sub~ect i .s immers~d {n·. the .~ject, and there_j·~~e is nqt ._the tic all y 
·-
---- .. - ' . 
·. present to_:hi~elf in the experience; ·only ~P. .refiection is_ it .· recogni_~ed . 
. . · 
I.-
. ' 
·that .: 1;-hefe_ ' is; -~ per.ceivin~. subjec;t ·.· Hence,- . an .exper~ence)s .s.ignall_e~ -as· · . · · :; 
. . . . ' . . 
' percept~ciri of. · th~t- .. obJe.ct, -iut .not a.s .. l;ly : this subject; .there 'f~ ~6thirig in .. 
. . : a~- expe~fen~e .th~~ \ti~s . it·: ·-t~- ·~-.p~rtici~-~~ .::~~re~- -of ··-:-o~~~·ib~~:es-~ 3'< ~· .·· .. 
. ' • .·•.' ' , ' .' .· • ' ,. I C) 
' , : ' ' • •: :: ' • ~ •• • : . ' '• ~ ' ' ' I • • • • , ' • - • t ' . • - ' • ' , • ' .' ' , • : • ' , ' . : ' ,' "' I , • • ' 
, . ' \ 
. · ··) ') 
1 . . ' .. ··-· 
. \ 
'- : . . . .. _ :·. ..  . . ~-~in_: ':thrs. the _cri t~~ ._c~~c;:J.udes· _th_at .. t~~ _:Sevrrai-, _e~e~i~nc~s :-o:t: . · ... :.-
whi~~ :-:th~ 6~·jec·t :- is t~·e ib.te~t~6ria~- urdty- ne~d- not .. o6:c~ - iri. -~~~ -.- .s-~r~~ ·_o~ .• :·_ ' - · ~ ·3 -· • • _: . \ · • 
. . . ·. ~ . ·. - . .. -'. ·. . . ·. I . . . . 
conscioil,sn:ess. 'r-t is- esi'entially' .pdssibie" that·· an~the~ p~rce:i..vi-ng' subject • 
. ' " . . ' . . . . : . . , ·,_,-~ . ' - . . _· . . ·, .'. . . . . . . 
l?e ·so situateg as to s~~ t£1-e same 'o?ject that the first :'·sees. · By knowing 
I 
that manrperspt'ictives are possib.l~, we know- ~ha~_ hf~ : will be _·a persp'ectiv:e 
- . on the same object. ·Henc·e, finally·,- t~e ~labor~te analy-ses -·~~ .}tle F),:f.th \-
, - ·.I . . . - -
cartes{an 'r4ed:ita.tion are' otio'se·: . the posslbili-ty- that ~y ~xperi~pce ' the -
. ' ' ' .. \ -
same, world ~d:- that ·obje9ts are _ int'ersub~ectiv~ly accessible . is gu.a.tant1ed . _ 
a Erio.ri ~Y ~he ~bje·~t'. s -being an .. ,int~~1;l.o~e.l unity3f -~ 
.. 
• Ii; is n.ot hard to see .. the mis.tak:e. The .critic has failed to. 
1 re~o-~i_ze· .th~ ·_full si.gn:i.fic~c~ o~ ~~tentiorial .. ~a.Iysis, ~ich :-r~veals thB:t 
. ' · . ·" . 
the ·p.~_rspect~v_e~ - 6~ . ail obje9t are --~-i~ie_d not j~t -by a r~al principle · of · 













. . " ' .th~ obje~~ in it~self,'but : 'by a princ_iple __ il:nJ1!B.tlent in_ each expex:ience of' ·it . 
I . • ' • • • ~ 
. . 
. ' • . ... ... - : . . 
' . 
To: perce.iv~ a spatial ~bject is not simply to see ' a - ce'rt~in c·ong~:ies 
30 ; . .- Dauenhauer.', ."Husser.i . and S6l:ipsism,'~ 
' .·. ·_ . 3L .. Ibid,~·:i>l?. · .19o.::.f-91~ . . · • -: ·, · 
32. ·. Ibid, PJ?. · l9l~l92\ : . I , .. 
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as IUl a::gpeara'nce of, _say; a.· diet · Arid t(rls apprehension . 
. '?' 
commits c:6ns~iousness to the possi~·i~ty ot' having other, 
- •' , _ 
·. definite appeara:nces. ltt ts · no~ .''Sufficient that the pew appear'ances be 
l 





~ ' . 
I 
.·_ •i. 
.: • ' • • • • • J.1 • • •• •• .... 
identical .in accor,dance w.;Lth the preq,etineation · (-:the cbiirinitment) i11lplicit ' . 
t • • ', ' I ~ • • , ' • • • • • I • • • • • ' ~ • ~ • • • \ .~ ' • • , • • • • ' , ~~ , ' .~ :~~.' It ' •' ' , • • ; ,' ,: .:.: 
· . . in· the 1\\ppr.ehension.. -The. apprebensi'on posits· .more .than is fully·.P.res·ent · · \ ·. ,· · · >~: , ·. J 
• ''· • • . ' . ~· ,., , ,' I .... •,- , : - • • • ' , · ,' ' .· . ·· , •• : . ·· ·r. : · .. . ~ .. · .. ···,'<:. · .. , ·.·.: ·· ·.· ; •:J 
· ·- .to it_, .but.':-itr·_ ' ~uch\ ~ - m~?~~- -(~~~- ·.th~-~- ·~·in~~~~~~- -~~~ ~e ~~d~ :11~·:_~-~nt:.: · '~~-ly ~-:··. _: ~_>··: : .. ··. :· .': . :·. ;.-J 
. thus :abes t~e bbJect, .. rem~±n.:~tli~_ -.s~ ,. ro'r · ~qns~io~n~s~ . tnro_Ugfi ··.its ,·< ·.'·. _<··_.-;: : .. ·< ·: .. ·:··<·:··; '-' 
.. ··, m~t;pi~ ~~~e ~aric~s. ~ .~~ "a~+~"i.on h '., .~~ch 'a pr~t~o.n;;:r~' ., ',; : , ' . '' .· ·. ~~. 
·. · 'in .this .sens~e.~- the obJe.ct ·is ' .. sai_d :.tQ trari'sce~ir the. p~rc;:~ption of: if._(c ·.M. . •··. 
• • . - . I . •: " . -;. ~ ·.-: .:•' ' • •, ' . . • • " ' : .: ,'. ' :.'~~-·· 
. :.f · :~8 .. .. · J; . This-.unity' ·of< the · object·,. _and·· i 'ts ~ons!i!q.Uent trwisc~~denc~. ·eM ·'· . : .. 
. : . . . '• . . . . . -.' .. . ' . ' \ ~: ,: . . . . 
.·be . said to be the' achievement of consciousness . . 
. . •. -4 ' • Ill • ~ • . ' ' • ' • 
'Phis is e~'7c~~ )~: -~~ol~t: . t~~t ~U_r ·c;~tic ha~-~~mi~:sed. · ' 'i'be':~bje·~i · . . 
inde~d transcends consciousness ~y being .th~ \ mity -~:f' .in.fihi te . p~ssibl:_~,..._:.-~~ --~-· . 
. ' ... . . .. · ... -- ' . · .. · . 
.. ·, 
, 
experience'S •. " But this· :tr.anscen~~nc·e is -. r~;flected in cthe -presumpt"ion ,ci_i · . 
. . ; ., '.. . . . ., . . . . 
~ CO~~ciousness. :; by·. me·an~\)f: its' .O"'((l 'pr~SUmptiop, ·- COflSCiOUSire~S ·:]_-~· ab~e . to '· 
. . . ' . '· . . \ : :~ . -'· · .. ... '. \ .. · .~ .. · .. ·: ·:->_--8 ( 
posit . th~ lmi ty that · d~fines .. objectiye transcendenc·e.· : No appea~ance~ ~are 
'·~ppeararic.es .ot.one '. o~j· ct. -~tfl ·_. ~6n~~ro~n~~~ .. ~~·.:~~r.y ':th~i:wj . .-'~ti-~~-- . . -~ 
• ' '•' '' ' ' I ' • 'I> ' ' ' .: • . · ' I • > • • '• ' ~ •, : • : ~ • • • • • • •• '' , : • • ' ' - •, • ' ,• ' • ' * '' ' ' • .- 4 , 
· ' 'l'h~ o'Qjec.t, then, · is~ ot. ju~t a real tr·anscef!,dent,: but · is· con.sci 
• • • ,! •• "' . • • ' ' • 
·: ' 
·-
. .' . ·~ 
· ~ian~cencliri~ :.i ~sel~; 
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32 
they achieve· the unity of the object? A rather new sense of transcendence 
is at work here. Our critic has perhaps pitched on the right idea, but he 
has failed to analyse it. 
The object as an intentional unity transcends consciousness i ry 
the sense that a new perspective · is always possible.' One perspective ~s 
actual, the rest are potential-, presumed, also-meant, or expectant: b~t 
they can be made actual, the expectancy can be fulfilled. H.usserl see~s 
to make transcendence intellig~ble by analysing the concrete relat~onsh~p 




~e iitersubJect~vely acces.sibl~ object is transcendent in an 
diff~~~t way. The ego cannot• have the Oth~r's perspective on 
.. 
the obje~, and therefore it is in no \ Way expectantly meant in his own 
,• 
e~~erience. ,_ Yet each experiences the obje.ct a!? the .same for both. 33 By 
1 ,· · ., 
what . right do r:hey make ~uch·· a claim? This is our problem • 
• 
These ~onsiderations sdggest tbat the Other is not just an 
... 
intended object bf .a special kind, out lihat it is rather what I have ca lled 
a dimension of ~onsciousness. If the consci·ousness of th'e Other :is indeed a 




Cp •. Carr, "Husser!' s cartesianism, '! pp. 26-2 7. Carr ref ers to the two · ' 
· sorts of t'ranscenci'ence as,) a "weaker" and a "stronger" sense (the latter 
.being the iritersubjec~ive_ -transcendence). He notes that they are 
analogous (p~ · 26). But_.,he, claims - I think falsely- that\ the Other is 
"~eak'ly" transcendent: !' •••. while · th'e, alter ego makes i:t possible ~hat 
the "rest" of tne world exceeas my actual and possible consciousness; 
" \th~ alter ' ego does not hi~e f exce~d my actual and possilHe consciousness." 
This i\ so beca~se "heo is ~escr. bed ••• as not reduc~ble to the particular 
lact or ·ac$:s in "'Which he is g'iven to ~· ·He is not so reducible · 
ibecause he'~s. the ob3ective unity of ·actual .and possible acts of my own 
11~ which he can_ be given·!" (p_.- 2.7). This cannot be t~e, because the Other is sti11 an .;ego, and as such is sel~-constituting and self-unifying; 
an~ t9fs operatio~most sur~ly exceeds the ego's possible consciousness. · 
This whole question ,will be argued ·at length in Chapter III. · 




















it is more the kin and the eql.l.al of,. intentl'onality and of time-conscious-
-·.,. . 
ness than a specification of int.entionali ty. But this requires careful 
ex~ination and argument, for Husserl often speaks as if· the consciousness 
of the bthe; is just a specification of intentionality. 
Now if this new sense of transcendence is to become int elligible, 
it must be subjected t~ intentional analysis; tpe tr*nscendence mus t be 
shown to be an achievement, a self-transcending. The OtheD, then , can~ot 
be straightway accept~d as a really ~xisting -subjectivity, but must be 
, . . 
, figured in the ego's own subjectivity: ·.' 
, . 
In this :2re-emi'nent intentionality [scil ''the intentionality 
directed to :What is-otheil there be~s constituted for me 
· the new existence-sens·e that goes ~eyond mY monadic very-own-· 
ness; ·there Q.eCO!lJ.eS constl tuted .an_ e~o, not as--: "I myself", but 
• as 'mirrore'a in my own Ego,· ~n my monad. The second egp, 
however, is not simply there and strictly presente~; rathe-r 
is he constituted B.s "alter ego" - the ego indicated as one 
moment by th~s expressi,on being I myself in my ownriess. The 
"Other", according to his O¥U constituted sense, points to 
_me myself; the other is a "mirroring" of my own sel f and yet 
• no~ a mirroring proper, 8.n analogue . of my oWn. self and yet 
again not an a:n~logue in · the usual sense (C. M. -12$}: · • 
Tile sensal Other implicates the sense self, and thereby becomes· the ··mean,s 
I 
of the self-transcending of consciousness. Even here Huss·erl is able to 
:' . . . . 34 
preserve h1-s l.deall.sm 
Nei t~er ego nor alter ego c~ases , on entering the intersubjecti ve 




Contr ary to Ricoeur 's claim. Ricoeur "Husseri' s Fift h Cartesian · 
Medi tation11 in Ricoe ur, Itusserl:·' An Ana sis df His PhenomEmoio 
tr.ans .. E. G. Ballard arid L. E .• Embree 'Evanston, U.S.A.: Northwestern 
Uni.;;ersity Press,. 1967), p. 130. (The essay was prepared especially 
for this colle~tion, and to 'the best of my knowledge Rico~ur's 'French 
version has ,not been published. - ~ee Transl ators, . Preface·, p. xxii) . 
If ~Ricoeur only means that Husserl ' s idealism is transformed; then 
he : is 'surely right . . . But it- is ~ot ab~dbned or in Ricoeur' f? wo'rds, 
'brought up short, for even her,e Husserl insists that nothing 




subjectivity all that is or can be objective for it, and includes it i~ 
. . ' 
its essence. But on entering tpe relationship, the world for each ceases 
to be only his, and becomes shared. By entering the re~ationship the 
monads ·can be said to build "windows"- for themsel~es 35 , but they do not 
look through these -windows onto something external to them, but onto 
their own achievement, albeit an achievement that always escapes their 
fuJ.l recovery. 
Let us now turn to the detailed analysis of' this new sense of 
transcendence. As our first step we must examine the _intrinsically first 
I 
. object that is t~e same fpr self and Other: . the body. 4 I propose now to 




Ja.romir Daliek~ ")$editation :Husserlienn:e .. sur l'Alter Ego,"~ 
Th~ologique Philosophique, vol. .XJ9<I (1975), p::--J]4. 









The Encounter with the Other 
• According to Husserl's idealism, no objective transcendency is 
conceivable unless consciousness, so to speak, "cooperates" with or opens 
itself to the object. The problem for this essay is to analyse the· 
transcendency peculiar to the alter ego, and in particular to ~nalyse 
the manner in .which it is achieved in conscious life. This transcendency 
is ·pre..:emine'ntly the theme of consciousness in · the encounter with the 
Other: accordingly, let us examine this encounter in detail. 
The Fift~ Cartesian ~!editation begins.- abruptly with :an appa1;ently 
fundamental crisis. The ,monad, or concrete transcende~~al subjectivity, 
• intentionally comprehends all actual or possible -objectivity as the 
product of its own .movement of ~elf-transcending. But one intentional 
sense - other subjectivity 7' is essentially recalcitrant to such analysis ; 
for as a subjectivity it is autonomousl/ the source 1:1-t its o\m sense, and 
refuses to be comprehended as the product of an intentionality alien to 
it . .' Now if phenomenology is to make all that is experienced into the 
.. ·  .. 
monad's own, how can it ac'commodate -something so radically-al ien as an · 
autonomous Other (C.M. 121)? If the consciousnessJof which Hu~serl speaks 
can intend only its o~ product, t_heri surely there will be no real other 
subjectivity for it, but only a homunculus, a vain image or iteration of 
.. . . . 
itself; and it is doomed to solipsism. · . But just as surely, the conscious-
. I ~ • . 
ness of ordinary life claims to r.each ·over to a genui~e. Other 1 an Other 
I 
that transcends the self more £u],.ly than any object yet ·enco~nt~red (C.M, . 
. .. 
123). 
Le~ us try to make this clearer, · Husserl's reflections _have· so-
,. 
35 
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36 
far proceeded on the basis of the phenomenological reductions, the 
deliberate .refusal of the claim of naive experience to present objects 
... . 
that are more than what they are experienced to be, that are independently 
real; phenomenology is the decision to conduct philosophy as a process of 
consistent self-explication, or egology, accepting as valid only what is 
evidenced in conscio~s life (Cp. C.M. §§ 6-8). But if the phenomenologist 
is to accept only what he experiences as evident, how can he ac.cept that 
anotqer ego than himself experien<;es the same object.s as he? How can he, · 
consistently with the ·demand of evidence, accept that there is a · 
. . . \,. 
consciousness -.·a :consciousness of evidenc.e - ·_that is n·ot J:iis, but other 
~ .than his? Again, .in making his · initial aecision that tf1e world is the 
. • . 1 • . 
· .k_,.--:--_ --·--
correlate of con~c-ious life, and iri final:iy in.t.erpreting phenomenology as 
transcendental.idealis·m (Cp. C.M. § 41), . cioes he' 'not eollUili,thimself to 
. . 
being in ·t·heory (not possib~ in fact) a· solus i,pse, unabl e to understand 
how the world is objective for o~hers as for him, unable to be a member 
r ... ... 
of a community of egos intentionally related to a, common world? He 
• .!..,. ' • ... 
in&tead condemns ,hijp~elf, l'fusserl •·s imagined c_ri tic a.ccuses, to ac·cept 
tha"):. s:i,'nce ~ a.ll th~~ is objective· for hicl i:S his own product, t he presumed 
Other is no't a conscious ego at all ( c.:M. 122). 
. 1 
. The criticism pretends to come from outside phenomenology , from 
transcendental re.alism ('c. M. 121); · an~ from its externality .derive, its 
meaning and vigour. Phenomenology seeks to be "transcendental. philosophy": · 
that is, ~t claims to be able to , solve by its own .methods a l l problems of 
the origin, meaning and objectivity of the naively accepted world, of 811 









I . ~ ~~ . 
that claims to be transcendent (C.M. 121). The critic challenges 
phenomenology by suggesting that it is dogmatically Wlable to formulate· 
even the sense "Other", th~t it cannot consistently with i ts•·own principles 
accord the Ot~er the independence essential to him. If indeed he is 
right, then phenomehology must resign its prete:ntions, and · accept tpat 
it is at best a consistent theory about a restricted region of conscious 
life, but not complete and true. 
~ 
We have already b~iefly encountered transcendental realism. Its 
thesis -was that behiild the stream of consc:iousness there lies a ~ubstantial 
~ 
subject,: somehow related to rea:litY,. • ._In its' present ,form, its ·first 
. • \ • • , • 1. 
premia~ ·· is that the _Othe.r efC?e~ds ._Biiy possi~le con_sciou.sness of him; an·d 
! t \, . 
it easily con1ludes .fi.'om this that the ego's. !'!xperierice is only a _sign• 
o~ repres~ntation of the Other's reality (C.M. 122). Th~ job for philosophy 
would then be to cri tiQ_i'ze the ve~aci ty of the sign. This realism 
contrasts itself with the idealist view ,~at the Other is · " a mere in-tending 
and· intended in me", Bil. immBil.ent.part of the ego's own con-scious life (C.M. 
122). 
The alternatives are specious. The first proposes .. al fun1damentally 
. \, . 
. unbridgeable ontological gap between self and· Other, · and therefore makes 
it uni~teiligible how they depend upon each other for their conscious 
... 
being; unintelligible, 'tha_t · is, .hov the ac-cessibility of the world to 
. 
~vecy~ne Is an exper.iarhal and not a discU:rs'ive sense. The second, too, 
~ 
misinterpr.ets the reci~ro.d.ty of -the relationship .by afifi:rming a one-sided 
dependency of the Other on tbe st;lf, thus pre-e_~tirig any notion of the ' 
\, I . 
. ' 




















self's also· being Other for his Othe:/. Both ti"anscendental real±sm and 
naive idealism, then, are solipsistic~ each in its own way. 
Husser~ dismisses the ·entire dispute as "metap~ysical" and 
dogmati.c, and' reje·cts the alternatives as. labsurd ( C.M. · 122). But why · 
are they even sugges~ed? Perhaps because each graphically expresses a 
\ . 
:fundamental desidez:atum of ?- philosophy of intersubject':i. viti. .in the 
in~entionali ty relating to other subjectivity, :both the su~je~t (the · . 
ego) a.hd the object. (the alt~r· ego) have. spectal rights. 'Each is 
.a:utononious, ·but e'q,ualiy ·each ,depends upc;m the/ other's ·sub.jectivity to 
I' . ' .. : . ' • . ' ' . ' ' -
ensure that the worid is experience, d. as acc~ssible to all,: . . Realism 
. . ~ . . . . - . 
·~ ·:~11:p,recia~te·~ the s_pecia:l_ t:~~u3 ~e~dence . ~f. t~e Otn~:, ,:, bu~ ~t the -~-~P~~~e 
9f. the ego; the naive. idealisn{ with wnich, it is contras~ed makes . the 
. . 
reverse· mistake . , ' . ; 
~ .· 
. \. 
. ~ . ,' 
NO¥ the opening pages of the Fifth Cartesian Meditation · pe~haps 
mislead 'the r~ader by presel1.t'ing 'the -pro:t>lem. of intersubj~ctiv~ ty as a . 
doctrinal dif:ric1Mty for phenomenology: they suggest that- phenomeno.J;ogy1 
,must "es~ape" . solipsism3. A npmber. of es.says ha:ye therefore. been published 
speculating on whether the ~editation succ~eds i~ refuting solipsism) or 
in proving that phe~ometiology i~ .. not solipsist; or on whether' :there is . shy 
. . . . ' 
. 4 . ~ ' ' . · ~ 
need for such,. proof The ~n·troduction of the .PrQb1em unden'ia.b1y has an 
. J , 
. I I 
·"· 
.. . / 
2. Cp. · Joh_n SEi.llis, "On the L~mitation of Transcendeptai Rel'le.ction, or 
Is Intersubjecti'Vi ty :Transceildenta],.?'11 . The Monist, vol. · LV(1971), p. 31.4. 
3. ,·cp. : earr~ - "Husserl's C:artesianism,11 p."15:· "Hus'serl.~.misled: hitl · 
r.ea:der~ by us:i.rlg th~ term 'solipsism' ' in·. a :pe~_ulia.r :way". . .. ", 
4 • . .For ··example: Dauenhauer, ."Huss.erl· on Solipsism'';·· Harrison ·.Hall, 
' 1 Id~alism and Soli-psism}~· Hllii~erl' s Cart~_sian Medl tations:~" . Jo.tirna:L .of 
~BritiSh' Society for .Phenowniolog,)r~ val~ VII( 1976}, pp ~ ·.5~55;· : - -: 
M.M •. van de Pi tte, "Hus~e:tl ':a Solipsism, 11 Journal 'of the B:i'i tish Soc:iett . 
for .. Phenomencilogy ~ vc>l. VIli-~1971), p~. 123:·125', ·· 
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39 
agonistic or polemical tone, a:nd thereby gains vigour and vividness.· But 
the Meditation itself is far more . than an !pologia_ for J>he~omenology .. ; 
Husserl's concern is to address· a real issue,.not to escape a doctrinal 
incongruity, or to solve an artificiai conundr~, or to invent a theoret-
ica1 novelty. And his introduction must be interpreted in this light. 
Hence, a} tho~~ .Husse:z:l rejects th,e ope~.ing polemics, he retains . 
·" 
their app~entl! c-onflicting _desiderata · as val.fd for his- own analysi.s of' 
. .. .,: .. 
intersubjectivi ty • . These are, aga1~ ~ that the Oth~~ ll:tte:rly transcends. 
·th'e self, and is auto~qmous ; '· a.na· yet : that he is iiOillan~'nt, and -is seen !' ·, . ' . . . . . . ·' . . 
1-.' . ... . . 
to, exp~r;tence what the ~elf . e~e;r.ie,nces • . ·But his effort .is. not ·so . much . 
to ·a.cco.mmodate' · t~~se - -~i t ,hin one t~eo~- as ·to show .h~~ conscious li'fe . 
itself 'w~rks the~ · ollt .; \ , 
I . 
Husserl thti!re~Ol('e 'takes the naive o:r 1.Ulreflected consciousness 
cif other sub'Jedti vi ty as the "t&anscendental . clue" for his analYf!iS ~- -~s . 
that which is to .be unaerstoo~. The straightfo~ard' consciousness_ of the 
Other _has two ·~pects: First, the Other is himself obJec~ive as having 
___ _lLbody. st~d.i~ am.ong other ~o;ldly objects; ' hut. he is seen n~t ~1y to 
. be tri ' the. wo;rld, . but a.iso.- to eX:perience i ');. Se~ond, .. the . world itself . 
'is giv~n . as .. not jtist the ego's ·"pritat'Ei synthetic formation", but as 
accessible to. a1L (G.M. -123·) ,· 
. . . ~ .. . .. 
t . , · 
Naive conscio-us l.if~ tB.kes the Other ' for · granted. It is accepted . • · · 
that 'there is a plurality of co-equal/persons - .among them oneself - 'who \ . . . . I I 
; ~1 - experi~~?.e and live in · one . ~orl~ · (c .M. 123, 125) ." -~e na~ve ~ubject 
. . . ·. . . , • . . , . s . ·. .: I 
_ t~lists that his fellows . ~ee the same _things s.s he; . that i?. ·co!lvers·atipp 
I .· 
they 'have or can ·have the same thing . in mirid as lie; .and so on. But .this...... 
























trust hides a wealth of implicit meaning that it is our business to 
explicate .. 
• l 
Naive consciousness makes no fundamental distinction between self 
and Other.t. But with the birth of ph-ilosophical reflection, tlre subject 
I 
arrogates to himself the pre-eminent status of the cogito. Objectivity 
becomes objectivi~y for the , subject, m;aning becomes meaning for the' 
' 
subjecit';'and tf)e' relationship be.twe~n the subject and his feilows becomes 
asymmetrical~ for . their ,experienc-e does not for him have the warrent of 
I •. 
·. : . . . ' . : . . .. ' ' ' ' . . 5 
the co'gi·to. ·Tl:ie _philos:ophical._p:roblem .of · self and other. is born ., and 
·, '• •, . . . . . · . . . ' l . 
." I ' \ \ 
· · o~. q.uesti'ons ~:~ol'e legitimated: how ·9-oes on~ . go a-:ti6ut accept:in~_·.that 
• 
the Othe:;-, too·,· i~- a 'su?Ject; that 'one :objective world is accessible to . 
,; .. . 
all? It: 'is spe'cifically ·t<?' these· questioils_ that Husserl directs his 
\ ' 
a\tention: 
... ~Imperturb~~ly . I must hoid fast to the insight that every 
sense that any existent .whatever has· or can h$ve for me - in 
respe<;:t of iif;s "w~at" and its '1it exists and lii-Ctually is" - · is 
a sense in an!(l arising from my intentional life, becom,ing 
clarifi'e'd and uncovered for .me in consequence of my li.fe' s 
cori:etti tutive ·~yntheses. in . sistema of_ ·harmonious· verification. 
:Tnerefore, in ord~r to provide the basis fpr an~weriog 8.11 
im.Sinabl.e ques:t~ons that ·can have any . sense · (here.) - nay. in . 
o·rder _ thS:t·, .step by ~tep, these. questions _ ~hemsel ves ma.y be 
propounc,l.ed · a:na.· solved .-:- i~ is necessary to begin with ~ , 
systematic eXplication of . the ·overt· and implicit .intentional! ty 
. ~n Which .:tQe being · ot:. others . for me beCO:gleS "Jil8de" _and . 
explicated .. in respect of its rightful. cohient - thAt is.- its 
fUlf..flment-content (.Q.Jh ·123)' . 
"' B~t the problem_ HtiSserl~~;~s himself is _more comprehensive even ~han 
~is: it is .in virtue of the Other's being a conscious supject ·that the . 
, , 
world has the_pe uliar.transcendence of i~tersubjective accessibility • 
. . I . . 
)'- . \ . 
~ To place the int ~tionality relating t9 other subjectivity in question 
. . I 
I 
, I . 




.· , _ 
'· 





is, then, to place the entire range of conscious life in ·question (C.M. 
124) .. , 
-
The intersubjective accessibil~ ty of the world is ordinary enough 
in itself, but it involves two moments, the self's experience .and the 
Other's experience, which can be is.ole.ted for analysis only by 
extraordinary means. If Husserl seeks to know how the ego has acceps to 
·;)' 
the alter ego~ then he cleariy. .cannot presuppose that access. He mUst 
. . . . . 
att.empt to discern the cqncep~ual order of its origination; H~ must, 
that is, delimit a stratum of·conscious life1 from which it is_absent~ · . 
o~jection into an 
it arises . . He th~refore transform~ the intro~uctory 
. ' b . ·. . . . . ', 
argument by proposing· a reduction to the "sph~re ~f 
.but withi.n which 
' o'wnness" (Eigenheitssphare·). .. He suggests that we methodologic~ly 
exclude . from consideration ·all that range of objectivity now in question: 
I . 
the meaning 11 alter ego" itself, and all meanings referring to or 
' \ 
originating from the·. alter ego. For exampie, · alJ,. cultural. objectivities 
are excluded, for these are products of Others' constitution; scientific 
~)bjectivitY, _ is ~cl1,1ded, for it ,is essentially intersubjectively ~cce·ssible. 
General~· excluded are "all const~ tutional effects of intEm:tionali ty 
& 
re;lati~g illl!lledi_ately or .mediate:~:Y to other subjectivity (£:..!1..:,; 124). 
r-
This thematic and abstractive reduction ·has a yery specific 
. , . . ' . 
purpose. The· Other fs not · alien- in .himselr', but with respect to the ego; 
\.-
so~ething is alien ohly_ with respect to what is own. Hence, in order ~o 
grasp the status of the· O~~er, Husserl must elabora~e a ·Qoncept of self-
6: Ricoeur's ·eXJ)ression: see. 'Ri
1
coeur, "Husserl's' Fifth1 Cartesian 
' Medi~.!l-tions"- ~ p. · 118·. 
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hood7. But, in. light of the preliminary interpretation of the problem, 
~ it has a m9re fundamental puryose': the Other transcends consciousness 
in a unique way, but nonetheless in a way that essentially involves the 
str~cture of the -ego's own experience. The Other is the vehicle of a 
transcendence more radical than any possible for the ego alone. The 
Other experiences what the ego himsel f experiences, he takes as his 
own what is the ego's own: he encroaches (Uberschreiten) upon the- ego 
' . . 





transcending and 'ericroa<¥1ing iri 9rder tci, tindersi;arid h·is .role 
. ~ . 8 
movemen't . 
Cle!U'ly, then., the re.duction :·io the Sphere of 9"fllness '· or the 
. \ 
.,: .. 
premordial reduction~· is 'not simply the natural:i,'stic hniothesis that all 
0 . . . • 
' 
others had djj_ed, p.erhaps in a unJvers~l plague. They wo.uld then be 
I 
merely .factually absent, but there · wci"i.ild remain a, coherei?-t sense.1 · 
"Other". The reduction is more radical: · the primordial sphere or sphere 
. . . 
of o~ness is the -ego's 11private synthetic fo~mation", something tha~ no 
possible Other ·coulli experience (C'.M .. 125). 
I' 
T)lat which is own is non-aii~n (C.M. 126). Th~ primordial sphere 
is no part of the obj_ective (intersubjectiveJsi accessible) world~ _- Yet it 
is .a: coherent stratum of . the world; accordinglj- 3 pd~ordi~l 'experience 
· · t~ a s~cific manner of self-transcending i'n the sphere of ownness. In 
· 7. Cp; Ricoew, "Husserl' s Fifth Cartesian Medi.tation11 , p. 1 119, . Ric~::>eur "" 
speak~ .·of a "par·entage ·of sense": th~t. whiGh is alien is another's . 
: own; hence the sense ."Other" or "al:i.i:m" is de'rived from the sense "own". 
8. Cp. ' Ricoeur, 11Huss~rl's Fifth Cartesi~ Meditation"., pp. 119-120, and · 
~so translator's footnote, p. 1i9, i:l.. 6. ·· · 
. ·.~ ~· 
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other words, to primordial experience there corresponds an "own" na.t.ure, 
its intentional product (C:M. 127). 
Now among the objects of this own nature one stands ou~ as unique: 
the ego's body or animate organif?m (~), an organ of sensation and qf 
kinaesthesias·. It is the only object in which the ego " 1 rules and 
governs' immedia~ely"; and by means of this governing, the ego has 
\ 
sensory access to his primordial world: he can· see arid touc? _something, 
.~d by_ moving, see _  and touch other ·o?je.cts, or the other side of t}le 
sam~ object; an.d.he has kinaesthetic power to move objects within the 
. . .. ... · . 
. .. 
6Wn,. sphere .. .'All of t _h:i,s . h~ · does·, and all is .subj~_~t'' to hfs 1'I C?J111; (C;M· . . 
l.2a) : .  The body ~· a.ii ~rg~ <ro~ . ~yst~m· qf ci~g~ns) i _s ·not one -~~j:~~t - ·: .. . · . 
.. . .. ',• ' ' . ·. '9' . ' ·' ' : . .. : . 
·· c,P-equ~l with all ·others·, but ' is· ·a powe·r The Ol!g~ ' is :not the· t~eme 
. \ . 
. . I . , . 
of sensation: :ror example, _when qne t.ouches . an object wi:th one 1 s hand, 
. ·, 
One dOeS not feel One IS ·hand, b!lt the. Objects and ~he tactile. q_Uali tieS . 
are qti~lities of the object, not o~ 'the hand. The sensory or kinaestb,etic 
' ' 
paver of the body does. no~intentionally terminate i~ the organ, 'but in 
the object th~~ it appropriates10 In .other words, the hand is absent 
·, 
" from the touching in muc}l the . same ·way that the ego i's absent ~om 
unreflected ejcperience. · 
. . . . 
,. 
. . 
' ,_ ·. 
·. The -~rimorJ?~ rE7duction~ of .course, does· not. invent th~ bo'dy*: . 
'\ . . 
put r!J. ~er lllB.\te s it stand out or brings it to proininerice. In :virtue of 
' \ . . \ . . . 
b'eing an organ' the body b'eal'.'s . the ego's subj ect.i vi ty; an~ i:n virtue of 
. . . ' 
..... 
•,· 
9. Cp •. M. Merl~au-;-Ponty, ·~a plienomen~lOs'ie :de l:a perception. (P~is: 
Gall:\.nia:r4, 1945) p. 4o6. ; The · PhemOIIlenology ·or Perception, trans .. 
Colin Wilson (London:· · ·Routledge . & Kegan PaUl, 1962). ~ p.; 353·. · 
10. iiusserl more f14ly e:Xplo:res :.the rissues .·or t:~:te .. subjec:tivity of. 'the . · 
.body, and .of its ro·ie. in the constitution of obJectivity in ·tbe Ideen 





















being subjective it is itself -unnoticed in experience. The primordial 
' . 
0 
living body, then, -is not a "didactic fiction," but is the very power Qf 
experiencing, the central organ of the movement of self-transc~nding 
that is essenti8.1. tci consci.ousness. The reiluction to tb'e body is not 
\ 
an, impoyerishmen~ of cons-ciousness, but is the revelation of bow ,it 
: h . t 1 ~ll . I enr~c es 1 se ~ . 
' " This brings us to the 'notion pf incarnate transcendental subject-
- . 
. 
As matter 9f , course, the ·empirical 'ego .or psyche has- a ·.bodj'! · 
• '•' ' • • • • • I • • 
. it. is :B. ps.y ophys:i.cal imi ty.; ~ man·. ·w·i thin t~e :ex;eri~nce. ~f this man 
.ts ·to i>~ · ~s ~~n~~ : a ~phe~e_. or _ &wnn~~s ~ an. :~~_carnate j>syc~~ ·.'_ (.c.~ ~ 131)._ 
. . . . ,. . .. : · . . . . .. 




the . reduct~ on to the Sp~e-re . of. 9wnne.S S was performed Within. -tlle ., trans cen:dental ·. 
. ' ~ ·' . . ..... 
attitude~ ' and 'd.iscovered.:the:r:efore the maiiil'er i~ wllich the transcendental 
. . . . .. . ' ' 
I 
ego h~mself experiences {f.J1:._ 130-131) • . 0Ul1 attention was dra'lhl to the 
b~dy nO.t as · f!.· ~ons·tit~te.d object, but:' as ~ constit.~ting ~rg~, .o~ eX];>erience. ~ 
1? ' 
-Tranf!cendenta.l sub-jectivity is incarnate i: · this does not mean that ·the 
. ' 
ego : anu the body are linked as co-oz:dinate· .re~li ties, but rather tha~ the il 
. ' '' ' . 
primordi(l-1 body is esser:tiaUy an: .'expe:rienci ng body. By means of its · 
- ' ' ' 
'i~c·a.;rn_atiojl, cons_c·iol.is~.ess is enabled ,,to a;f;silnil_a.t·e·. the- ap?arent , 
t~anscendent fac·tidity ~f s~~sat;i.on .to ·its owri bperation~ · . 
' ·. . ' '\ ' . ' ' ; ' ' ' ' ' ' 
: • We hav~ :thus return~d to · t he -r~s ul ts of otr first re.flect:iqns on 
.. 
11. ,' Ri~o~m., "Hust;~er:L 's fifth C~tesian Medi1;'at:i,on", pp. 119-12d. 
i2. . This is ' per~aps one ·o:f tbe most' 'intensely-' prqblenil;l:;t'ical areas of 
Huss¢rl 1s vork. What .·is reqUired is - a ¥tion of. th~ boey· as . 
consti tut:i,ng; rather· ti\an a.s coiisti ~ute·d. Se~ Landgrebe_, .·_ . . ·, 
'"Konstitutionsle}lre"·;- -~1>. · ·a.~a· Levi~as~ "Intentionaiite et ·. s_ensat~on". 
~ . . •. :. . .. . ' . . . . . . .. . . . . ~ . . . 
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subjectivity in general; at the same time w.e are led to a p~sitive 
characterization of· primordial experience. The' acts of the o~ body .• 
45 
·. 
. . ·-~·· · 
,. 
• 
' inasmuch as it is a subjective: body, aie expe·riences, and .therefore have 
·\> 
their place in .i~anent time. totality of actual and possible' . 
'. ' 
' consciousnes'S is the concrete the product of the self:-'transcendi~g , . 
movement of bodily consciousnes oa ture, or tq.!J,t ~tratum of 
' I 
the obj.e'ctive world . that is· ~odily acce.ssible,. ~d ··is_·potimtialJ.Y 
. ~ ' ' 
--. . 
.. r . :·. . . . . . . . • . (""'-'· 
strictly presented (C .M . . §47-). By m~ans of the .primordi'S.l reduction., . - . a • .. . 
~~e .ha~e\:~rrived··.~t: · . . :· . :: ·:~:. . ~"'\ .:: · \ .. . ·. · · ·: :.~ · ·· ·· . 
: ·;_. \ ~ ·Nature:: (including\. ~- ~i~~t~ · ·<:>;ganis~ ·[Leibiichkei tl) .. . :··:. ::'··. ~_:.,\; :.,: . ~, ..... ... ::.~~./_:·: ·· ::.::: 
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attempt to recover the constitution of the flter ego as purely the ego's 
own activity; and that the reduction is impossible, for there is no 
level of consciousness from which any contribution "Qy other subjectivity 
is abs,ent13 . He argues that total reflection, if possible, would reveal 
\ . < 
a monad that is itself responsible for '· all that is objective for it; 
that is, nothing external can impinge upon the reflected monadic 
cons piousness, for reflection - when total - would discover " the 
A.._ .tj 
conditions \of the externality, and thus appropriate it as a . constituted 
14 product . Now a totaq. re~lection oh the· consciousness relating to the 
Other can have:· only one Of two results: 'either reflection discovers 
wi'thin the reflected consciousness the "mark" of an external Other, 
himself, as is the first, a completerself-contained conscious totality, 
a windowless monad; or it discovers within the reflected subject the 
r 
full ontological relation between self and Other - and by this 
discovery it will make the . reflected subject alone responsible for 
intersubje cti:yi ty. The fir!lt is specious becd.use it makes it inconceivable 
that there be any reciprocal dependency .between ..self and Other.; . the 
" 
second because it denies the . autonomy: of the Other15 . 
' ~is dilemfua arises, Sallis further argues, ,because it i'S too easily 
assumed that:· total reflection is possible; and that the tef:rected ego is 
absolutely responsible for all that is objective for ' him. · This 
assumption logically leads to an account of the Other utterly incompatible 
with the unrefl~fted giveness of the Other. ~usseri's own effort at a 
primo~dial reduction must therefore be ,:showq·. 't<f be·. impossible, by showing 
13. Sallis, "Is Intersubjec:tivity Transcendental?" 
14. Ibid, pp. 312-313. 








that there is no level of conscious activity that is purely the ego's 
r 
own, and that the alter ego is always already there, involved in 'the 
ego's conscious activity16 . There can then be no total reflection on 
.o 
conscious life, for the reflecting subject is . not E:tlone responsible 
for his own activi ty. Only thus can the peculiar nature of the 
transcendence and the immanence of the Other be correctly analysed. 1 ' . 
The critic accordingly claims that the Other is involved in the 
total fabric of conscious life: 
- r 
The result of the reflective regress which forms the 
first and necessarily anticipatory stage of the project . of 
a s·~cond refle:_ction is that the other is always already 
implicated even at the most primordial levels 'of constitu_tive 
activity and that, conseq_uently, it is impossible to delineate 
a coperent sphe:rre ~{ ownness as const.i tuti ve origin of inter-
subjectivity. My own reflectively !'e-enacted activi-ty proves 
to be a.J,ways operative within and inseparable from a context 
of already constituted meanings of which I am deci-dedly not 
the originator; it proves to be such as to have always already 
;taken for granted elements which could not have originated 
from my own resources. There are always meanings, taken up 
into my own constitutive activity, which bear a reference to 
a constitutive activity other than my own, and this presupposed 
reference to· another is the limit which reflection encounuers 
when it seeks to gain a sphere of ownness from which to exhibit 
the constitution of intersubjecti vityl7. 
Reflection reveals, then, · an ego that is essentially situated among 
others, and that constitutes the world only as thus situated. The 
--. 
fundamental levels of constitution are therefore not recoverable by 
reflection; or, .in 9ther words, the attempt to reach a level of pure 
self-activity reveals a sub~ectivity already tainted by reference to 
another. 
The results .of this regress are to be tested by a movemeQt back 
from the ,discovered origins to that which is putatively or-iginated. The 
I 
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~ 
purpose of Sallis's first reflection was to discover the con~titive 
origin~ of the intersubj~ctive· world . The result was that the ense 
"intersubjecti vely accessible" is not originated by the pure. con ti tution 
of a single ego - for no level of consciousness is pure of others ' 
impinging activity - but by a consciousness already situated among its 
This discovery is tes"tt_ed by a return to the higher constituted 
#· • 
levels, that is, by a reflective constitution; it is confirmed when it 
is shown that the product of the reflective constitution is identical 
. 18 
with the theme of the original project . 
\ 
Sallis illustrates this with the example or a chair, a distincti'Vely 
• 
cultural -qbject. ~e correct:j.y points out that one· fl~es not "drape" a 
· cultural'111eaning upon an object that in · itself i:s merely physical. Rather, 
one sees the chair in · " an atmosphere of htim~i ty", and feels in it the 
"virtual presence" of the 0-ther19 . The cultural object is n<ilt what it is 
. in ~bstrac;tion from its bei_ng objective for others. And its experiential 
• ~ 
sense, accessible to all,_ is not s':-peradded to J ts physical presentat·ion: 
the physical structure and the cultural significance .condition each other, 
. 
. ~d are inseparable. Renee ..., if:. I correctly interpret the objection -
there is no warrent for the claim that the experiential s~n.se,- object of 
\ 
primordial nature, is constitutively prior to the sense, accessible to all, 
' · 
·t. .... ·• 
\ because the two are given inseparably together in unreflected experience. 
But for this reason the vie~ that the O~h~r fUnctions even at the most 
fundamental levels of the ego's consciousness_ is consistent ·with unreflected 
18. Sallis, . "Is Intersubjectivity Transcendental?", pp. 319-320. 









This is a weighty objection to Husserl' s entire effort, ·especial ly • 
in view of the fact that it is uqreflected life ~hat . H~sserl wishes to 
underst~d; but there is reason to believe th~t it is not to the poi nt. 
There is first the argument ad hominem that it is not plausible that 
Husserl was unaw~e of the problems the critic adduces. Indeed, t he 
two alternative misinterpretations o'f intersubjectivity which he reject,s 
closely resemble the two positions - transcen4ental realism and the naive 
idealism it opposes -with which Husserl introduces the probl em. The 
, . 
two apparently conflicting .moments of tlle experienc.e of the Other which 
• I •> 
. . . 
according to my interpretation- Husserl ·evokes in his introduct ion to 
. \ 
the problem, and takes as his own disiderata., become the motfves of a 
. ' ' 
' rejection of Hu.sserl. It is hardly believable that the in-troduction 
is an agonistic device; one would naturally expect Husse~l to interpret 
the consciousness of the Other in light of the requirements he himself 
adduces. Yet the critic seems not to entertain this possibility: he 
I 
first gives B.I! .account of tots.]. reflection in genera120 ; he t hen clai·ms 
~hat Husserl's primordial reduction is an at~empt at total reflection, 
and that as such .it. necessarily results in a mistak~n analysis of the 
problem. '11he .~ri tic~ appeal to nec~ssity too easily disposes of any 
20. In fairness to Sallis, his main intent is not to criticize Husserl, 
but t? examine whether total ' reflectio~ is possible. He argues 
that it is not"', b.ecau.se own consciousness is alway!l already "si tuated" 
among others. 1 The problem of inte~subjectivity_and the problem of 
reflection are therefore reciprocal. (Sallis, 11Is Intersubjectivi ty · 
Transcendental?" PP• 314-316). My concern''has ' not been with t4is , '!· 
his poSitive point, but wi~h his critical claims. But inasmuch as o 











need to examine the philosophet:1 s own views on the matter, Closer 
examination reveals, I believe . that although primordial experience is 
indeed free of another's. activity, there can be cons~ituted within it ' 
a movement to a genuine Other. But this must be dealt with later. 
Second, Sallis willingly accepts that the Oth~r's cogito is 
inaccessible to the ego: ' 'The presence of another person to h,imself 
in inherently inaccessible, and, consequently, to the extent that the 
other is nothing more than a pure presence to himself, he is utterly 
· I 21 ' inacc·essib'le11 • The Other is present not "in himself" but j..n his. 
situation in · the world. Both self and Oth~r are ;'engaged in 'the 
world" - the. s'ame world, let us note ..- and in. virtue of this shared 
engagement, the Oth~r can become ~resent: he "stands out from his ) 
22 
situation" . But he is always more than his engagement: 1 "his 
presence in_ such .a (scil. "existentiLil") project always points beyond 
itself to· an absence, to an interiority wpich is simply inacessible 
.,23 
Now as .description tbis ' is acceptable; but it ca~not count as 
analysis because it omits mention of several important problems, 1£ 
indeed the Other 'is cogito is inaccessible, then there is a se.riou·s 
. 
problem of how the co'gitatum of that cogito can be identical with that 
of the ego 1 s. Sallis seems merely to accept the identity a~ given,'. ' ,, 
whereas Husserl attempts to analyse it. Sallis's own effort essentially 
21. ·sallis, "Is Intersubjectivity Transcendental?" p. ' 325; he r,efers 
this to Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenologie de la Percept ion, p. 418., 
401-2/364,349-s.: · · 
22. Ibid, p. 326. 
23. Ibid, p. 327. 






depends on ~e notion of "the world"· as identical for all - yet he does 
not raise the ~i.oo of how it is identical. Further, he does not 
examine the relationship between the Other'· s situation as he himself 
sees it and his situation as the ego sees it: yet this situation must 
mediate the ego's consciousness of the Other. 
Hence, Sallis's. attempt to subvert the primordial reduction 
subverts several legitimate questions that Husserl raises. Moreove~, 
Husserl exh~bi ts mor~ clearly than his critic the systematic connection 
between the "presence" and the "absence" of the· Other: tney appeaf as 
1 1 . 
mutu,ally c?nditionin~ mop.ents of ,the Other's being for 'the ego, . not, as 
in Sallis's work, as two accidents. 
. I 
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But even thoqgh, in the end, I reject Sallis 1 s objections, I believe 
' that 1:1e has raised serious and fundamental questions: The reduction 1to 
the sphere of ownness is highly problematical, and for the reasoris he 
. 24 gives . Moreover, he very cogently expresses the unique tra.nscendendy 
of :the Other - . even though he · misconstrues Hu~serl' s appreciat~on of it. 
~ut the fact r~mains that .he lea.ves t:oo many loose ends. 
Therefore' let us return to' Husserl Is own analysis of the problem; 
and in qo ·'do'ing ·, attempt -the second, , "conf~rming" reflection.,. the 
reflective cdnsti1;ution of the Other (a.s SaJ.lis, not)fusserl, suggests). • 
~4. -Note that Schiltz has similar concerns: Alfred Schiltz, "D,ss ~rob.lem · 
der .TrfU1szendentalen Intersubjektivitll.t bei Husserl", Philosophische 
Rundscna.u, voJ.. V (1957) pp. 85-89. Translated, "The Problem of 
Transcendental Intersubjecti -tri ty in Husserl", ·trans. Frederick Kersten, 
with Aron Gurwitsch and Thomas Luckniari~ 'in Schtl.tz, Collected Papers~ 
VolUDle III: Studies in Ph'erionknolo ical Philoso h , ed. Ilsa Schutz 
:'he Hague: Marti nus · Nijhoff, 1970 pp. 
"" ,, 
. \ 
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Let us first recapitulate the doctrine of the primordial sphere. 
The reduction to the sphere of ownness brings to prominence t he body 
as subjective with respect to its envi,ronment. ' The body is t he· cent re 
of the primordial sphere, lmd in that sense coterminous with it: i t is 
the "Here" with respect to vhich all else is "There" (C.M. §53)·. The 
.... 
, body is n'ot an object. for the primo:tdially reduced ego, · but is its 
organ and power of experiencing, its inc~nation in its ovn wo~ld. The 
. . \ 
reduction, th~n, f?erves t ,o m.S.ke the bo'\Y ~tand O!lt ~ th its pro;per 
ontological status, free of' naturalistib interpretatioh. • 
. ' . , 
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. The primordial sphere is revealed by abst:raction from othe':t \ ~jectivity, but, onc.e attained, it is seen to be a level .of concrete 
experience. It is a nature~ a pass i y~ ty, a field of sensation vi thin 
I 
whi ch conf!ciousness can produce i ts·ell5. Thi!> is perhaps best· expressed . 
I ' • 
bY! Ricoeur: I 
Everi if this experience is \not immediate, still, to the 
extent that it results f'rom w{ abstraction and remains derivative 
:from an ,explica_tion or :from an interpretatio:n, it is a positive 
e:xperie-nce; ownness is not diid'ined here in negative terms simply 
as non-alien. To grasp the ovned body~ owned· nature, and the · 
vhole ·ownneas sph~re as an autonbmous :posi t:i.. ve tota;li:ty means to . 
:Provide the subs~quent c6nsti tution o.f the Other with an ·an tecede:ht 
:foundat~on. This prim~~al sphere mu:st be understoo.d to be at · 
once the te:r;minus of a. ptirificatidn and. the departure· point for · a 
constitutional perfornia.nce. It is a so~ething pre-g'ive:n vhich, 
by reason of its charge· of potentia.li ty and the stretch of its 
horizons~ has the density of an I a.m vhich alWfii.YS .pz:-ecedes . the 
!: think. In· this way-• a.+l that one can .. say against the 
immediacy of this experi.ence pleads. in favour of.its ··:t;'ullness. All 
of this _.potential, the ballast of t:t>.e actual~ gives breadth to the 
exper~ence· qf the prim.or'diai and the owed. This endless coming. 
- • 1 • • 
\ I 
25. · .c:P: :Laridgrebe,. "~nsti tutions:Lehre'" ,PP~-.480-82; Lev±nas, 11Intention-






to awareness 1 of the "owned" penetrates a life whose w~al th 
exceed reflection. Thus, the reduction to the ownness sphere, 
fa.r from impoverishing experience , leads it from the cogi to 
to the sum and fulfills the promise, expressed in the Fourth 
Medi tati~, of an egology which would set up the ego as a monad. 
By way of a.n astonishing detour, the transcendental, once reduced, 
reveals being (etre) as superab\llldant26. 
.;. 
The primordial reduction, then, is not an artificial moye, designed to 
refute the solipsistic objection, but is an attempt to assimilate any 
proposed ree.i and trkscendent given (sensation) to the power of 
'\ 
consciousness by i'nserting subjectivity at the very heart of' what Vould 
transcend it. This insQrtion, mo:r:eover, is not m,a.de by B.Tbi trary fiat, 




subjectivity is ·-caj>able of' taking nature as its boject because· it is 
· in nature·; nat~e is intent~onally oriented around it becauSe it is· 
physically at the centre of -nature. 
. · .. , 
So :the .criticism stUl impresses itself: how c~ a subjectivity 
I 
corlceived as so comprehensive and inclusive recognize another 
subjectivity? Indeed the problem is qui t_e a.,cute: if' each experience is 
not by itself indi vidu!ii-1, but is the articulation of ari inaccessible 
, spontaneity, and if ee.ch experi-ence takes place in the hori zan of 
. . I ~ . 
protention and retention, and essentially has its place in personal 
.-
historicity, the~ it is absolutely impossible to be conscious of_ 
,, 
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"- .. a.not'her' s experience, f'or it would then be assimilated t .o one's OWD 
stream of consciousness, a:nd the distinction between self and Oth.er would 
be lost: 
; 














Experience is original consciousness; and in fact we 
generally say, in the case of experiencing a man: the other. is 
himself thkre before us "in person". On the other hand, this 
being there in person does not keep us from. admitting forth-
with that, properly speaking, neither the other Ego himself, nor 
hil("liubjective processes or his appearances themselves, nor 
anything else belonging to his own essence, becomes given in 
our experience originally. If it were, if what belongs to the 
other's own essence were directzy accessible, it wouid be merely 
a. moment of my oW!l essence, and ultimately he 'himself and I 
myse;lf would be the same (C. M. 139). 
54 
/I 
iias Husserl perhaps defined the privacy of subjectivity - the originality 
q.t experience - such that any conceivable Other would be inaccessib}J 
I . 
t;r-an.scendent to experien•d Can such a consciousness anyw-here see its 
lik'e? 
· The qther is there "in pe,:rson11 , but his ~onscious life·. itself is 
This seems to be quite a paradox. It can , be overcome not eicp~rfenced. I • 
' only by a mediation of the iri?entionali ty such that there is n(ore to 
I 
the ex:per,ienced Other than is strictly presented, and that this "more" 
is' his conscious life in its originality for him. The Other 1 s bpdy is 
seen to be animate by means of ari 111 analogizing' apprehension" or an 
"a.ppreceptive transfer" of sense from the own to the other body. The 
Other's body, then, is present, and his conscio1:1S life is co-present or 
appresent as its complement (£.:!:h. 139-140) . 
Now ~his sort of apperception - whereby a newzy encountered object 
acquires an already familiar sense - is quite a coll'lmon event~ Whenever ~ 
a thing is 11noticingly gras.ped" as having a certain objective sense; 
wlieqev~r, ~hat -is, the object is already there or pregiven {vorgegeben)27 
.. f) 
27. In the passage now . under discussion ( C.M. · 1~1), Cairns translates 
"vorgegeben" as "given be:foreha.nd" an'd""alreadi given" •. 








.. -·~;- .-,. 
such that its objective sense is alreaey constituted and need only be 
noticed, consciousness is referred back to a "primal instituting" of 
the sense , to the first experience in which a similar object was given, 
and in which, therefore, the sense was first constituted. For' example, 
' 
a. child :for the :first time understands what scissors are, he grasps 
their use. Thereafter, whenever he sees a similar object, he will 
transfer this acquired sense to it, and ·see it ,as a pair of scissors. 
" 
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This he can· do straightway, without explicit recollect~dn and comparison. 
That is, the noticing grasp cannot be resolved into ·several separate .acts, 
suc;h {los: r~rs:t seeing the physical object; then comparing it with obJt:ct~ 
• I 
seen <before, and noticing that it is similar to one of' thein; and finally 
\ 
reasoning tha:t since it. is physically similar to one, it must have a 
similar jction. The objective sense "scissors" is an abiding acquisit-
i~m, and is therefore pregiven '· and need only be noticed, not again 
doztstituted (~ 141)28 . 
Now in the case that concerns us, the objt:ctive sense is "alter ego"{ 
\ 
and that which. is presented is the Other's body; the transfer of sense, then, 
.. 
is from the own to the other boey. This is a special case of' apperceptive 
transfer, which Husserl calls 11 pa:i.ring" (Paarung). · , T?-e Other rs body is 
similar to the ego's own, and acquires, vhen the similarity is noticed, 
the sense anima.;e, by an associative pairing ( C.M. §5'1'): 
In that case of association and apperception which particu-
larly interests us - namely apperception of ,the alter ego by the 
I 
28. · For the s~e of precision, we might note thai; ~he- "prima~ inst,i tuting" 
is not a final and uilita.ry experience: obvious~y, any objective sense 
is continuous·J.Y enriched or generated by s'everai experiences. Husserl 
speaks as i:f the institution is a unit(l.ry eXJ?erience,-.I believe, only 
for the s~e of clarity and simplicity . 
I 
11' .. 
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• 
:.L ~· .. . 
ego - pairing first comes about when the Other enters my 
:field of perception. I, as the primordial psychophysical 
Ego, am always prominent .in my primordial field .of perception, 
regardless of whether I pay attention to myself and turn toward 
myself with some activity pr other. In particular, my live 
body is always there and sensuously pr0minent; but, in addir:tion 
to that and likewise with primordial originard.ness, it is 
equipped with the specif'ic sense of an· animate organism. Now 
in case there .presents itself, as outstanding in rrry prim~p.ial 
sphere, a body "similar" to mine - that is to say, a bo~i th 
determinations such that it must enter into a phenomenal 
pairing with mine- it seems clear without more ado that, with 
the transfer of senS'e, this body must forthwith appropriate from 
mine the sense: animate organism (C.M. 143). 
. ? 
The association of pairing occurs when two distinct objects are 
.presented within a single consciousness such that their givenness-
founds a "unity of similar f. ty"; as a result pf the pairing, each 
, 
). 
acquires 'the other'.s objective sens~> In the present case, 'th~ ego's . 
. body is always present;. and when another's becomes present, being 
. ' 
similar, it is straightway paired with the ego's, and acq_uires :from it 
the sens.e "living" (~ 142). 
" .. ,. 
But this p~ocess is sigrl.ificantly dif'ferent f'rom the tr!Ul\S:fer of 
I 
sense f'rom one pair of' scissors to another. In that case there was no 
intrins ic~ly f'irst exemplar, but here there is - the own body. The own 
life i!:l the intrinsically first, and indeed is the only one that is 
originally experienced. The Other is paired essentially with the self': 
"'Alter' signif'ies alter ego. And the ego involved here is I m;yself, 1 
56 
coestituted within my primordial ownness .•.. " (C.M. 140).. But there is "". 
no possible i ters.tioh of the sense living as' the ego experiences i~ in 
._ 
. its origina.li ty; the ego does not live the Other's experiences. · There-
fore, pairing is nqt just a transfer of the sense "living" simpliciter-
' 
-from oneself' to another~ :rather, it constitutes a new and unique sense -









other life- and institutes an original .intentionality specific to this 
objective sense. In the association of pairing, both the own and the 
other body are p;resent together, whereas in a transfer of sense they are 
present successively. Therefore, pairing, is . itself a . constitutive 
process, and not simply a reference bac·k to an instituting experi ence 
of another exemplar of life (the own bo~y), .:for to apperceive another 
life is not to live it as on~' s own29 . 
Now the, notion of sirnilari ty, upon which this business of pairing ) \ . ' ' . 
is so heav.ily dependent, is, qui,te extraord~nary, and Husserl's critics 
have riot been shy. to point. out its app.aren~ implausibi-lity. Schiltz · 
-" 
·- . . ' \ 
arSU:es that the "ontological dimensions" of '. the OWn and' of ' the other 
.. 
body are radically different. Whereas the own body is given in 11 internal 
• ;perception'' as an organ, the other body is given in "external perception11 • 
' 
Each 11 sta.nds out'; in a fundamentally different way, and acc~rdingl.y they 
could hardly be mor~ dissimilar30 • 
29. "If we attempt to indicate the ·peculiar nature of that analogizing 
aP-prehension Whereby a body within my'· primordial sphere, being 
similar tcY my own .animate body, becomes appr.ehended as liltevise an 
aniniate organism; . we erico1.Ulter: .:first, · the 'circUm.stance that here 
tne primally insti -t•uttve orfgina~ is always Hvingzy pres~nt, e.nd. · 
the primal instituti ng itself is .theref'ore _a1ways going on. in a 
1livfngly eff~ctive manner·; secondJy,, the pecUliart.ty we aire·S.ay 
know to be necessary, namely. that what is .e.ppresented by virtue of 
/the a .fciresa:i..d analogizing can. ne~er' a.ttai.~ actu~l · pre·se~ce; n~ve.r · 
become an object! of perception proper~ . Closely connected: 'tf.l:th the 
first peculiarity is the circuinste.nce that ego and alter ego. are .. . 
always and necessarily given · ~n ai1 original ''pairing'''' .(C.M. 141-142). 
30. SchU.)t:;z, "Probleyn der. trantizendenta.len Inters~bjektivi~~t", pp. 8~-9;:1. I 
61-64.. Sch\ltz re f ers hi.s posi tive' poin t abou~ the c;lil':f'erence in the.· 
--,ays the o'wn ·and . the otber body are. pre;:~ented to f?cheler, Sartre, 
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The criticism can be expressed in rather different terJ¥l, in terms ' 
I 
that Husserl himself uses. The ow body is essentially at the centre - of 
primordial nature, a.nd orients all other things around 1 The own body 
. 
defines "Here", whereas the Other\' s body is e"ssentially "There ~ Now, of 
' 
course, the ego can convert any There into a Here, and thus . change the 
• j 
persp~ct-ive in which he sees any object (C.M. §53). But cle'arly, his 
Here never becomes a There for him, and the Other''s body ca.~not become 
o ' I 
Here·. 
o • • I 
The two bodies, then, h~ve radically di:ffere_!lt ways of appearing' -
\ 
and, "indeed' n~t accidentally' but because of th~ vecy. strouct"ll!~ of 
. 
' 
, The Other' s 
• • ... • .. ' f 
body :i.s: like·. ~Y other '·or ·the ~;imordi.al · ' 
- 0 \ 
sphere_- a part of 'the-ego's oWn esse'nc.e · (.c.M. 139) ~d th.~ ego\ ttas 
0 . 0 • ·, . . . •• ·•· • · . •. · . 0\ . \ .- . .; -- . . . \ : 
-in.fi\lite .possible perspectives on it: he can walk around it. ' But he 
.. 
cannot walk. around his own boey. So the're in_deed seems to :be no 
\ 0' 
perceptual similarity that -coul.d · found the tra.n:fl fer of the sense .li vi.ng 
~o the other body31 . The rev~rse is more likely: the tra.ns:fer of sense 
would found the perception of simila:r_"ity. 
. 
~e objection is quite persuasive, ·especially .in view o:f the fact 
. I . 
that Husserlle,ther clearly spe_~Ei as i~ he has an image of t~e body in 
mind •. In one passage, he acknovledges the- ·p~esent problem, but solves~ 
\ .. 
it· somewhat too qu~ckl.Y: 
' 31. l}ut cpr Barba.ra 'Wi~e Morriston, -Husser! on Other MindS (Nortllwestern 
University: Ph.D. ·dissertation-, 1974). Morriston notes -tbe d.i:fficu1ty 
,Snd SUggestS that in memory -one Often seeS : Otle IS._ actiOnS from the . 
point af view Of -a. spe_ctator (.p . . 52) • But this iS no use, here~ · for 
rea'sons she · herself' · adduces, but does . not expand upon: one is not 
born with a ·body image, b}lt acqUires it <PP . .: ·52-53).. · ~d tp~ . 
&cq';lis-ition must some~o:w invoJ.ve the recognition ·or Others. 
\ 
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[The] :mB.nner of appearance Iof the Other's body] does -not 
be.come paired in a .direct as'Sociation with tbe manner of 
ap~arance actually belpnging at the time to. my animate -
.ergani.sm (in the mode· Here h rather it awakens reproductively 
anothe.r ;- an immediately similar appearance included in the 
system constitutive. of rrr:f animate organism as· a. body · in space. 
It brings to ~ ind the vay. my body would· look "if I vere there" 
(C.M. 146). •· 
--. 
.. 
Husserl seems rather definitely to interpret pairing as an association 
\ 
of boey il!lages •. But in o!'der to do so he ,must invoke the image of th.e 
.... ' . ~ 
59 
Ovn -?p0dy, Whiph he pr~SUlD.&S tO be II Similar" ~·0 the primordial experience 
• • IX!: •• ~. .;-'i ~ • 
of the bociy-,- which i t'Self is ~o.t ~ . ('pe;spe/ti val) . iiti'age ~:· B-~t, he omi. ts · . 
.· . ,.· .· . . ; - . . : ·' ·. : .. . ·.· ··. 
• ' - . , i. • 
"ari;_acc.ou.nt of ~ow" one ' arrives at - tliis image and of ho'!l·:it ,. is knovn ~ to 
be "simiiar~' to ·- the .pri~_qrdi~l.,P!~s~~~~tion 6:r the b~aY32 .. · Ar·~ .v¢ · 





' · ... . .....:. . 
. ' .· 
··-:_:.,_ there~~e to- con~lude 'that .tl:ie ' b~~i'nes~ of p_air:i.n·g is ,in~on~equ~nt7 
, "'; I • 
. 
. . 
There is surely rooll1 to _. doubt that the -objection is defi~tive. 
. . -~ 
'! · 
.. ' ~· : . 
' 
'The \ \ 
primordial exper~~n~~ o:f the_ body - 'With. vhi~h . Husserl".s ane:lysi's ~egan - · 
is, again, no-t; a repre~en'bation or image • .- The. notion of a 're;presenta.tiotl. . ' . 
. ·. "' . .. . ' . 
" app~ared on the ' scene rather suddenly in the effort to .interpret :the 
' \' . 
·assoc'i~tion of pairing: is it perhap$ ~ d.rit!'ud~r - I:iussetl.' s. : ~ext 
potwi thstanding? The- own. primol;(Jiial body is _a sensory .and kinaesthet;i..c 
. - . . '· . . "· ... . \ : 
. 11· ~ 
· power of·accel?s to t.he .world, and ~as its integ:ri-ty ~nd unity;,. as such .a, 
~ • • J 
pow~r_, _~lot. as a synthesis of perspectives • . Perhe.pa ·· v~ can rei~terpret 
32. 
& 
. \ • . . 
I 
. . - ' \ 
He does make some . :lllention - ~ this-is$ue in a pr~vious_, p:assage _ (C.M, · .. 
!28), :t>ut Without ·solving_ the full ·range Qof ~prol;:ll.ems ~ ,· Inq:i~ent~, 
_ }le 'cj_ui~e cle~ly cla~· in th~. Ideen ' II ... that :·thi!.r~ ~s no .. _~ge of'\ 
the- own body priqr to the ·recognition of the Other· ~~-· ~ 1.6J;). . . · ·\ . 
;-,.~y !1?-w;. -~~auld he. ~ha:n,ge his -viev? . · · .. · · ·. - · - · : .-- ·· 
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pairing, such that this is t~e moti ve similarity. Thus : the Other's 
body is not perceived to be inert (as are natur~l objects) but to be 
organic. It interacts with objects around by appropriating or manipulating 
them. It touches and grasps objects, or turns its eye~ to them, it walks 
( C .M. 148). Surely· then it can be seen tp be a fnnctioning organism, ·a 
living body. Perhaps we need only focus on the ri~t point of similarity. 
It is not hard to see that this, too, is nnsatisfactory: ft simply 
repeats what we already knew. Certainly, the ego sees the Other's body 
r 
forthwith to be animate. We only translate this fact when we sat ~hat 
the other body · is seen to manipulate and to appropriate objects·. But -we 
still do not know how or why it shoulp. occur to th'e ego to construe the 
impact of the Other's hand upon the stone to be an intended act, thus 
\ \ 
fundamentally different frOm the impact of one stone o,n another. We ·knew 
to begin with that oJi objec~ stands out from the others as animate: . it 
will not do to repeat this; we must ask how and why. The proffered 
explanation begs the question. 
Is there perhaps another error. of interpretation? It has · been argued 
that the Other is ~ediately present, o; ~ppresent, and (thaL the body, as· 
t f , 
the o:i'gan or· subjectivity, is the vehicle of me<l;iation .. ~is muc~ is ~ot· 
ve~ problemat~ca~ 1f ~nterp~eting_ this mediation, 'it was suggested that 
the Other's body 1.. or that _object wbich is to become the Othl!'r 1's body -
enters the perce_ptual f~eld and manipulates or ap:propr-ia'tes objects of the 
primordial. sphere, the ego's ovn objects. This, .€;ives pause: "man:lpulate" 





~ I ' . . ~ ---;--· - - - -
\ 
\ 
by the intrusion of another'unanticipated te~: the object that is 
presumed to be "appropriated". Wben this object becomes the mediator 
of the transfer of sense, the body suddenly becomes impotent. So let 
us exclude this, too: the argument so far has justified nothing but 
... 
the primordial body as the mediating link between self and Other. 
Recall the introductory ~siderata of the pr~blem of the 
Other :· on the one hand, he is utterzy transcendent, or autonomous; 
and on· th~ other, .;the -evidence of the alien subjectivity is immanent 
in the own conscious life - or. there is no evidence. These have the 
n~gative effect of refut}ng both the naiv~ idealist attempt to reduce 
the Other to a function of the ego's constitutiye aGtivity, and the 
realist cl~im that the Other tbat ·the ego expe~iences is only a sign 
of the Other in and for himself. Our present responsibility is to 
show their positive effect. 
The evidence of the Other is to be found in the own conscious 
' life: the alien subjectivity is ·incarnate, and the Other's body stands 
. ' in the own primordial sphere, and the Other is there 11 in 1Jerson". The 
Other is autonomous: \ the alien body is a power, and exhibits its power 
I ., 
in pairing, but the Other's 'life is not experienced in its originality 
by the self. Hence, the alter ego must express himself within the own 
\ . ~ . 
conscious life. ·Pairing is· the encounter of two subjecti vi: ties, of 
two bodies. 
' 
The relationship is such that both terins are at once active 
and passive: ~ . ...... tbe ego,, recogn~zes - constitu.tes -:·the Other as a 
61 
I 
su.bjectivity, and .reciprocally the Other exerciaes his power as a ~ubject . 
on the self. These recipr0calli active and passive moments are, so to 
speak, logical~ simultaneo'!lS. 
\ 
_... ... -_,. 
, 







... , ; 
essence of the paired relationship, I shall use the expression ~ 
"encount~r" with the Other, rather than the perhaps mor,e usual'te;-m 
"recognition" of the Other, which, in its usual acceptation, would;a. 
Jl 
stress the ego's activity at the cost of the Other's. 
~ . 
The intent of this interJ>retation of the' isstte can be made 
~ . ~
clearer by briefly considering' a . very similar accoun( offered by 
Theunissen. All that encounter involves he attempts to accomodate 
in a proces·~~ of 11 Veranderung" (~ic) (becoming other) 33 . ..., Veranderune; 
has two senses: 'becoming something other (Zu-etwas-Anderem werden); 
. 
and becoming someone other (~einem-Anderem werden) . The former is 
.\ .. 
.. 
the incarnation of consci~uspess, and further the construal of one's 
body to be .. one among other natural bodies34 ; the latter is a becoJ!ling 
one among d~er subjects 35 . According to Theunisse~, it is by virtue 
of seeing oneself as one among many, and thus being "jedermann" -
' ' eve~an - that one actually experiences the world as there for every-
' 




. . ~ 
• • 
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Now this movement, this _ordering of oneself as one among others 
involves both an activity on the part of the subject~ and a passivity 
L-- . 0 ~ 
with r~spect to the Other, a. "Dep~tenzier.un'g" by him37 • The movement is 
.. 








Michael Theunissen, =D~e~r~, ~~d~e~r~e~:--~~~=-==~~~~~~~~~=de~r~ 
Gegenwart ~ 2nd edition Berlin: See 
especfally pp. 84-94 .. 
Cp. C.M. §45; and .Ricour, "Husserl's 
:P. 1~5. . .. ' 
Fifth Cartesian Medi·ta.tion", 
Theunissen, Der Andere, p. 84. · 
I11U, Pp • 9 3-9.4 . 







The ego first, by empathy (~Uhlung) assumes (sich versetzen; 
hineinfUhien) the standpoint of the Other, he so modifies himself 
in phantasy as to make the Otber'~~otives his own quasi-motives: 
·~fl . 
he understaqds the Other~ the active moment. The passive moment: 
the Other as a subjectivity of his own accord ·experiences the ego, 
who thereby is an O~her for his Other: recognizing this, t~.ego 
_.,-
sees himself as one amofg many38 
/ 
This seems to ·be an accur.ate interpretation of Husserl's 
views, and is certainly most interesting. Two \point~ a~ ·especially 
interesting: ...--.:' The double sense of VeranderUng points out the essential 
relationship between the incarnation of. subjectivity. and the enpounter 
~ 
with the Other. Perhaps more importan.tly, Theunissen' s interpretation 
makes it. clear that the intersubject'ive accessibility of the objective 
world is c9ncei¥~~~e ~san experiential sense only along with · a 
'-.... 
' radical transformation of the ·cogi to. The two points are in a sense 
only one, for the required· transformation is a Veranderung, a becoming 
one among others. 
But there i-s, I believe, a se~ious logical problem in the 
acc;ount: Can the two moments - !lCtiv±ty and passivity- be logically 
~ . 
suicessive, or must ~hey be simultaneous? The question bears ·thUs 
• 
upon.the'present issue: is empathy possible as an activ~ty of the ego, 
. 
J 
or must it involve an esset(tia. passivity; that is, is the recognition 
o! ' 
'{) 
of. ~e Other's au~ono~.us spontan ity possible as an activity on the 
ego's part alone? Certainly, ego is not the source of the Other's 
63 







spontaneity: and this must be reflected in his act of recognizing the 
Other. The recognition, that is, must involve the Other's autonomous--
activity, and the ego's receptivity to it, for otherwise he could 
succeed only in recognizing his own product. The passivity, then, can 
not supervene upon the activitt, but must be an element of it. 
But by what means can such a relationship be accomplished? 
Surely by means of the embodiment of consciousness. The own body is 
a power of experiencing_, and• ~s such intentionally orients the entire 
, 
natural (or -.primordial)· world ~b.out it: it appropriat~s this world 
}· 
as its own. Now, that ~bject which is to be for the ego the other 
I 
living gody stands within the -QWn .. prilllordial sphere (C.M. 143). It 
• 0 
too is an incarnate subjectivity -but neither ego · nor alter ego yet 
knows this, and hence they are not yet ego and alter ego. How do they 
I 
come to know it? - Each body must act as _a living body upon the other, 
I 
each must exhibit to the other its life. The Other that is to be 
encountered m'ust impinge upon the ego, or it is not the Other that the 
ego encounters. 
Ricoeur suggests th~t "lifusserl' s] analysis is much less 
oriented toward the pulsing, carnal, e.ven sexual sense of the paired 
formation than toward its logical sense" 39 . This is 
1
evidently true, 
at least of the Ideerl II and the Cartesian Meditations. But the 
logical sense, at its fundamental levels, is a carnal sen~e. In the 
r-
logical sense, as Husserl hilllself rightly insists, the Other ia an 
if he is an autonomous subjectivity: but the autonomy must 




















be his. That is, the al ien spontaneity must i mpinge upQn t he own i n 
the encounter; the other body is living only when it proves itself 
to live. 
Husserl seems in some passages to point to just such a carnal 
relationship: 
The f i rst detel11linate content [~. of the appresentation 
of the Other] obviously must be formed by the understanding 
of the other's organism and specifical ly organismal conduct: 
the.'unders-.and.ing ·of the members as hands gr-oping or 
functioning in pushing, as feet _functioning in ~alking, as 
·eyes functioning in seeing, and ~o fdrth. With this the 
. ' 
• Ego at first. is determined oply as governing thus somatically 
[so leibHeh waltendes] and, in a familiar ma~er, proves 
himself cont'inually, so far as the whole stylistic fcirm of 
the sensible" processes d!apifest to me primordially must 
~orrespond to, the form whose type is familiar to me from my 
-own organismal governing [leibliches Walten] (C.M. 148) . 
. • . --
Here, clearly, he has a pairing of function with function, of organ with 
. . 
organ, in mind . At othe r points~ however, he seems to have images in 
mind. (Fqr example: "(The other body's manner ot; appearance] brings 
-to mind the way my body would l0ok 'if I w-ere there'" (C.M. 147).) The 
clear mean~ng of both pa~sages is that the two bodies •stand off at a · 
distance from each other. The intention of the firs t quoted is to 
point out that even at t4is distance, the ego recogni zes n?t a visual, 
but a functional similarity, But the recognition is still the ego's own 
thesis, does not accord the ali, en subjecti-vity its rights. ·It does not 
I 
lead the own consciousness t0 1:the radical self- transcendency that 
consciousness of the Other i nvolves. 
What i s wanting i 8' the encounter of the bodies as the vehi cles 
of spontaneity and experience. Two primordial bodies are paired: any 








The foundational relationship is carnal, and involves not 
' 
.so much thet,ic consciousness as sensibility. The other body' stands 
I 
in the own primordial sphere: the own . body appropriates it as a 
., 
natural body, as part of its essence like any other natural body 
(cp. C.M. 149-150). But the alien body, as an independent subjectivity, 
resists this, the power of the own cons.ciousness. Reciprocally, the 
own ~ody stands in the alien primordial spher.e, and is appropriated 
i 
to ~t; but it3 too, is recalcitrant to the appro~riation. The ego 
lo~es ·his primordlal .sphere· ~ that 
( ,..., 
own body - not by his own decision, 
horizon of objects unified by his 
' " • I 
but by the entrance into it of an 
. . 
\ 
alien subjectivity that itself .imposes a unity on it: henceforth, the 
environment is .a hqrizon of objects accessible to all. Tne first object 
I 
tope lost is the own boey. 
Tlie basic reciproci t~ of the intersubjecti ve relations.hip 40• 
and indeed the experiential sense, accessible to all, are established 
" 
66 
.. at the instant of enco~ter ·- or not at' all. The. enco~ter is with , an 
I 
independent subjectivity a~ sue~. The encounter takes its motive p~wer 
\ . 
40. Cp. H~gel: "Each .s~s the other do the same as itself; each itseJ.f 
does what it demands' ·on the part of the other, and for that reason· 
does what it 'does; only iri so far as the other does the s.a.me. Action 
from one side only would be useless' because what is to ·happen, can 
be broUght. about tQn~ by mee.P.s ; of both." G. W. F. Hegel, Phlinomenolo~ie 
de! Geistes, .ed. Johannes Ho:f:t)neister ( Hai!lburg: Felix Meiner, l952 , 
p. 142. Ttansla'ted: The Phenomenology;· of Mind,' tr"l--S,··· J .B. Baillie . 
(New York: Harper & ,Row, 1967), p ; : 230. Heg.el' s intent. is to show · 
how the auton()my of the ·Other - the . objective term of' reco~i tion - . . 1 
functions · within the .recogni~ion itself'. Thtis: "'nl~- first [scil., 
in the vocEtb'Ulary. ·9f~his es~ay.: the e_go] does not have the ob'ject 
before it only in the p~ssivf:l form. characteristic prim!U'ilY of- the 
object .of' desir~ ,, but, as an object existing ·indep~nd~ntly fo:r itself;, ' 
over which therefore it has no power to do anything of its ~wn · behoof, 
if that o'Q_ject, does. not per -~ do what . t~e first does tQ it" ( i'Qid·.) . 
This becomes especi'fll.lY clear in the reciprocal proof .. of independtmce 
- in the fight fbr recognition .. ( ibid. ', pp: · 141- · 229-240) • 







from the alien subject's proving himself to be what be is. It is 
carnal - sexual or violent - and finds its motive in the Other's 
taking as his what, was most t he ego's own. 
In its positive interpretation, the encounter results i n a 
radical transformation of consciousness. An ob j ect was the transcendent 
unity of infinite possible experiences: it now becomes an intersubject-
ively accessible object. The whole mo~ement turns on the encounter of 
the bodies, the first objec t s that are the same for all (C.M.l53 ). ( . 
Or, as Merleau-Ponty expresses it: 
I experience my own body as the power of adopting certain 
fol'1I!s of behaviour .1and a certain world, and I am given to 
myself merely as a 'certain hold on the world: now, it is 
precisely mY body which perceives the body of another person, 
and disco~ers in that body a miraculous prolohgation of my 
own intentions, a familia~ way of dealing with the world. 
Henceforth, as the parts of my body,-· together comprise a 
system, so my bo~ and th~ other person's ·are one whole, 
two sides of one and the same phenomenon, and the anonymous 
exist~nce of which my body is 'the ever-renewed trace hence-
forth inhabi'ts both bodies ~ imul taneous1y4l. · 
I 
The encounter, then, is not simply the _ thetic recognition of the Other, 
,· 
but is a new animation of the own and the alien bodies. 
\ . -
It fs here not possible for me to analyse this issue in gr~ate~ 
67 
detail Bfd depth. cl:Ja.rly, further reflection would specify the notion, 
~of "pairing" in·'a. vay not fully anticipated in the Cartesian Meditations. 
Si:mi_lari ty in parti.cula.r would: play a yery. tlifferen'-t; role. ·1 The other 
I subje~t is indeed in essential respects "silnil ar" to the se.lf; but precisely 
I• 
. . .\ . 
to· the exten~ that he' is similar, he draws the self out of himself: but 
'-. 
something 1fuat is only aimi~ar c.armot do this. The paired f~rmatton is 
'\ 
In. r22leau-Ponty, Phenomenologie de la Perce;pt~on, pp • .4o6h53-354·: 
_ ....... ..- - ... _,.._ -··- --·--;-----.. -... 
, 
- ~ 






I . . . 
t. .. 
not a juxtaposition of like with like, where each could subsist 
without the othe~; rather, in the pairing, ego and alter ego form 
a systematic whole, such that each finds in the other what is his,, 
• l 
but not fully his: that is, theirs . 
.•. 
~ 
·\_ Let us return to H\Isser;t's own exposition df pairing; I 
'sh~l~cate in passing how it differs r:.O~ my propo:ed redefinition, 
.The Other's body enter~imordial _sphere, and is seen to be a 
~i ving ,-:xper~encing bo~. ~ ThO ~o sees . ·~hat the Other ·experiences 
'objects of the own environment {_that he is at tlie centre of an environ-
ment.. With, this apper~:p-:tion of ~e Otb,er as .himself an experiencing 
su~ject, as the ae.fining centre 'oft· ~~ envire>nmetit lll8.de up of objects 
• I 1J 
·identiCal Wi.th the ObjeCtS making Up ;'the ego IS OWn, the egO IS b'WJl 
primordial sphere fuses with the Other's to form one common, objective 
world: of~his, the primordial sphere is but an appearance (C.M. §5~). 
Each, of· course, must ~his or. his own account'alone. 
Bu_t against this Sch~tz argq.es: 
••. all of· this still . d9es ·not y.iel·QA('transcendental · 
community unless we were· to def'ine conununi ty in such a 
way that, ;contrary to meani'ngl'ul usage, there would be 
a community for me, and o~e f'or yo~, without the two 
necessarily' coi~ciding42. ' - · . - .. 
I 
. ,..-:- . 
1t is as ~ Husserl's were a4doctrine of a.multiplicity of solipsistic 
c9~unities. 'sch~tz is certainly right to interpret Husser! to mean . 
. 
68 
that, one m~ber of' th~ pair cannot ' constitute the relati9nship on· the 
' ~~ .. of ~other.;. ea~h must do this fO>r h~self' alone: But this is , no~ 
, ,~- .A 
. ! 
' 42. ' Schiltz, "Preble~ der Transzendentalen Intersubjektivitllt", p,1.0oti6~ 
1, 














a dogmatic error, but a problem of the issue itself. The members of 
the community are monads, absolute individuals (C.M. §62). The ego 
does not experience the Other's perspective on the world (C.M. 139). 
But this means simply: 1 cannot look through your eyes, nor you through 
mine. The' own and the alien primordii l sphePes are intentionally 
identified as appearances of one obj~qtiYe world: but this identity 
cannot be fulfilled for the ego ~n evi~ent intuition of the alien 
I 
primordial sphere. This {denti ty can none,-the-les s be constituted as 
I 
69 
an intentional sense. What fuller "coincidence" can Sch'ltz demand? None 
is even· conceivable: ' for if the ego could verify· the p~sited identity of 
the prtmordial sp~eres in ari intuition qf . t~e Other's, then the distin~ion 
' I . 
between self .and Other would be lost. But communali'zation cannot be at 
the. expense of independence. 
I 
\ 
Beyond the constitution of an objective world, the constitution 
of the alter ego also involves an equalization of the self With the Other, 
\ 
that is, the recQgnition that he hi~self is .an Other for his Other: 
If, with my understanding of someone else, I penetrate 
more deeply into htm, ~to his horizon of ownness, I 
shall soon run into the'fact that, just as his anim~te 
organism ii:es in my .field of perceptioa ', so lilY animate 
organism lies ·'in h:j.s field of perception and that, in 
general, he expe~iences me forthwith as an Other for
4 him, ·just as I 1experience him as!!!;[_ Other (C.M. 158) 3, 
.I : !), , ' 
'J.Ihe, community is thus .a .commi.ulity of equals, .!lll equally charged with the • 
" constitution of th~ objective world and of the community·. . . 
43. 
I 
According to Husserl, after the analysis of this first level of 
As I have already note~·, : thilseetns to .me not to :t>e ~ further under-
standing of the Other, but already contained in the first encounter, 
requiring only to be draw;i :out. 
.. 
" . . 
. I 
--· "'""": .... 
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. \ 
communication, the higher levels ·"offer relatively minor diff~culties" 
(C.M. 157). But surely some clarifications are still necessary. Only 
the foundational principles governing the interacti'on of self and Other 
have so far been examined: the interaction itself remains to be 
. / 
clarified. Moreover, by means of the constitution of the alter ego, 
primordial experience is radically transformed, ~d a new way of self-
' 
transcendence is cr-eated: but the · detailed sense of this ·Self-trans-
cendence rema;lns to be clarified. These questions· .form the topics· of 
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The Concept of Personality 
I have so far offered an interpretation -of Husserl's analysis of 
the constitution of the sense "Other". According to his view, this 
sense arises from a "pairing" of the o~ body with the alien body. 
The Ot~er, inasmuch as he is an intentionally and temporally self-
articulating subjectivity, spontaneous in both aspects, is not possibly 
' sfrictly pr:~en~~d, but.is appres~nt, or also there along with his body, • 
wh_ich is present to the eko. More strictly, the alien body is ·tdlntical, 
._ with an obje'ct that appears in primordial exp'erience, but th:l,.s ident:f,ty 
,-
cimriot be fulfilled in odgi~al experience of the Other• s life. - ~he 
intent-ionality relating to other subjectivity. does not take on or "live'" 
•• • Q ' ' 
the alien spontaneity, but rather synthes~zes as iden~ical the ~ntentional 
prod~ct of the own,with that of. the ~ther spon1aneity, which last is th~s 
appresent to tQe ego. By this means, the own and the alien environments 
~are identified as appearances of a qommon objective world-.· The intention:.. 
~ality relating self and Other, then, is mediated by the respective 
'• 
. I ~ 
animate bodies/ and ;t higher levels by o~ ect·s of the common world. 
, 
There is no direct' acce_ss,_ t~~ Other'~ subjectivity in itself or for. bini, 
but only a quasi_-knowledge ot- it .. 
11y interpretation is slightly complicated by an irisistance that 
the rights of the O~her be respected. It is ·not suffici ent to this end 
- ~ 
simply that the ego recognize the Other. Rather, the relationship· i's 
reciporcal, and the ego's act of recognitiC?n is possible· only ' together 
with the Other's act of encroachi~g upop the~~.sphere :· the Other-must, 
\ ' 
so to speak, declare himself . to the ego. Though by itself this is a simple· 
71 \ 
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\ 
enough matter, it has far-reaching consJquences. 
· _rt might now seem that we are ready to expand on other issues, 
' and in particular on the ,question of the so-called higher level 
mediation of the relationship between ego and alter ego, which occurs 
.~ .... within what Husserl calls in the· Ideen II the "personalistic" 
(personalistis~h) or "spiritual" (geistig) world, or in the Cartesian 
Meditations the ."cultural world", a world made up of objects common to ' 
'./ 
ego. -and alter ego, intended in respect of ·their being common, and 
. ' 
· which thereby serve to me.di13-'!;e the intentionality relatihg self and 
·, 
Other. ·Spirit~al obje~ts are such thip.gs as the•r~t·e.,\it~.:.. -~h~~·h, 
synibols -of soverei'gnty, . books , and the · lik~,. and, ~nasmuch: as they . a~e . 
. . . . . . ' \ ' . ,... ... ' .• 
intersubjectively a~cessi-ble, even ?hysica;L objects (M:..._!I, 182; .. 194). 
~e "cultural world" is ."accessible to all11 , and is "a world having 
.. f 
. human significance". 
\ 
It can be shared in a more or less de·fini te way -
\ . 'Ga 
the community can be loose or tight - but by be.ing shared it makes 
poss'ible social acts, that i13, acts of conscieusne'ss direct~d to 
._;_ ' I • \o 
another ( C .M. 160; cp. 159), which are perf~d 'wi.th the inteJ;~,tion of 
·- ........... 
being understood (I~. II, 194). ,, 
Using. an instru'\ti ve analogy, we can speak of the cul tur8.:!. world 
as the place where members of a communi~y. intera~t: in respect of 
their interaction, th(ir exi.vironmen~ is ·made up o'f higher~ level ·,, 
\ \ 
objectivities. For example, the environment of philosophical disputants 
is, I in a sense, a room containing. tables and cha:irs·, apprehended 8.5 
\ . ~ \ . 
natur~ly "e~isting and as . use~. But in another sense, that specific 
to what'~they,are now doing, it is, pe,;rh~p~, ttie .heritage of . Husserli~ 
.... 
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themselves to look at and to mov~ am<;mg not so much tables arid chairs 
~ 
like1 . and the 'They th.ereby co· me as such issues as intentionality, 
to live in a world that is not mere~ natur~ - p?ysically accessibl~ -
out in'a spiritual world, the product of their own interaction. 
This line of t~ought may~ell be enticing, but many complications 
and unexandned assumptions demand attention. I There is a considerable 
. ' 
gap ~n ou:r reflections between the ego's vecy ba~ic encounter wi t~1 tQ,~ ' 
. . ; . ....,/ . \!}. . . . . 
Oth~r an.~ l\i~ .livi~g wit~ · ~im in .. ~ c;:~tural world, .. '·lft has bee~.- ci!lti~e~ • 
. .. - . . 
.... · .. ' ' -
tnat th~· ~nco\mter with ... \he ·other is ·r10t· just· a' o~e"-s~ded; re6ogn'ition . on 
. •, ·... . ....... ,'·' ~:· :, . . 
the. part of th~ e·~o ~ .but. invol ~es the .... Othe.r' s o~: ~-ct~i ty ~of . . ~m~~ngin~ 
. ·upon the" ego. But how this i~· . 'to'·. be wo):'ke.d. out in.· detail is · yet 
.. ·. 
73 
uiuclown. Y~t P.resumably { t is. this · reci:proci ty .. between· self and. Ot~er :·:.. : 
· the -interaction - that· constitute~ the spiritual .world, e.nd upon thi.s 
we must more properly".fpc~· our " at~ention . 
) . . . '· · 
Let. us try to :j\lstif'y this : fbcus ·further•: · Consider. the .singular 
",.' \ . 
nature of the Other: ·· as an intended ~bject~ it ·tru;es i ~8 uni;~y. f:rom, 
the_ intending ego; but as ~ . subJectivi~y ~ it · is . the autonomous soui'ce 
or' its own \mity. This involves a gz:e'a~ pr1m.a.<facie di,cii:u+ty: 
.. , • , ,1' • 
not perfe.ctly· concef~a'Qie .that ' the intended' Other· is ·an ·invention of . 
t . . 
0 ' ' I I \ 
the intending; ·a: misinter.J?t:et_ati~.n ·of .the. ali~n ~b .. j~c:ti V:i ty' as it· is. ·: 
' 
' • ·:"'' t • ' ~ t ., • • • 1 . • • .• ' • • I : 
Bearing even: :·lightly,' _upan the radical transcendency !)f..: tlle , : · 
• 0 • ,_. • • ~-- • • : •' • • - ~ · · • • < ' '~ . .· . . . ' . . ' 
for i tseif'l 
.1·.· In Husserl:1.s ·~.a~~~ · ~ti~ : ci~~~e·p.ts "ego" w:~ - "~hv~ro~~t'i . are. .. . 
esse.nt~a.1J.y· rela~ed~ ·'The \~.i:rvironine,nt :!.s: that range .of · objecti:rl:f;y' . 
. sp~citied ·.by the ego' 8 intention~!~ ty ,, Ol'·, the. h9rizon· of 6bje~ts as . 
· they· ~:~.re intended;- .. ·see ·:rdeen II..§50: . "The- Ego. as ·.pent)\e of 2,U3, · . • 
· Environment~~ ,' ( "·D~_s : .I~h als \~ tte~puriti t einer Umvel t") ~ " · · 
f"' '\ • • • •• • • ~· • • 1- .. • . " . - • . .. 
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alter ego, ·u is arguable that the Other for the ego is'at best a 
•J \ 
continuous deform~tion of the Other in himself; tit the ~wo ni~ ~e 
exactly parallel, but that their identity is at best emptily, al though 
' neeessadzy, posited: Aga:j.n·, it is argu~ple that thei~ 'respect~ ve 
• • • ' ) • 0 • 
primordial environments, so easily fused a few pag~-s ago, are noff . 
' Q • • •• . . -
.... 
identical at all, but are a\ b~st but continuous deformations of each 
• • 1 • -
. 
·oth~!. 'The re&;List objection dgain presents 'itself', h~r'e in the form 
. . .. .. 
of the ordinary;~hough perhaps rather rqmantic\notion. tpat one never 
" \ 
knows wliat a:nother is "really" 'like, 'One never knows what an autl).or 
. \ . ' ,·, 
"r.eally" mea:nt to expres.s, and _so on. 
... 
{\ It is not hard to see that this apparently 'sc"\Ptichl. cont l'adiction 
can (be ~ul t~· assimilated by the concept of encounter, which by its 
very nature ~akes.the .autonomy of tqe alien subjectivity as' a motive 
. -
factor . . But if this is to be f~t~l, then the not.ion of ·the . cultural 
. . 
I world must be carefully interl;>~eted in the light o'f the notion r/ 
eqco~ter,. such that B.n· obj~ct is ·~ot.si~ply common .to ego ·~ alter 
I • ' ,• 
• 
. ego, but is int-ended ~y the ego precise]J as !Ul expressiOn of the 
~ . Other's irreducible s~pnieneity . 
I \., l 
Another approach yieldf3 the s.~e- s~r'l(, of 04-ffi"culty. The rnc_ounter "· 
with the Other: is still ~Uite abstract: the · Other is ,;some" alil.en ~ . • 
subje~ti vi ty' but the accountr so far offered 
, :~eierminate for t~e ego • . Yet·, · ~s ref~~c·~i~n 
I ' 
1 
•'t t - t \ 
. . ~ 
does not show bow it is 
~n ordinary life shows, 
. one encounters .- speaks. to' worts . .,wi;th.- 'not an indefinite other subJect'\ 
. 
but'-:an :l:ndividual.personality. ~ 
-..:.:.• 
• ' • • J•}- . . •• ' ' 
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world. 'r,be c~tural worid-is. not the;~roduct . bf 8.'llY p;ivate . lnten~ionali·ty; .-
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but,of the community, or more specifically, of the interaction of its 
"·-members; and ·as sueh it is quite determi~ate., consisting of a more or 
. 
less definite legal system, literary tradition, and so on. But the 
~ 
determlnacy of the intersubjective1y accessible world woUld seem to be 
,_ 
essentially related to the determina~y of the int~rsubjective access. 
So .again, we cannot simply claim that the cultural world is 
"inte-rsubjecti vely accessi_ble", and without further ado describe 1 t, 
.. 
for here we are still · faced w· , ently sceptical contradiction. 
~ 
If indeed the Other's subjectivity is not possibly the ego's own - if, 
.fore pr9saic~lly, I cannot J.pok thro~ your eyes nor you throu~ mil(e -
then how is an object the same for all? Taking the scep~ical interpret-
75 
be argued that the communit~ i~ impossible: 
ation of the inaccessibility of the Other only a little farther, it can 
~~-
fdr how can the ego go 
'\ 
' ' I 
about living in community with another who is in his very being · 
inacces~ible, inaccessible even in respect of his sharing what _exi sts 
. . ~ ' ' 
only i!l the sharing? ~ M?-st we bi zar;I'ely admit that the;re are asla.ny 
communities as men, and that each invents his own for himself a one·2'? ,.. 
' Or must ' we as strangely attempt to reQ.uce alien .suJ>ject·ivity tQ something 
\that i~n~so radically private? ·or again, must we search for an . 
a~prox~ 1~dica~o~ of the O~her's private life(· :B~~~ ~hese measures 
. ' . . . . 
wquld only palli~te an essential solipsism, for the j.ntepded . Qth~ 
' ;' .. · -~ 
' would ll,ot ?e a .ienud.'ne alien subJect, ox:, he w.ould ·!lot be a suo~.ect in · ,. 




,2. Again' Schiltz. 'believes. this to be the' ineluct~l!le 'cionseqUence or" · ... 
· ·Husse'rl'.s po~i t.:i.ori·. . ·see SghUtz, "Das Prob.lem~:der ·.trans zenden'talen · ·· .. 
' \ Intersubjektivitlit4be1. Husserl", p~ J.00-/':[.6. · · · 
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Husselll holds that there., is no original experience of the Other's 
eonscious life (C.M.139 ) yet that th_e Other is himself there in person, 
and that the ego does not experience a mere sign or.image of the Other 
(C.M.1"51 ). The experience of the Other is, ~hen, origina13::. )hat is, 
. ' / 
--.. 
76 
the intended Object is the thing itself, and there is nQ real object. Or 























thing i~ itseif Delilffir1t, with ~spect to wliich the experience would be · 
' I 
valid or .in~id. In light of the doctrine of the inaccessibility o.f 
' the Other, ·and of the sceptical ~nterpretation to which it lends itself, 
this is a difficult vi.ew to maintain;· ·,but the alternative is solipsism. 
The ultimate intent of this chapter;-. then, i s to examine how an ~ 
obje:.t.can express an a11en subjectivity. In effect, this is,nothing 
more thl.n an ex:partJfon . of the doctrin'e of tpe other tLi,ving .body, as ; set 
. 
forth in the last chapter. But it 'prea_ents 1 its own special difficulties, 
.· because by <::OOstituting an expressive object, ego and aiter ego· COOSt~tU~~ 
the~.sel.ves as members of a colllllluni ty co;rresponding to a cultural world: 
so we must .~- the problem that the idenfity of th~ c'Ul-Qi-al ·worid . ~?r 
the ·e~o and .'~iter ~~o always tl/rea~~·ns ~o ·dissipate .. ~~cause of ' their· 
' I 
·' \ · , 
·inaccess·ibili ~Y to-.Uch other • 
. . . ' . 
1 ·:. ·., I ' . .. ·.• , • . • ' ' , · ' . l 
· .. This idei:1:t;ity c~ be me.ir1tained only by .a. concept c;?f per~~na~'i ty, · 
that .. is .•. -~ · :b.;nce~~~ · ¢f ~ubj~ct·{~ity s:pecif~c ~~h~ comm~i~14. ~ ·~.:.w~ : ,m~t 
'· ., 
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therefore examine the ego and the alter ego in respec~ of their 
transforma~ion upon encountering each other. That is, the encounter 
between the ego sp transforms primordial experience that the sphere af 
··~ 
Qwnness is irrevocably lost, retained only as an appearance· of the 
.objective world; The encounter transforms p:t-imordial experience by 
,... 
introduc~ng a new m~er of self-transcendt~g ~o 'conscious life. It 
. . 
is this1 self-t_ranscende!ftce that constitutes. the 1mi ty .for -ego and alter 
' ' \ '. 
ego ofthe cultural world; and 'it is i~respect of it that subjectivity 
beJomes pers~na~ity. 
1 
Person~lity itself_is th; expression -of a~ien' 
s:ubjecti vi ty to the· ego, and moreover it is what gives intersubjecti ve 
unity to other objects that e:xpre?s alien subjE:lctiJfity. It is therefore 
the fundamental ·concept of ~the persona:li,stic or spiritual attitude.-
Let us begip with an· examination of the doctrine of induction as 
. 
set'. forth in the Ideen II: by_ itself it is unsuccessful, . but constitutes. 
\ 
· an essential moment of ·the final doctrine _to be elaborated here. Let us 
I• o ~- 0 I • ,. • 
;irst···co~s~_tler a questi~n ... ·.:ed~~t·a.l to t~notion· _of pe~~o:na.~:. 
Husseri ' asl)s .;.,hether it islri .. intentional' uni ~, that ·is, unified by the· 
~1C:-"'t 
• ..<! ~ .... : 
' syxithetic, grasp . of consci.~E!SS in a reflected · aC:t; or ·whether it is a · 
unity ·.essentially; pdor ·t~'f;~fl~ctl.~n .~' ,Now tbe·. ~i-fe of · ¢o~scio1,1snes~ is 
. ~- . . . ' '/ :{S~~~-:-gi veri, . a+r~aey the~~· ~s . a l,Ulity j . ~ . p.c~· ·~f _re fie¢:~ion. But this 
alone _. .<ioes n.ot · : q.~cide : th.e qu~stion ~n fav~ur :of the secoti:d alternative, 
~ ' . - ~- , . ' . . .' · . ' 
~ . . . . . - . . ' ' ·. ' . . . 
for .'i.,ntention!U ,uniti~s ~oo, ·oriqe ~on£!tituted;· .~e ~exp~ri,en~ed ·as alieady 
·.t~er~ or pre.-:-g·i~~ : (:j:d. · r~,'·. :~51, .2·5~·) 5··.~ - Y~t.-.Huss~·r+. d~~fsi~elY ~l.liks . 
, I . , :. • : , • • ' l '~ ' ·~ '.\' . •, • : ' •, ' • ~ ' .· ' 1 • ,· ' ' \ •' 
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\ 
that the unity of personality is prior to any act of unifYing: 
I ~ 
I am the subject of my life, and the subject evoJ.ves in 
living; its experience is primarily not of it~elf, but 
rather it constitutes natural objects; things of value, 
o tools, and so on-. • As active it forms and structures not 
itself,' but things to b~ done (Sach~m E werken). The 
ego is originally not· a thing of experience - in the 
sense of associative a~perception, in which unities of 
1 
contextu?-l mul tiplici :ties are constituted - but ·is. · 
rather a t~in~ of life ( ~· t is what it ~s not •for the ego, 
but is itself the ego). , Id. II, 252) . ~ 
I 




of·' self-apperception, with the con~ti tution of the 'self 1 , and this 
{s 9:cco~plished,{t · onc_e· with the evoluti~n . ~f the ·subject itself" , 
('ld. II, 252). lf -1 are to• claim that consciousness is intentional, 
then let us be_ th~r~ug~ut it' . in it(primary being, the subject 
is immersed in its intended objects, and . ives through its experience. 
It is this not by se'eking to be it, but simply by being it. 
,.... ' 
. Moreo.fflr; the life ·~r ~opsciousnes~ i$..,not simply a series of, 
isolated events, a succession of isolated expeteiences: z:ather, ~pe · 
se:ties fa~hions its .. order .'an~ structure and coher.e~~.e such that each 
exper~e.nde is what it is 
stream of consciousness. 




forgotten; ~d o~caus~ bf this self-d'onstitution, the' . 
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li e of· consciousnes~ if;; not a. s~t of -possible experienc~s .• ·,but a ... : 
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.totality of compossibles with its own rationale: only certain ~xpe!'iences 
. ~ 
are qompossible within one stream of consciousness, and only in a certaiLl 
., 'l 
order. The stream of consc:i.ou,sness is a system of compos~ibilities, ,and 
it~s;,.:stem is det.ermined by the exper.iences themselves (C.~. §36). The 
sy-stem of compossibilities_ is 'nothing other than the ~monad . Thus, for 
I 
examtle, having made a certain theore~ical decision, the .ego cannot then 
. -~ l ' 
.,. . 
make other isolated decision intentionally related to the, same object: 
'r,at e; •· the two wil1 reciprocally af·fect 'e.a.eh other in some way r. 
'· 
The unity of consciousness, then, is not a function of so~e one 
among its acts, but of the entire fabric of 'its life. Self-apperception, 
the positing of subjectivity in a reflectile act, is essentially possible,. 
but 'the ego thrui objectified (me, Mich) is thereby not the ego in act (I, 
~ 
Ich) (Ill. · II 253). Reflection can, approp;riate the life of consci'ousness 
.. ' 
as its' ow:n, but.lif~ is not a pro.duct of. reflection. 
r . 
' 8 · life is not thereby comp~omized • 
But t he unity of 
• 
7. The "fa:y t~is. works is evidently q_ui te COI!lplex, . 9::I1d ~s beyo:n.d the comp~s ' 
of · the present · ess.ay. . , , 
· 8. liusserl is characteristically suspicious of the ·rights and legitimacy of 
reflecti~~· a very c'le~ · !lta.temeht·. q'f the crucial problem is fo1.md 'in 
hiifl discussion of 11hidden motivations" (Verborgene motivationen) .... He 
q.otes that orie oft~n does not know. why ,ope believes something or ddes 
. • something. 'But ·· the :belie,f or action ·.~s ~~.t . Stmply an ~bitrary fac~-
'\ it mu8t--.ha.ve a motivation - and the -mot'iv8.tiori . .must be such as ca.n· 
·b~come · conscious (Id. II, 222-2?3)'; .< :&lit;i~hep: ·: · .. '.'We. ha've .. jus~ spoken 
of~ uniJ.o.ticed-~ . 'hidden • motivation's, ~hich · ~;t pr.e,sent (vor.liesen) in 
habi~ :(Gewohnhei't) can!i in the ~vents of , the:·a·w~~ of coty;cfousness : .. In 
the: i.minanency of consciousness· (1m .: ·· eri;!n· ·BeWuatsein) -~eh experience · 
is i tse lf'' 'chara.cterized.ias · exislln '· · But Jus.t;~here iii great. difficu""lty. ·-:~ . 
·rs it ref:i,liy -c~~ar;:~r:i:zed ~- -~xiit·pg, :9r fs .. i't:':'C?niy that. there ·is tli~ ~:~~· . . 
t;ssentieJ. pos·sibili ty_-of. ref'l.ectio ~ , _wh~ch:· in · ~~-e.::·ob4ect:f;.tlica.tiot;t . : .. ·.( ~ 
neces·sa.ri.lJ.y gra.nts . the·· character t xi:sting~ . _tb-. :the ' e,xperience? ' And : even" . I I 
1l • ',,' 
0 
' -4o!. , o , I , ~ , , , 0 •, • ,' • 'i, • , 0 ' . " 1 • 
this J,S not clear~~ougb. ·.Reflection oir,. an :·expe~;l.en~e . is ·origina.ll.y.,.a . · 
posit :big consciousneS:s-~ .. But · in a.1 positing: consciousness,-· is 'the.: . . . 
. exPerience· it~elf· 'a;· g:iyen, 'or . a,,qonsti.tut~dY CAber ' ist. d·SS·~·Er1ebnis ...  
. . . selb!!t .!!!: ·ep.nem setze~d.en~ Be:Wu6tsein gegebenes :.bder. iroilsffimertes'l} 
~- ' . . • " - . ~ ' .. 
· ... ·. 
~: .. ·: .... ·.·· . ' • . ' . .• 
.· ·· 
' 
' . ~: ;. 
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. . ~. 
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''. ~. ' . .. ' . .•, . •,. 
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Now the per~o~ai1ty determines itself in the cour~~ of its life, 
i ts~~ierminations are habHuali ties, or, as they are of present' 
80 
intt!rest, abilities (VermBe;en). An ability is simply the thesis "I can", 
\ . 
and of thi~ ther~ are two kinds, ~he mental (geiptig),·and the physical, . 
·which is mediated' by .the· bbdy. For example, one can. play _the piano~ or 
waJ..k: 
. • lilt ' 
•..rhen one sets abo~t to do it, one knows how, one can. Or one has 
a vivid imagin~ti.oJ?,., 'or orte . is quick-yitted, . arid can draw conc-lusi~:ms r 
r • 
~bility iS' not. ·ap· empty possibility (I{Bnnen) but a pos.i tive 
[scil. determinate] pPten~~~li ty, wh~ch ~s sometimes exerdse~, 
alw~s rea~ \~go into action (t~tigkeit)~ an~·this action, 
according to its . manner of being experienced~ refer~ back 
to the pe'r·tinent sub'jecti ve, pos:;ibility, te t ·he ability . 
(Id. II, 255) . . -
An ~tion. i's not an isola tee( e.;ent i~ the life ..o~ c~n~ciousoess, bu~ 
l .., . ~nrsmuc'h as . it is th~ · exercis J of ·an . acquired abili ~y;, ·it comprehends 
tn~ \~cquis\f.tidn~ doing ~S · · the thesis ni can and do~1 (!d . .II, 216) 
' ) ' I 1 .~). ~ ". t I . 1 . .. d. . b . . t , . d . . t ~n .. l.~s no . an .:J.so ate ~vent u an exer~l.se .an a contl..nUJ.og, o •. ... :.·~ , . 
. ' . " 
live; a· the past is not left behind, but is -~ehended in. the 
exercia e.~· Corr~s.pon~·n.gly, ·. it is :by --~ans o; unde, t~i~g_ ·~h·e .pertinent 
• J,. , r "' • ' 
act:Lon tha~ one acq~;res an ability; 
' ' ' -4 . 
' \ 
' : \ ~ ' ' 
., The ·s-ub·j·ect cbnsidered as the 
·~ ' ' . ' . . 
. . a '} ·.· . . , " \ 
' \ 
substrate of abilii;:l,es· ~·s obviously 
.· 
. , • I 
- were thls th~ : case.,. _ve could take another stei>· w'ith ·refiection- and ' 
~ then would· .'W'f:! ~ot; be:. ~nvolved in\· a.n . endies~ +egte~s?'i (Id. II, 224). 
· .. · .. / . His question c'le'arly .·i.s. this': does . . r.eflectiori reveal only · what is . 11 in11 th~ experience, ' or ' does '·;t essent-iallY· and irremediably deform 
'-tl:l,e experf.enee? '(liave 'iA .~~is .essa~ as$\.Di}~.d .the ·~o~er to ·be the · •·• ~ 
. . _ .. c·ase; }lut . the ~ss:tmlption · i~".higbg I prooJ,.ema:tl.caJ.; : I h~ye, l:J.owever, . . 
, . . . /· : a~~~pted· to ~e:. ~::P,o~~_ce :tor th: ·. ~at.te.:r . _;t>r a~?;.ins1s_tingt ~i-tq· · .. ·. 
. , · ~us~e~l;. , ~hat _ft: ~~ .-~he ·J?r~pe~ ·~~·Jtle~s. o~· .co.~I!IC~O":B,ne.sa :to . "l:~:v~11 , . •• 
/ · ~ ·to b~ -!Ziimiler~d11 ~n 'its obj~ct!) ; : i'!th~r than to know · i'~s~Lf.. · · · v 
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a proper object of induction (Id. li, 329). For the subject himself, 
. '\ 
his · actions have a double sense, to exercise an·d to develop the ability·, 
and this doubl~ sense i~susc~ptible of transformation appropri ate to 
\ i'\ 
. ' '-..,.- . . . . , 
the attitude of one who would understand the subject: inasmuch as the 
( 
subj~ct acts from the ability and according to its determimations, the 
act evinces the ability for the inductive subj~ct; aQd corresponding to 
.· th~ :ord~r of~- ·a.~quiring. ~. ab:j,li ty is . the i'nduc.ti ve or~er o:r ,coming to know 
. . : · . . I 
it (Id.' rr;-..329-330). 
more 
• Husser! asks how it is that the .. Other iS ly evanescent,' but- is 
accorded the ~'status 4 . apperception of :,;thl= · 
Other is "possible and need not be annuil'ed forthwith'~ How is it· that'" 
the other body holds the stat\lS existing ~tinuou_ sly, . an_(} not onl-y at 
\ 
. • ,. . . r 
the moment it exhibits itself to be al:!-ve; straightway ,!l(pSing tQ.e status, 
... . 
to .. become a strictly presented nat\l,ral ·obje~t? (C.M. 143). · That is, h .. ow 
. . . . . \· -- _ · 
is_ ·the alien subjectivity seen to be a genuine· existent? 
' r~ · 
' Husserl .presen~;B .the ~ttrib~ti~j.. of exl~te~c~ to .t~e O~her a.s a· 
. . . . . . '\ " . 
stra:ightforw'il:rd sp~cifi'cation of his gEmeral: doctriltle·· oi e~iste~~e9 .. 
• • • 'J • • 4t' . . . • ' 
, •· . .... ·. ' \ ' . 
Experience in general meana its- object- to be not · on:tY·\w~at is ·nqw str,ic~.?-J' 
' - . . . .. . . ' .... .:..__ . 
' . · ._.presen\ed, .'!:>':lt to be s~ceptib):-e . of. f~~h~~ ~xperien~e:, Co~ci~~n~ss ·i _; ' 
. ---... 
·~ j· ' m.,..; c,;..inenl or _;.on~trues (a;rt'fasaehfiiy:~bjed)~ be de~ermin;.te, . ~ 
; and'_ in)_fq doing . predeli~e~tes ute>re or less·· de:f.ini ~·ely 'f'Urt~er e..jqretr~E7nc~, -:~hi~h " 
. ;· . • . . . \ ( " ·· . . .. . ' . • : .. .. . . . •. ... ' '· . . . ' ; . " ,. ·.\ :> 
. 0 
. ., 
•J·- · : . .... . 
... 1 , c~ be .1;1arm:onious· wi t:b. ·. tb,e con~truai-. ( cqnsistent .with .tliEl . predeline~t~on) , · . · 
··· j. __ . :·· .· ... ·.· > .· ' :: . • . ' \?+ .. i: ... . ~::.?.: .. ~: ··· : ·~ .·· . · . ·.".<: •.  · . . < .. .. 
' ·: i , . {"- _ · ·~ . ·. 9"'< As ,: R'ic'Cleilr. .notes: > see ~r~oel.u-~ ~'l{JiBlsefV .. s . Fiff~·-_ca.rt~sian' Medi:tatio~", . -' ,r · ·-· .. r. _. ·;- .~~ 
.·J .... · .. . . .· :: ·:p· •. :-127.·· ·The do(!.t~i~~ -,or: :e:idstence : s ·-pre~l!nt·~ia: .in _·· .th~ TI?-ird·· carte'sian . , . ·_ · : ·. :. 
. . · , . .' . . . !- MOdi~il.t~~. , · ,_·.:~_•_:_ . ·:.~.·:·:.~.·;_ : •..  '
1
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and thus verify it, and make tl:ten.object more determinate; or it can be 
discordant, and falsify the construal. An experience means more than it 
presents~ it indicates that there is more to the object than is now 
grasped: the meaning is ~erii'ied when this more is "itself' there" . In 
other words, e:x;perience .is presumptive: but the presumption has regard 
. .. ·v 
.. . 
to a potentia;t.. experience, and can be verifi.ed· (O·!'f-· III passim, es:p . 
. . 
\I §28). One sees spatial objects, fpr example, ~lw.ays irt proi'i~e, from a 
.· I . . . I 
perspective: . o'ne sees one1 side, but the object. has other sides, and, 
. ~~ . . 
~ -inasmuch as .the presented ·side is seen to be precisely one side among 
"'-" 
.others, the' others are anticipated. in the eXperience ', or ar~ ·ap:present; 
they can be made present by' i change of perspective (C.M. 97; cp. -144). 
. -- . 
. . 
!· ' . ' . • I • . Thus, for example, one does not see a bounded wh1 te, but a p~ece of paper. 
• j . - . 
"A p~ece of paper11 : already fur~her experience is anticipated, elastic 
•' 
. ' 
limi ta are placed on it • Further eV1"\erience will reveal that it is a 
··b< . " 
piece · of pape:r of a certain weight, ~exture,. opacity, and so on; o~ 
.. 
perhaps thiit th~ . ~o~s~rual w~s .. :i:zi.ii:it'ake_n-, and that ~at was tak~n· ·to""e 
p~per was' ·a,Jaint.ed - ~ea' 6~ ihe . d~s.k _. · . . 
. . 1 
. .'' 
The·. g~nerar doctrine n'eed:.not be eiabo;a.teci here: ... But it is no~ 
• , , ' ' : , - ' •' I, I 
' ' . 
hard 'to s~e. that its specification to the present c~se demands great .. . '
. , ' ' 1• · , :'. • • • • ' •• :., 
c·are .. The appz;esente~ •'"oth'et side" ~i' :-tl_le body would seem to 'be the. . 
• • :• ~ , ' ' ' • ; ~ • ' t I : o "1. , , ' ' • • • • V' • - • "", :; • ' 
·. ; Other's' ·ean~cio.us life. But th1s cannot bec9me ·pr~sent,' originallY ·· 
. ' I . . . . _:· c . ... . . . . . 
. ! . . . .' :· . . . . . . 
· J. . ... ·. eXpeti~n-ced.-as i tse~f ~~r~, :fo~ i1' i ~ ·~d, {t .· ~oul9; 'be the ego' :S own 
, _ •. _._
1
1.._ ~ ~ -: : ·i:re (c.M. ·1391._·· Sti~~; _ t~e - .q~~i-·~ _b.?_?Y.. 'l_~ :~s~e~~:as ·iliving .. bo~ .· ..  _~') , 
. 1'·.. . .• within: wh~ih '~ - ali~li . ~ub·J.e~~ivity:·1,r~~~,~-~-a ~~yer~s;i; _.· ,{c.M. '}4~·) ' -~~~::. ·: .. . :.:· .. ~ .. ;: 
~\:' .; .;~· =·, ,~~ · • ~r;:ves .- its~l~ ·:·~~ .be liv;ing by- '_~onti~~~~;~_;b~hav~;-.'to·~~xh~b~t ·.-f,{i~ ~-: . i:' ··:---~ :_:·: _~ ·- ·-.:·." 
·' ,..._. ·! '· .... ·'· . . . . ' . -~ . ) ·· _: :~· ~ ~~ . .<. . .1 ' '>. ·-... ·~· ·: ,_: '·;! · ·•. ~ ·. ~ · . ., · . · ·. - ~ - - ~r.· . -. ' . ~ . . _~. . • ; 
t ' ... • ',; ' .':.· ' 1 1 1 ~ ,'1 . : •:;• .; ~ 
. Jt ·. . ;dl :..< . ·' ••• •· •• •. <1 : ._. •• • • • ' , • " : • • 
. .... : ! l! '"'l" IIIII -
' •f I • _:..::(' ' ' 1-, . , , • • : ...... ' ' • , , ,• - · • • 
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•, : $' . ' \• '. ,· .. , 
' . 
. · , , 
. . , ., ' 
rule and governance. ·Or, as Husser! says: 
.... The appresentation which gives t hat----component of the 
Other which is not accessible originali ter is comb:ioned 
with an original presentation (of "his" body as part o:f 
the Nat~e given as included in my mtnness). In this 
combination, moreover, the Other's animate body and his 
governing Ego are given i ·n th'e manne_r that characterizes 
a uni te,ry transcending experience. Every experience 
points .to fUl'ther experiences i:;hat woUld fulftl and verify 
the appresented horizons, ·.which include, in the form o:f 
non-intuitive anticipations, potentiafly verifiable . 
syntheses of harmonious further experiepce~ pl.egardiJ:lg f 
experience .of someone else, it is clear tha.t .its fulfiJ.lingly 
verifyihg continuation can ensue only by me-ans of .new I appresentations ·that proce'Efd in a synthetically harmonious fashion, and only by vir.tue of the manner in which these a.pprese.ntations :owe thei~ '-existence-value to their motivational connexion with the· changing presentations 
I proper, within my ownnes's , that continually appertain to them . . 
r 
I As a sugge.stive clue to the requisite clarification, 
this proposition may suff'ice: The experienced animate 
organism of another continues to prove itself as a~tually an 
animate · organism, solely in its changing bu:t incessantly 
ha.rin.onious nb.ehaviour" . . Such harmonious behaviour (as 
.,.,_ having a physical s;ide that indicates something psychi c 
appresentati ve·J.y) must present itself fulfillingly i.p. original 
experience, and do so throughout the continuous change in 
behavio'lU' · from phase to phase. The o;r-ganism becomes experienced 
. as a pseudq-orga.ilism, precisely if there is something ~scord,ant 
. about its behaviour (C.M. 143 .. 144). "- · 
Husserl' s meaning is quite clear: the encounter with the Other i s 
no more momentary and self-contained than any other experience; It ! ., . 
has ··its OWI_J. speci1'ic style of'. Verificat.ion and deterin.inati8n, y et .· .. . .' ' 
- ' ·'··.. . . 
I 
follows the gen~ral f orm of veri1icatiori'. There is thus •iveri fiable" 
,. 
- "' " 
. I . . . 
access to what is not '~origi~~l~. accessible"., · tlie alien subj~c~~vi ty 
\ . ,-'·• • 'I ,' ' 
- , ' . 
83 
u.ni t;v: 'to ~hich t~e ego has the· sorf of mediate. ··a~6ess· , '·now in question . .. '-...: 
.: ,; ,.·· . -· . ' .. 
But again: thi s i~ net ' ~l'e;l:~ ·iq.t~n't~orial :~~i;,. 'io:. b~ · asc.ert~ined · by ·· 
' • , ~ :_ ·· 
.. . ., 
. ', • -~ ._ 
' . - ·.· 
. ·. I' . 
. ' .·_: .. : 
,. 
·· ·: .. · 
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induction, but is more properly the pr.oduct of, ·the person 1 s own 
immanent history or life. .The person is determined by his past not 
as a succession of events that have occurred in transcendent time 
\ -, 
before the present, but rather as a conscious life, a series of acts 
in immanent t':irl. which are his strictly ina11much as the · pr~sent 
I . -· \. 
comprehends them. ' Thus, 11 1 depend upon. ·motives; in newly · acting Cin a I 
~ 
. ., 
previous decision I depend ·upon that _decis.i .on, I am whe.t I now ·am 
through determination of my previous being (my be/ng-decided) 11 · (I d. 
II, 331-332). ( 
Acts ··therefore constitute a 'Personal style, · and reciprocally, the 
personal style determines one 1 s acts. Because of this reci,proci t y , the 
-I 
d~terni:i.nateness of subje.ctivity :c.f be exte~ally ascertained: "Because 
I have an individual ~tyle (E:I.genart) 1 becauSE;! ji therefore behave in '( 
~ . . . ~ 
a regulated way, I must be . ~nduc:ti~el.Y interpretable ( auffaabar) 1 and · 
able to b'ecome ·the th'eme of induct! ve consider'atiori"· (. Id •. II, 332). ( . 
•1. There are two attitudes possibie vi th respect to personality: the 
. . . . ~· . ""' . 
:?' "living" attitude, immersed ~n the _intentionality, e~gaged ip the 
""- . . .. ' 
· continuity of personal history.; an4 the ~ external ... attitude, · finding. the 
/,} . . , ' . ·.• . . . 
~~ubject to b~ ·:.nps an~ so e~;~~ed.' ~o ~e . - ?~ .this ·or ~hat pers~rial, . 
s~yle. ~ -......, ~ . . ' .. :· .. . . 
' .. 
.. "' • -7;.' : .~ ' -. 
. . . . . ~e:~r:o~ 0 . t~~O, iS, S"illl~ taneO~ly the. tlth~r I 5 intentional.· ac.t 
. and tb.'e· . ~vincement fo;~. ~~e . ego.r6f th&:hintenti~na.li'ty ; ' _The ego's .. 
I .- ·- ' 
'ext~rnal attitude·, then, is ~ :·c~~t~nuous tre.nstormatl.c;i~ .ot 'the Other 1-s 












• I , "'• 
i nternal ·a.tti'tude to-wardS his acts:' -:Q'h'at' the alter ego (b~haVioureJ.Iy) 
tl ..... . . .\ •.. . ... ·.· ... : .. / 1·:· .... · .. ·. ·"' ·. . . . ·'· . 
does ~ - :~e . ego sei-!: ~ ·~ hf111. :~6:-:4-o ~ ·.·:._'. ·. · :::. ·.; ··. . .': 
·- · ' ~ : -~ _·. ~~:_· - -~ .: •. ,·:.\ _ ~ ... - · __ : _: _,.~ : - ·.- ;'. . . . -J : . .• 




But. this· does··;pot take ~- ~ e:r;.v. far. _ '+'he ··otl:ie~, -~ _b.-ann~~ioU:S :: · . · · . 
. . -,. ·:. . . . ... .. ' '•, . . . . -...:... . . 
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• behaviour is supposed to evince M.s personB:l style for ~he ego. This 
~ 
is sensible enough, but how does it work? Let us take a very simple ( example, which, I believe, ~ill make clear the paucity of inductive 
,. . knowledge o:t: the alien subjectivity. Suppose one sees,. at the same 
• : o ' I 0 10 time ea& day, a certa~n ·p~rson hurrying in a ce·rta~"I+ direction By 
IDE;!IJ.DS of this s;tmple induction one knows someth.ihg of' the per_soh. But-.._ 
'' .... ~ ' \\ . 
\ n, 
. we can hardlY call th_is. that~ is kno~ his p~rsona.l style, or part of 
. • \ . . .I . 
his monadic essence. The obs~.t:Yer has good ·~eas6n to eXpect the same 
person to hurry past the same point tomorrow: his expectation is 
motivated by past observa.ti<:>ns. But the person's aqtion is n'ot 
motivated by these obs~rvations, nor by his o~n observations,. nor even 
by the regular action, but ~or_k likely by his wanting to .. ~rri ve . at his 













~r destina;tion . . His action has one motivation, the induction has an . . . ~ entirely differ~11t one , ·and the tyo arl;! not re~otely sim.i.lar11 . ' Yet the • '...., 
. .. 
I l 
" ,!! · .. ~ j ". ' 
external. a.tyi tude! by means of vnich induction is tlos.sibie' . is s~~pos_e~ ~~ . 
•• 
, , cl , 
action -·.and the )lers~al styl,e py which .it . is determi_n~d - a),'e _supposep. · · 
• • ' J ' • • . • • .. • • '* : ~ · . . . . ' 
. to b_e ·· t.he same ·f9r ego ~nd. a~t·er '"eg~ ~ Yet i~ fac~ · the i~terna.J,;· attitude ~ · . ,' · , . : 
. · . .:--· ~ .. ' • ' • • "· ,' . . ·• • . • t~ ·· .l 
" . , ... -is ·geformed'by t'jle e~ternai,, and w~ have twc{'a.cti6n~\ - the pllri?b~iy~ ~:ct· -. , '- 1~ , 
I ; • o ' • 1 • ' '. ' • ' · · , ' o ' ~ ~ ' , , . ' ' : ' .. • • ' ' ~ 0 ' • ': ' ' .. • ,, ' -~ 
[ t~at the -Other do~s·_, ~d .t~~ \t~-ua~ actio~ th.at !:i~~ -~~.!'!~\ ···, ... .. :. · .. \ . . .. _ .. :\ , , : ·'; 
t . . ... . ,·r · . . / .J ~- .i ~ -\ .\ . 
T Th'e a~_tempt:\ ·t6 understand the. <?ther . ind~~~~~ely., . as·• .SO far r • :: • • : ' '\., ) : ·. ' . . .. 
t . . :· ·. . . . . . . . .. , : i . . . . '~ - . . . :~ .: . _; , ~- f • 
1 . elabotateP,, _fails · beca.u5e it ·is .. a.bstra<:t, becallSe i -t ~anilot· S:dequat-~J,y'-:·· · : . . ,· ". ~ -~ · · · .'· ·>'\ 
~ . . ·.::. : : . ' . -: . '". :. ·•·. . . . . . . . ~ _· . (:· ... \:.· . . : ' · . . ·_:··: .' . ::- :_ ..... _~ ..• . . .. ~ . t~•, !_~:··accoUnt the O~er's ~~;in;~:~: -bi~ iOtcrnalst~t'!~ · · . . ·· : ', 
I f . \ l.O •. . Tc;n1:temont. Societ6· s·elan: Husserl!, ~ p·: 'td .: ·The ~xiunpi~; is _.·ta.k~·p' fi.# · · .~ ·. . . 
. I' : u·: ;~~~~rl' ~ r~"l!~~-·li~~:. msnua~~~t;-"' , --~ . . ~ < r : >:,; • • ..· " .•• ' . . . .. 
r '"-.,·. / I, , ..... .. · ~ . . . ,,· , : ._:'· , • J ...._ • '.· . .. , • ' I • · • • ; . ,,,' ,, ,'_, • • ' . ' : :. · 
•'~, .,... .;-' .·' ~.' .. ,·_:/.' ·.· ",,, ! ' • ' I _ , '.• , . ~ .,. J, ' ' t,,•' 
. t . 1, ' - • • =~ -- . . · . ... . : . ;. •,. : ·. ~-· . . ! " . : 
f· , ... . ·.' ·. . .. ' ··:) ·. ~· ~ , · ·- :: . .. : · --· :·-"· .. · 
·.-'.i.· , .. • 
1 
: • ' -. .· .· ,. ~ " . ••1 ·'· • ~~··, ·.. 'c • • , -"~ -' _ , · ~ - : : .. , \ . . ' .-. .,· ' ;·.: . . . .. . . . . . . . ' • ... , 
+ . . .. v • .....•. ; .? .- ... · ·. . . . . : : :: ". ·:· )/, !:-~  ·>;:, .i·;··)~·~ · ... \'.: ~··.:!: :.<.\_;"; .. ~ : ;·~i ~ 
• ;:,t. ::_.::_, :' .. ~> > """:" s~:, . ~/· :'~;.~;?~· '·' . .<: <. •· .. : :;.· .· ,,; ;;; . ;::-s~._-::-;.: ··;c.····.: •• ~ .•.••• 
be .a continuous transf'Grmation 9f the Other ts internal'-a:ttitude: "the 








' tow&rds his action. Under certajn circumstances, the person has 
'· 
behaved thus: under similar circumstances he will behave similarly'. 
Tqia is not a pure falsehood, oor is it 1;he whQle ;~ruth. A mat~ rial 
thing, certainly, wili "behave" similarty ·und.el,' 'Sirrdlar . circumsta.n~es 
,. 
• . 
( Cp. I d.: ·II·, 25.~255). Moreover'· bot~·'i t·_a.rtu.(its .,cir7~ta.nces: ~can -
fn ;pr~nc~ple.· remain ' the same., and: end~e wi~ceasin~ ~if<:>rmity1.~ .. 
' '..'\ ' ; • 'I ' - ' ' •,' • .. J • ' '• ' • ,...:-~-· ' ' ~ '-, o • 
_: ,~~.TlJ~ _ r~al m~ ~_erial ~-t~ip.~ i~  ·~s. 9-~ly. in r·ela:i~~ to ... ,oth~r t.h~pgs, 
wh:tC!h the~ by compnse its circumstances (Umstlinde~) {Id; ·II, '4_25-126}. 
. 1, 
'· 
......... . ~ ' 
B~t a. subJect in pri.ncip4J.e tannot remain endur~ngly .the same in, aw 
similar sen~e: it lives' it is a stre_a.m of conscio~ness i~ continuous 
13'! ·"· 
· flux . What sense~ then, cap l;,t have to speak of the Other's 9ehavioilr 
.. 
"under .sim.ila~ circumstances"? . . It is tne very nature ' of consciousness 
. I 
-·-" . . ' , . . . 
·- -~.i; 
': 





J t«il . be depen~nt GOt m~rely upon external circumstances' but~ upon its elf' . ~d more' ;articul~rly the m~~-~P- of pre~ent · e:lcperienc~ · depe_nds the ~k~- . ·. . . f ~P of ·p~st ~xp~~~~nc.e, ~on.the .. subject'~- p!J,'st ii·f~ ~.'a to~alitj:~I~~ -
·( ' 
I . ~ . 
\: 
-~ t~ 
' · I -•. · 
. . . . '-.._' . 
, .~35· ~ ·c_P~ · ~?·3;'13?); . It. i~,L~~en, -~o~o~e the . ,i·di~c¥~~~~CJ!s':: 
··_o~· .anoth'er• s hurry:in~ past .a · certain pia~_e at a .'certai:n'·.'ti~n/; . . . \ : ·' . 
. .,. ' .. ' " . . . . . ~ . 
_, ,+_ • Mor.e acc,1.ately ;.. · if.· we' .are · stiii t~ . talk of :·cir.cumstances: ,... , . 
• • ·• • ' • • • • • ' . f' • . .' : • ._ .... ~ : • : • '. · ' · 
: .~ 
· · .. c?nsciousn~'ss ~t.self de:termine~ .,wha.t its circ~sta.nc~.~·-.a.re~ . ~d-_ this m~t 
r ·~ ' l \ •. " • •. • ' • ./ ·' .. ' • •. • ~. :,·, ' I ' "' • . • 
./', 
•' • t · ( • ' ' • • ' j ' ,. } • • ,. ..,. _, • I 
-:. : 1 . -'-12.~· This sentence. is a _loose. Paraphra:se o·r · :a - ~ente~c~ -~~~ th~ iaeen 1i;·· · · · \ . . 
.- :.J ,, ' . .. ·· · pp. 132~13.3: · "Ferner: ,d'a.s inateiieile :~ping ka.n~, ;als. prinz:fipi.elle .:-
.. ·t 
1 
•• .•• .. : _· ·'MBgl:i _chk.~it, -vBni~ ·Unvi·r,H.n<:tert .. ~_!!i'n; · :unverl!:n¥~(lij.~(ai~htli~J;l··~ei_l1~·:r;. 
. . _,: r . · . .-· : .. :- · · -J~.i;get:lschafteri ·, a.uch uilveHhldert 'hinsfchi;;licl(sein~r .'Zti.S"t:.lindlichkeiten. 
·:.'\ .. ~<· . .' ·:i5a.sjq_~~ma.~~sc~~~~.i:mig~alt.ige··_ e:t~~~ d~·, a{e: ·,DB;~er'." ~ ~ontinuierlich . ,. 
\ 
" · ... 
. ' . 
· .. ·•·. 
: --~ . · :· . ·. ~derungsloser .. Glei'.'chhe_i~ •. ~Das ·seeJ.~he11Dj.hg"- ·_·k~_n_ a.'~er prinzipi_~l~ . · 
·.:,. ~ ' · ... · · ·nicht .unver!l.nder'tem· Seeleniustand ve~harren", . · · ... .. · ··· · · • · · _.. . j · .. • ~_. : • 
. . :f._ ·:-- \ : · ·· _.:,_ ··1.3: ·~Ia.' IJ:~:-:).33·.~ ; · Thi!=i ,.- pattsag~· ~sC:.uss~s\~t~J~~Fun~n~t~ biit~ren~e{ . ,_ · · .... <> 
. · ~ · . · ' . :~ · . : ·. be~ween. _Ma.terhl .. 'and Animate . (s·eeliscRe), ~eality.'~. » HllSserl's .:doctrine· . . . : .. 
' _· .. :; \ '-: · . . >.· .. _\ . : o't ' :~he SCl]ll' ·(~)' :ts ~!?1;i'ii'ct -:t:~om,"h,i.s\g~n_eral d~'c~:r;i~e c)f'·i?t~~t\Ciri.~ity. . " ·~ ., 
. . :,- ...... : ·~. - <.:. : ·::_ -~· - . .. . _. : .·.·.,·. ,· '·. - ' ·-. ': ,·~-: ' . ~- ':.' ·.: . . : :: . -_ : ,,~. ~; ·, .-. · .. 
.> , '•-~ 1•.', · :··~ •• .-·~:~ ,.:- l ', ~. • 0 ~ • ~· •, : ' , 0 ... .,1• , 1° 1 • ' , , · · ~ I 0 
• .. • ... • • • • • ~ • • • • ... . : • • , -1 ; ·' ; . • • • • • , . • • q . . (i> . . 4 .1~ ' .• . ~ -.. ·, ·: .,.: ' ' .. .· =~ .· \ . . ~ .. · ~ . ·. ~· - \i', ' · •• ,:-~ · .• ·. ; ~ . : . · ' ,. ·. : · , _· .• ~ ~·--~ -;J . . .. ... ... 
'·. . ~ . · ... .. ~<!:~· _1. • ' ··· ·.:·1, ·.:,, •:.· ·-· ~~ ·· ' ;· .. . ·. ·:~. ,\ ' 
•j_~. ;_·_;_~.:- •. ::;_: ~ __::_._' •• ·_·. ·,·-~--·'·_·_ : •• ::.:-.-_._-:··_-.··•.~ .•.- :_ •. ,_: < ;~_-~,--·_,_:_~ .•  -':~: ...•. . ·."_ •. _·_:_._ .•.  _: ·.• .·· •.. _·:·.~.-····_·.~- .~··,.·.·····_·_:'_·.; .. _.:., ..•. ·_:_ ..  ~_ .•_~.•-:_.·. -.•. \:~.:_._--·. -__ :_ .·-~---· :_· ... ·: · ..••• '. •••·· ... : •·• •·.·•·• .• ' ·•. ,· } ' :; .·. ·, : · ··~ ~ .. ~·;,: .. · •. . , ' .·. ·~ ;' ' '.·. ~- ~ / .. - . ~ :·.::.~~-:--~~<-: ~':· :.·.~~.: --: ; .'.' \.'~< -~ ·.:.,'\ --~· · :;,''i ·~ :; ~::·.~ ·:'·-. :.· : ~.~· · .. :..-:.· :-... ;.,.: . t~ -'·· '. . ~ .,-.;/, • . :~- .~ ~ 
- . 
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~ 
somehow be accomodated b_Y any induction that presumes as its issue an 
'Understanding of the other personality. Co}lsciousness, as intentional, 
. \ 
i-s fr.ee, and det erin.ines Jr-ts bwn ob-jecti.vJ~ . Se> we mus.t now pose the 
' . ·. ·... . . . "-
t • • , · . ·. 
\ g.uest~.?nB, what i~ ~eh:a.yi~ for t he e>,the;r, and what eyre its 
. .. .. ""'-. • ci.rc~sta.nces? ·~~w is som~thing mor.e than· , .. behavioura'i re_gul~Lty 








. ~ . 










Perhaps· a ~~ther simple· example that Husser! offer.s w:i,ll ' m~e 
\ ;--.· . ; ' 
this. clea:r: 
I knoW!', for ; example, that my vice of smoking i s in part the 
wo;x:_k; of hao'i t ( Gewohnheit) ; . b~ut I ' do·.~ot SIJIQke [only] bElca\lSe 
I . am in the habit ot doing so,, but -:-'[also] because I enjoy . tile. \ 
. taste, because J seek the aStitnulation; and Vere it only a. .habit, 
:I coUld ha.r~ have such a d,is·t~ste .for ~icotine:..fr~e ~igars 14. 
The ~gume~t is ,qill;~e info~, .and f or tha:t r~ll,SOO·. i:s;. quite gra,phic. 
" 
••• 0 ... , • 
·=· . 
, ,; 
. . :·~ t. 
~ ·,. ' 
' ·;: .. .'· , .
· ··. tr 




The ego can onlr s_.ee t hat tbe Other smok'es 6fti:m. Tbe Otper fo~ the . ei!.'o , 
• • ' • 0 "' ' ... • ~ • 
• . smokes b~~~us.e Qe ·fs pf .that hapi t \ bec~Us~ h~ 1Uiuaiiy 'does· so, whereas ; . \ ~ ' ~ • ' .. ...::: :. 
- \ • _· . • ·. i ; _ ~ -. _· • . · . . . .. \ ~' ; _.: _. · •. • · .. . • . · t · ~ • •. • ., 
::,.-:. :· . . th~ .Other ~~~h~ms~,lf s~~kes ~:~'\~-~ / ~njoy~ :it . · · ~ -S~ ~i~ -~e~ -~~a~·_;he ' _ \ . .. : ... : .~ ·:· .: . 
... : .· Ot.}?.er f?Z: the .ego J.s a s~sn or an - ~me.~e of the· 7e~ttX, .the ·Othe:r fC?r · · · J,.·: . 
~1£, d the soepticaJ. o~ i~a1ist ~~nt~~ct~~ >r~.tl! :ic~ '"v~ b~~an ,: • ·, .. •. ; • ' ::.> 








. . . ! , . -: . ,• . . .. ···.· 
t • '/ • ~ • • . • ~. • .... .. : . • . : . • • • ' •. 
, / , ...  , . I ·A. t o • • ,., • ~ ... ·• ••• ;.···ft· 
.. .. . : ··: ,. _.;. • • • ' . ' • ~ . ~ • • • • • .. • •• " • • • •• • • • • ._1 • • 
present 'd.ifficul ty ~a.n in pa.r.t .be .• overcome' by. more ciearli . . 
. ' .. ' . • . - , ·:.:• •, ..._ I . • : " ' ' ' \ \ - · : ' ~ • ' • •; ~ ,• •' ,.• : ~ • : ' • : 
de:fining_ .ehavio~~ Ol', mo:re .generaliy', ·p1-actic·~. >- ~et -~: attempt ·:t~'· . . . ~ . 
. . . . . . ', ' , : . . . . . . . .. ·: . .... 9"~' ) 
defi~~ P . ~ticai cons~iousnes~f! · or -. p"ra~tioaJ:' int~nt'io~~lity· • ... , · . ~x. :~~/ · ·:.·_ .. ·. · ·' ··.·. 
·. ~ .... .. . ... , . . . , xr:' . ... . . . . . . ... ~ . ~: • . . - . ~ .· . . . . . 4~ . . .... - l ., . ' . J'. 
• •• · • ·. • ' .. · ~· · ·• · · ""' · ' • · '· · . ·ho . ~- :· •i. - ··· . ~----'-----l-.,-.. -.-··~ ·'- ·:··· .. ': ' : . . .. .. · _ ... ... ,...,<··. · .. ·· . . .. ..:: .:-: <.>.·<.··. :··.·. · .. ' ':.= · . .. .• 
· · ·· · .. · :· .. :· ·. 14. Un:p li.shed· manuscript_ M: rr:i: · .3 . VII'r~ p ,'_.2'3/ quoted ·in ·'l'oulemont :t -; · ·.-·>· .. ·. .. · · 
·I · --> · :.~ ··.\ · ·soci .. t~ 'seiorf. H~sfiri~ -~:P ~ ·1r-iin.d·pp·. : 7l~72i ::ii:;3 ~ · .· ..... . : __ : _·=- · :_· .. . :_ .. : ,:.· .. ::··:, · .... ... . . · ·.?·:· 
... :; , : . ~ ; . ·•· :·, ..•..•.• : .~. • ~., ·. • . . , :~: : ;: ', <·: :. \7. ~,~·: . > :: r.:-; L •-~ . ;/:_:_: ~_._._t.;:;: . ~: .,.· :: F ?·. ·.\~ >;·: : ..  ··.. .•.. ·:.· •. 
.... ·. •'. . . '' . . . . ' ~ --.·. ~..: . ... · ; .. · .... · . ... :--..::··..:.: ·. -~:-- ·'-::.. .. ' . .. '•. :-. ;. .. ·_y.;., 
:·:_.: t, '..... . . . . ·:: .. -~.:~ .. :' ~ .:·.· . .. . . . . , . ,• .. . , '"' l • • • · ' ~ - . • • ' • · .~ . .. • ...... . . ' 'l.f~ '.;: ,.<; ' ' , :. ; ·:· o, , : , , • ; " • <' , , . :· ,; : '. : .. ':': •; .· .· . ' .... ··_.: _ .. ·  .. .-.·.'.·:'~ . :·:._:.~··· .· .~·-;:_._·.· .. _:.(··.: .· · .  ·.·.·.·.~.---.~ .:::· .. ·. ·, .·_,·./·.~ .. ·. ,::_.:·:~<.·, ..•. ~-:··· ~.-;_·,· . ·.~-:.:.' .. :~·:·~.·. • .··.~_'·,:.·· •. :: .. · .. ~---;._:_·.c.·~:·:_ .. :,._:,_.:_·._' . :.· ,.'.._. ·.  .. ·::::_;·.· .. ··_:'. ·. ·.' ' t\ 
. :;\_.;~:;.: •. ~ ...  ': >~.~·. ·:_L _.·_:::_.· .. · .. ·.·.~.'·.·_.·: _:~_.:.-.:.!~.·;: .. ·. · .. ::~·~ :_:·_:.~ .. ~_-.·.?'_; .... ·_;_~.-:·;_:··.~_:: :, .. _·""_.-.q_: _ . ." . . :~-~-··. :· .· ··,·.: _:~;.~:> . -r:~.-.·_::·.· .... ·'.) _:, · · .. · · ... -- .: - - - · ·· , :..: 
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Now this very expression might ~e·em to be selt-contradj.ctory·: 
\ 
. . II 
intentional:i,. ty is' an irrea.l·, no:-causal· rel.ationship between 
\ 
subject and :objedt, practice WQuld seem to involve a causal 
relationship between the body and nil.tur~. 
, . 
Intentionality relates the · sub~e_ct to t~ings, which in this 
re~~t~onship make ll:P an envi:;onment. But,' ·11 Thi1s'. :rel·a~i~nship ,is . 
.. .. 
-.,-/ . . 
88 
'· 
il!lll!e.diately ( unm:i. ttelbar)\ not· e. ' rea;L .r~lationsh{p,. .but. ra;her, an. . . :~ i ' . 
. '\ . ·. ' :. '.' ~ . . ' . )·;_.;· :'.,.· : · .. . · · .. : .:- . '\ . . ·; ' . ' . ·. :·.: ·' . ,\ 
, _.  · 'intentional ··re).ati'onsliip ;to·. tl\e :real'.' (ld• II, · 2],5) . ... "Immeqi!i.teJ.y':' :. ' . . . . 
' • . .. •• • • :-·· , 4 
. · .. · : ·! ~ '~; .. ,. ·~ ·.· . ·· . .. ·~·. ~ .•·:·~r:. ·.· :." _. · ' ·: _· ·.·. · ·_. ; . : ~·:··: . .. .' . .. ~'·· . .' 
.·: . c;Learly Husserl r~:t:~:r5'to tpe,r.ela.tion*ip .a!'l. ;i.t :. ~s .~xpel'i~n.~ed,. rather· . , ·. · . . · .. · - -~ .: 
> • ' 10 o 0 ' ,. ' • ' ' • • , ~ • 0 7 '• ... • • o ' ·~·~ • o : •• .' ' • 0 ' ' I :~ • : '> : ' I ,' ·:, ' I • :: •' 1 ' , :: : .. ,. ,•: • o • I 
' · :. ;:-.- · ·. · · ·· tha.il a( it is · ii'lt~rprete·d · -0r·· :eiqll.a~n~d . . · ·;For - ~ri·e .-_subJifct; ·.an experience ·._.· ' · :- '::·.:-·. ·; . 
'· ...  • •... i; ···pies~:~a~~~ Of an~bje~ti .f~ h~; the~ i~ no: sUP~~~d~~: ~ ;.•~ · ' ' • •. . '1: _· 
.. ·. . • ·: ·• : .. • . . ~ e-u :. ,' . , · :.. :· - •' ' • • • • ' ( . . ...... . \ ~ . ' • . ' . ... • • -· • 
. : P · ·. pre.sented: obj~:1i. ~Y- a.~ar:~~~-s_e · ot'· a<caue_a.J.: · . r·~.lat~?~sh~p :to .. ~.th~ ·. ob~~~.~; · · ·· . . · ., . . ·. 
• • • • • .... ' • '. ' I \ ... '. ' I 
•1 _; _ ' "1'here 'is ·.m. thf~ ·the .I ;~.erie~ce no · w~~ent -~o~ 't_h~ ·Vie"!' that:· th~re is' a . ~ .. 
· · real :thing 't~at causes·· th'ese .. ot those .- im:Pres~io'ns. The Slfqject .· . ' -· · 
I' . ' , • • . • .· , 
.. · _ex~eri~nce_s ·_ e.n :· o'q~~ct~· ~d ~~e ~bjec~Jmey. ~~1~ ~~ t,eal,. 1odtlie~e m~y·.. · · ' . ·r. 
· well be a· real, ·causal psychophysical rela.tion ·l>etween .th~- subj:ect 1 ( . • . 1 
. -~ .. • .. . 1· 
.se.rise or·~~s and ~he . ob·j~ct': ~ .. b~t eve~;· if' the ·ocj-~~t . is . riot r~al~ ·. ~d . • . ' j ·. 
.. . ... . . . . ' .. . . . \ ;. ' 
. • • . • • • • . • . ·. . . • . f . . ·. ' .• ,. ' 
causes no sense-inlp:ressions ~ · it is .. no' .less . experienced, and the 
.' • - • '\ • . • I • .• ...._ ' • ' '. • • • ' ' 
.·.. . ';_ eip~;ien·~~· · is "rio 'i~ss · · ·a : j;far~\f the~ubjec;t I 8 - ~onsc;;io~ . life• "(I~; .It, ·'215) .· .: 
• .. _ .~ ·J • . • \. • • • '-.H~s.~~·l ·:~~)~~ ·not :d~ni \~~~ ·~~~re },r"~ .. ~L\~~· -r~-l~~i_oris: . b_~t~e:e.~ 'thl~g~~ ~d.-_ ~-he 
. ·. t· . . . .. ' . ' ~ ; -·. se.nse .:~rgans; but "ciailis ·.~i~plY . 'tlia~ . ~.tperferice . r~· . of ' an -~~ti;·e~y air:f~~~nt . '
~ L :·.. . order· from caua'alit;/ • . ·- (Fo~· i~~~~,: ~ne -i's af~aid_·:b~~~~.e he .-iia~ : ~e~d 
. ;: . . ; th~~ : ~ -~~~-~~u~ · li~p "h~ : esc~p~~- ,- ' n~·~: ·b~·:c~us~ sb~ ·inn:o.cuo~s -~~~d · wa,;e_~ : 
-·:·>t -'. '< ~ ·---~~ve: :~ffe.cte;_:h~s · e~)~(~d·.:· .II ·; :: ·~i9 .. :-~~)';·. __ . : .~ : . .. · ··:~ ~ . 
,.·.; ·r ·· _. ·· . .. ~ · • .. :~,' · · . , · . ~· · , ,, . ;· ' .·· ,I .. . · . _ ~ · •• - ·. , . • • • • ••• • ~ 
1;_ · ·-. . ·. ''~The. person-is_ ~precis-eli· ·one· who ·re:Pres1ents·, ··reels·,: values~· .strives .. 
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in relat~Qn to sol!!~ thing, to obje·cts .of h~s envirorune.nt" (,!d. II, 
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the StimuluS is . su::ffi~ie_nt~ ''strong', the ego 'fo.llowsi it·; · ';rields·•, 
' I • • I 
and turn~ to [the·:objec:ts].·, and exercises upon· :them its· exp~i· at*ve~ 
conceptual, theoretically ~j~dgemerital, vai~ative and· pra~tic 
'act.ivities (Id. II, .189)17 . ~ B~t ciearJ.Y, they. are not ·stiniU:l . .simply· 
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·: >.·· )· : .·· ~n·~~_ ... ±_~· -~~~--~~ame_ w~:.' ~~-?-t .-inte:·~-~~~a~i~f·~·an b~ · :t·~-~! ;? -~~>-~ ;r-~a~ .- .. . · _.': .  :·~ >:.'::··;' }-":·. · :. ~·_:::: ·,·:·• 
\ .!:· .· . ~ - . : .· ·:r_el~#-~nsliip ."':'that' . . ~s.i. f.~.r : ~h~ . s_u~j~C{>of th~ ·a.c~ton, .?.~t ·:a:t . -a~l: .. '. · .. . . : : ·:.· ··.:;. ·./ i j-_ ·"~-~ :.: •. ·<:.:-·· 
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. .. ·. · . ·-. ~<, . ·ther~;. o'£ tl)e·body;: th'at changes and moyes tbus and· so 5 is :.· · . .. , :. : i 
. ' •.· . '.·· 'r ,mul ti.far.iou8iy ( vielfach )' .ar~iculated.~ \.rid more~ or less . . . ' .. '.' 'l · . 
:· ,· _,. · . .. ··. · ... ·, ·. ."-~etermina.te~y .. according ·.tp the: _circumst:an·c'es_. And·, . this ... · .. · ·.· .-
. _- · -~ · · .. .-··; .... . .. :· ·-: .,- ·_._ ..... · ar~i.c~ati~n :· is ·:an articulation . ·of _sense (Sinnesartikulat~·r, .··.: ,·: .. ··:. · 
: , . . · · · ·- ·· . ·. . :·.. , . ·. · !fh~ ch means that .. it i_s n,ot . s~c~ as is . to be foun~ in · t;h~. . . . . . . · · ·' 
.. .. .. \ · · \ •.· · · · ·· _: .·:. phyl;'lical ·a:tt~tude, 11-9 if. each physicaL p'l).z:t, · · ~ach·- · . · : . · · .. . . · ...... . 
· · · . ·. · dif' i'erentia~iori· of.: phys i c~i prope.rt:i.es re_cei'ved a:: ~'inee.Ping'' ,: : '·' · :. : · :·: · ; · ·· 
: .. :. : ·.. . ' '· : . : .. . 0: namely' ''meaning . ~s an animate ·bpdy ,· irlms·':recei iiing its .': :' . . . ,~· : .. : ... . :.· .· '~' ·. l,,·:.' .·. 
· .·· , ·. ..-~·own sens·e· ~ ·its own . "spirit". Rather-~ the apprehe):l.Sion ·or: '. -_: ~. -' · · ,.J·., ·· ,._-. 
\ ·:· ::;_.- ·. ; :. \~·. · .. ;·,- .. ,:. :: :·a.' 'thing 'as :a:·ma.n. '(more precisely ,\.'as a nian. who speaks. ·~eacis ,.: ·. ' .' : . ' . - ·. ' 
. . danc·e~ , hec.onies arigzy . ancf:r~ages~ : defends himself . or : atte:c.ks~ ·· ..... · . ~ ... : .. . ·. 3 
I . 
.: .·-, :._. .' and :so ·. on)·lfi s.'uc)l. that _animates •n,mltipl e, butsaiient,:- · · . >" :':- . :~ :: _; ~··:::-:l ~ -
. ·. ··." .inonients .-o:f the appearing bodily objectivity.; that- gives _.· · :. · · ( 
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:· ·. .. ·r 
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· ' ' 
.·mea.riing· B.rid ajl 'animate .. im:P.ort ( s·eelisc.hert 'rnhaitl; ~d· that ·· 
... . furth~r• according to the ·requirements .of. the sense~ b:r;-ings · · { : •· 
. ' / . ~ .th~ 'alreadY,. ailimate p,articulars_·· to a ':hi~er · unity;. ana, ,. ·. . . ·, \ ' ·'· r . 
, / .. _, '· .,-'finally to. the unit~~_' m,an (Id . . II, 24l)'. .. .;_ · \ .' _· .. : .. , . . ... · . . . : . f'.. 
· .· ··::·.~:-.-- .· .-. ·Thu~·~ . ~ ·_ges.t~~-."~r ~ ~~er:,-- . ·-f~; ·.ex~~~·~:;. is·~:~9t redtic~~i~~ i or e.\;hysi'6ai· · . ·.-·.:-: .. :.' - ~ . ··. ·· . ·.·h· 
> • • • .. • •• • • • ·: · , ' ... • •• • ... _ • ... _· .. . \ ·. ' ·· , •• •  : · •• .. . . _: .·_·_. ··,\ · ....... . . . :· ... : > .. ::;;>', ; 
: event~ As_ a :. gest1,1re it_. bears a me~n:bn~; . and this inea,ning, .determtnes . : , . 
,• . ;. · . . · : . · . .. ~\ '.\ . . :- .. · ... . ·' .. . . · ~ : ' . · . .. ::· : .· . . ',.~ . . ~ -·. ·. ~ \ ~ __ ::. - ,· , \ -.·.:··· '• '' .,. ' . 
.·. .. ..... how: :Li is 'ihtegrat¢d·into .the .mien 'of _the Otner.··· . . BU:t. ·still, how. 'is ·:· , .... 
' J • • ' ' ' ' • ' • o, ', I ' > ~" ' ' < • o ' ' ' < o o•', : < ' t , • ' • \ o ' 
.. ;·_ ~- - . -.:.1:~~ ; -_gestur~ .. ~~- ~~~~~~sion ~-r · ang~;. ;kt~er ·- ;~~ .'·a ~i~ ·or 'it? . :-->;., · : '\ .. . ·.-·· ·1 · 
'··: . :• ; . .. <. · .. Jiere~. -~ga~n- -~e ·:in~t.< \~o~~idei ~~e noti~~- ·of.pai~i~g,:· _._ . Th~~ ·e~e·r.~e~~.~~ - :·. ···:.; :. . - ~ - · .. 
.. · ~ ~·: . · .... ·· . . .. ... r ,.· .. ~ . . · . . -,. . .. ~ \ . . . . ... :_ ~. :. . .! · 
- · ·:· · .. - · ··.oth~r- ·~as . a c .onscicrus· i~ie ,- tut: .:there\~·-- ~~- -~;~iii neil .exi>eti~~~-~ - toi•: ~h~: · · ., .. . · ·_· :-. ·f.: 
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,' ', .~ ~ o' ' \ • • ' ' : ~. ', ' " ', •, • ' ' • '~ ' \ ~ ' •, ' ' ' . ' ' ~ • • , • : ' ' ~' -. '.' • : ,• I '" , : ' ' ,'' • • ' ' i ' ?' ' ' • I ' •, ' • " • ' • : ' 
·.· . . . ' ·. ·.::_' .. .. ;:· 'ego··.or::that · li'I'e:;.: · ' the ' otli~i"'~ iife '' is .·given 'as an '"interitiorialmodit'ic-··. '· . ... ~ 
.·.· .  ...:·.' ·.· :· _ .._ .. <· .. . _· ··>< ':: ... ·:·· .:· :· ... ;-___ ·,. : ·.· -~· · .... ..... · .... !.'  '. ·~·- :: ···.·, .. .. .... : .. ::·:·- .. - ~ ., 
.,.. _ _. ·:.: .... . · .ationtr··or the own • • · In order to1' clarify this rat~er obscute. :.expression,. _.:· . 
' . ~ · -. . . .. . . ' . . ·. . . . . . .· . : . - ~ . . . . ' . . .. ~ ·' .. ' ' . ' 
'.·. ::.· ·: ·.·: ·: · ·~~~-~~i_.comi>kes thi.s ·modific~t~on w,~th.' t~~ ·mo~:~i.~a~·~;n .9f:-~!·a: _: ~~st ··p~e·sent~~;\ " · · • .· 
. · .. :_:_ ;.. _ .. ·., .\:: · .. -~·.· . . .. :\: · . . _ ·. ' . .. :· ·. ·: · - : .·. ~1 ·. ~··. ·. · · . ·· . .. · .... ··. _.-- _ .. _'J\•' e:· : : .. .... . ··.~ ".:.·· . .-·:-\ .,-: :·: · .. :. . .· :· m .. the ~eme:r;nbe"ring - ·or it .• . ; .I n rememqenng ., ·one <f.oes .. not "have: an · exper~enee · .. .... , 
;/ .. '~ . , · . : . .. ·; .. ·· - - . -~ .·· -·.·;· .·· .. ::· ... -'· ·. ··.-:: _. .·.:. :-: : :-.:·:_ ,: · ·. ·. ·~ ... :.: · .~ .-· - , ·. ·: ··-' < '· •. . . 
. . ·; ~- .,.: .. , ·9:gain·, bu~ · is ·:cons.ciqus of having :experi~nced· .~bmethi~g~ · .. ·The · pas~.· .... . ., .,-··\ .. .- ·.> 
. · ... -~.' ·, ·. ·! . / 4~--~. ' . . . : .. ~ ·. ·: .· _. ·, .. · ·. :·': -'~ :. · .. : . ·: . . . • ~ : ·.: ...... .. ' . ' . . . : ... -. . . . . . 
J -~ ·- · ._::.:<.'·:.: : .·· .- : . ·:· exp.Efr'ien(!e'tran.scep(!.s .:the ·. rememb'efring;· but . is s.till. given as an : . . ·,· . · .. 
. · ., .. -.. .. • :<. -_-: . _. :_ .. ·.~·:> --~~- · ; · ~·~~;~~n~ {-d·.~~_::_~4·~~i45)- ~ ~,:·_ ~;~~s ~~Vith· ·~- .'gfe~~~~--:·~~·- .i~~-se~:·d~-~~~-~: :~-r ~ .··· ·.<~:·::·: __ ~;~ -:.·;; ., ·· . · 
_ .. :.,.'._ : .:: ~ :._- ·_:·.~: ~ ,-.;~. ·.- · .; ·~~-.' ,. · .. ,:,:-: ;~ ··;,i : ~· _ .::,:· ~ ·~· , :· ., · .. ~--> .·  :..... . ·_·.: · ·· : _·~ ... ...  ·~ .. · -·.~·.:}::·.:_ . .. :····,·· . .- .. ,,_ ..~ · -.. - -~~-.<· ·· . ·~. . r 
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_:·: ·po·s~i~·le ·to _· eXP._e~i~~6.e ~~-t~;_r·-:~_xp~;fe~c; . . - ~e ::·~hSe~i-fl·c~~icin __ ;·_/ : . .. 
... 
• ' .· \:. 
·.· . . ; ·~?s~ent~~n:i-: m~ri~~ . the _ -~~p~ri~n_ce ~>r~ic_h -_~et -~ d.~e~~-. no'~- t~~r~b~: 1~'99e, . ;: ·;_ 
. . ., . . ' . . . . . . ,\ . :. . ' ' :\' ·.• ~ .• :. . 
··,fts Charact~~- - ~-~ - an · e'xp'erie~'ce~· : . : : , , . .. · .. ···7f·· : ... . 
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_: H~-seri._of.fer~ ·this_ .o~iy _ ~s'ari ·"·instruc-tive compar:ison'; ·· so - ~e· .. ·· ·· ·.• 
· .· . 
. . . , . ' ' ·. . \ . . . , ' 
. . : .· ·: u·· : . . . -:. . . . , - ~--
_nee'd not 'dweii .on it. · .Wh~r;as the re,me~~r~d-:.aot and the r~membe~ing. ·\_:·· _ / ... - :· ·' .. . , , ; .( · 
.occ~ -i~ 'the same· -stream of conscio,Isness a-1; ~-!:~-~rent time,s:,. th'~ - - ~ · ' .. , •, .... . :. , ' : :' 
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:obJec'tified alien. exp~rienqe is.'. more_.or:. 'l.e.ss .. Eiimhl't~eous \'ith·-- th0e 
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. objectrificl;l:tion·; b~t occurs _in a · different _  · consciousness·: · 'the t-wo -· ~-} . -. · · : :\ 
. . . : . \. sorts · :0:~_\ibj_~~ti·f~c~t~~ ·ai.e _: ·sp~~i:fi·~~fiy ri~r~re~i5 .; . . . :.:_ .. . ' . .. ·.: ' .· '.' :)-': _ 
. ,·. . . ., . . · 'N~~ ~ - ~ga~~., .th~;-:se~f ~s . es'se~~_i[ily., ~':H~r~ 11·, a;rtd e~erythl~g. > .. ..· -~ . 1.. 
. •, ' . ' ' . . . ' ....  ' -.  ' . ' ' . -:o: .'. : .. . ·. '. . -~· : I ·•.. ' ' . . ' '.-_. . ' . ' ·-' ·. ·<- :T :'· 
.. : .·. _ , . .. . ·: ._ -~else; il):cluding_ th~ · Other's"p_ody} .=!-s ·.,u~e;r-e". :. The\ Her'~ i'~ _a. ~e;rs~ect~v:e -: .. :. · . !_. 
• • · ' tt ' • ' ', , • ' ' : • , , • . II' I ' · . • • -. , , . . , ' l•o• • • : ,\ ,, ._·' • . •' · 
'. :' ·--: . . ·: _; . .. :._ on· the' vorld~· · and, detemi,nes the' presented" pr-ofile;_of-:the world: . the" 
_ , \ ..... . · •l ', . . , ·' .· . .. , ·:_:1. • ~ -. r , ·· ,. ,.-.·.·,' ., &. , .. · \ .·.·· · . • ': , > ·-·:,-• ..... ;··~ · >::~ 
. : .- ·· ·. ' · · b~dY ·-is,·a ·pow:er, of experiencing. ' :aut equally·; i.t .is .a.' kihaesthetic ·. 
' ' .·· ; • . '' • • •: :· ; ' ' • • : ' ., ; I: ' \ . ., ·- • \_ • • • • • ' .- :. .' -: .. '\ '• • ·. \.· .'.: •'· . .. ' 
:. ; . 
. . -.- .:·: _- ·· -. 'p·over~ . ·and in particular,: a pdwer · to· mov.e and to ·conye:r;:-t· any . The_re -into _., :· · . . _. -.:·.' 
• • • Q • • ' • • . : ' · • , • ' • • • '' • • .t / . . . .. . . ' •' :. "*. 
. \ ' . . . . . . . ' . ·. .. : .' . ; . ' ·. . ... ... . ·. . . \ 
a -Here:· ( C.M; 145-146 h :· All . Th~res· _B.-r.e potentially ~ere~ .. ' • , ·. - · 1' -: .. _., 
:.;-:. _ .. ,_-· ··· ; - -:· · - -- -~-- - ~he~;~ bo~· -is · ~~~r~; · ~~t - ~~i<~-~~e; · t~~~ _ is . fl: 'Po~e~t·i~l :> _·· __ ., . .: .. ;··.'.- ·. 
' ' : ;: : :· ' / •. \ : . . • ·: . . . • . ::. . . . 1 . 
, . . . · Here;· arid;·:inasmuch: as ·tne -- Other· ~s·· given' as :l~'Vii;~g, -,i t -i s h_i:s : actuiil · ' " .·;- ·. :._· ·· . _. 
.. ,._ <( :<·. · _  ::- -~_-_.:- ~er~ :_~ a. mo~~;cati~n. ~f . th~~- :own ~ ;~e - ~~~~l~~ce ~ -;r_ th~ - o~ti~r~- ---~~e~·: : . . .. -.... :- <.':;,:_:; ::·· . .. . . ·
_·_·:i·;~ _ . · .. ·. : ~ . ~: · ·._ · - .. )· · . : ·_ . ?.l,j~·cti_~i~·s - e.~(e~eri~h~~7:2~t _ _.is :n~t~- i~~n.ti~al -~itn .the- ._~~~e~ti~i~-~·~ :--: · ·-::··_· . . · .~ 
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• 'l'he Other·; tlien, is nqt a duplicate of the- self, and is ·not experienced 
/ 
, . 
in ~he originality of his life: he is a modification of the self . 
The ,Dtber 1 s behaviour, then_, i~ not a sign of an unreachable 
. intert!Jl'-i'ty, but is the Other 1 s bodily subjectivity • His 'behavi_our is 
. ' 
. 
s'ee~ •. for example, "as 1;he out;ward behaviour of. someone who is angry: pr 
-cheerful, which ·r easily understand from my own -conduct under such 
.. ci·r~tims.tances" (C;f-1, f49; C'j?· Id. II~ §5o('d)), Another J!er~ ·is · 
• angcy, 'his~~ Jllani~est .in his gesture and · mie~, -manifest be~aus_e 
one .-. is ~h~·s~lf "apapie of a.nge~. _The self see's his o~ b~~a~tour . such 
th~t '). t . is ~not :his own: . .The . anger i~ .t:J..qt !l- 'pure. ihteri~ri ty ,· a r~ali ty 
. ' ' . . . . ' . . 
., 
hidden~beneath~im?enetrable_.,'flesh, but ~~ seen · i!'! _·the · flesh . 
101 
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' :• 
\' .. 2- .· 
, , ( -
;But this.:·· surely. is ,not . enough: it. is one thi_ng to see a 
person' ~d 'un~~~sta~~ t~at he \r ~gry, Jui te ano~her' to 'Qa. faced wi t!l 
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·. ..._ -for a.nger;_]?ut permits one to stand off t:rom the ;'l?lust~ri~g and to 
tinde~~~an~. _it.·; the. ;atlt:r· involves ~he~ ovn c~~~ci~usness on _a· rather 
. I ..., . ·. 
;~ffere~t fy: one canna~ s.imply . \Uld~rsta.nd, . b"u~ . -~ust. enga~-~ w~~h 0 
blust.erii:lg ill ·a:dyn'ami_J" in,teraction_. H\lsserl' s, illustration -obscurA · 
' '\ 
the iss~e. wiJh .·its simplicity:' ·the ·appropri-l!.te 7 response - the n,~cessacy · 
. - . r~sponse - · to ail -e~r4fed inikrloc~tor is' not to un'de.rst.and his behavioUr, 
,) , ' : ' . ' . ~ . 
ari'd t~ see in i.t something, similar to ... hat one. is . on~self cap~ble ·of, but 
·.· .. 
to complement· it·, to complete "the syste'maidc ·'lfhole. f-orme·d by self and · 
. ' ,. 
, ...... ,. i ' ' . 




OtMx: In ·.~ - seuse, . t~e ego must· submit ·to the otber'.s determihation of 
~ . ' . ~ 
. : ... . . . . 
:. . . \ • tJ • 
their situatic;ms :but he has freedom to make -th~ det~rmina:tion. .aldng ,with \ · ' . ~;~. . . . 
... 
. :, . 
. ' ~-: 
.. ):.•· ·· 
.. .. -. 
.. .. 




' • G ' 
·- the other . . 1Ex_pressiort ~nde'ed does call the OWn ~onerciousness into _.action,· 
.. . . : . • . . . . . . . ~ . I' . 
iwd no~: s~ply a~ .a spectator, .but .as an essential. element of t~e ~xpressive· 
. :- ,. • ' . . . ' · . ,• 
.. : · 
.. !}· ' · 
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-~ ,. · ·io2 
situation. Expression 'demands one to wboin it is 'addressed, it is- a kind 
' 
of encounter, ahd ~ declaration~o the ego by t he Other: This that you e to·qe y~':" intend<itr;~e~t, to be thO meant of your me"'lin~ - is 
mine. And · this declarat:loti demands .-the same in ·response. And through 
·'.t \ ~ :.. . . 
. 
this _ recip:to9il.l action~ the object'-becomes not "mine" or "yours"~ but· 
"oursit or shared .. 
. . ' 
. . I 
. . 
The example of anger has : both .merit!l ·.a.na :d'eme:r:i;ts. : It well 
exemplifi~~- -~~~- ~~~~ssity. 'of ' a . c~~c~pt -~~:- r:~c~;r6cit>y t9 ·~, ~de~standin·g·-- . _ 
. ~; ··tbe· .. ·i~~~rs~bj~~ti~~-- ~el·a~ro~l~~~J?/ -: a_ : ~~~t;i~~!~' tha~ 9n}j explai~e·d. how 
' '~ '1 • ~· ' , • :: ' • I ' ' ' • ' ' • ' ' l 0 0 ' ' ' • ', ' ', ' :.'' · '-.: ' 0 ' • '. ' 0 ' ' ' ' • ' • I ' ~ , 0 •, 0 • 
.'. one·· ·{md.hstands-· ~<?:tb~:i:'· '·B · ang~r:: .m.o·s,t ··assur~_dly' WO~d .·leave . -S~me:tii~·g ~Ut~ _... 




· . . 
.. 
.'\ · . .. 
' . ' 
• .~.· .. ~ · ' ' -;' ' ' , · o · , : ' ) ' ' ' ...:.. • • f I ' . , '"1.~ ', ~ I ' : ' : • • • • , - • , • . : ,' 
But the expressi v:~ reiEi~io;shi.p\ _se~ up . by a~.:. out~i.lrst :of' anger. ·Q.oes no"': .. 
. I . . ;.-:;,~ . . - . . . , · . ·· 
' . . .. ,., 
ciearly . exemplify .that .Process by ~hicb objects become . explictly shared. 
Ye·t just .this. is the crucial point_. 
.. 
· Expressi:on impinges upon the ego, and is understood only· to the 
·. ' . . . . ~ 
extent . th:e:t it brings his coO'scious life ini;o play by attempt_~n~·;_to 
al:nate· •. t};ie o~_. . .The most' :yi vi; ~d·. -p~e~~~~ ~;Y.r~essio~ has ' p_ow~~ .. o~lj to. 
' av,aken the own cons~ious life, and t6 show what is J.!eady implicitly 
ieen c bui; to show ~t·;. • new li~t- . ~ ~ans _· th~ c.;;.,w>ic&ti~,e· . 
.relationship·, .. one' 13 o'.ni- experiet:~,ce 'becomes ·.eXperience of a c~on_. ~orld: 
... 
. ' ......... 
the primordial ~phere becomes the core of a "w'orlcf for all (c~: :C.M. : 161) •· 
' --.- .. . 
·. . \ . 
' : 
. ': '. 
~ / , c. .•. 
.,.. 
i~i is . in~ilrn·c~e~t ·that Oth·ers. ~'~ ~ders·t_qod as··, p_e;sons ~ . . 
and· that 'the. on~ :Who:'undersf:at:tds · tiniiaterally .direct.:.such ' 
and -'such behaviour towards' the Others; .there need in such / ·_ 
. a case be no mutuSJ.. . and~rstanding (Eiriverstlindliis) . , , And ."-that ' 
- ·-1~ ·just 'the point. ·sociality 'is consti~uted · in. spec:i..fi;ally· ·. 
. social,, c'oiiiiilUilicative .. S:cts ;· acts ,i ,n' iriiicn"·the; ,ego t 'urns: .tQ ' . I 
Others .who '·are know to biin as .. those 'tp·· wli6m·fbe : turns;·· and · · 
rurthe~ ~hb ~d,er~t-ancf this: t.U:r~ilig~· ·an.a\p~rh~:Ps· :~ :the~r, ·.--\ 
'\ ; . . . . . .. . ... 
: ·. · 
' : ' •' ' ' : ' .. , .~· I 
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• <> ' "(' 
~ .. 
behav:fo}ll" direct tb.emseives to it [sen· acknowledge · it.j, 
'and turn to the ego in ~cts of agre~t or dis_a.gr.eement 
{Id.·II, 194)26, 
103 
The passage errs, if ' ~- ail, by not stating the case · ra'dically epough . . 
One-sided Understanding is ~~rh~vs 'im:possibie. Expr.ess~on ta~7~ ·place·. · 
y;t J 
within 9: commbn wo:rld, of· whicl). the core is the own primol,'dial ··sphere . . 





· !mteri~~· and ·taki·n~ :po~·se·~~ion\)f . ~he::~' P.;·~~-~~~a1.- ~-ph~r~ ~ -~. U~d~r~ . • ·,. ~· · · 
.-. ~--: .·· . ... st~d~~~.:·ft'·~~~-- -o~~~r- -takes: · pl~e.· i~· ~he.: ~~~~~--~~rid;:__ -~ut - .t~~ .'.'wo~Id~·: ... .. : · ·:.\_': .. :·- . .<. ' - T .




•• ~ 1 . 
· ' · , unaersta.ndJ,ng j:>reSl,lpposeS. recl.pl,'OC,l. ty. ·.· . .: _\; . : '· ·' .. ·· ' . · ., ·: .' :..-._ · . ·i • 
·. ·: I '. .:~··. · /· ... ~· ··~·. • ,. ~· . · · '. ,",, ' .,, ... ~ ~~ _i · . : :;· . 
.:..· 
. · .•. \". .It'~en.ce foi:iows·t · rio.~ as . a PO;B'sibili~y· .but at a. .' necessity; that . . . T:· 
; . . . ·.' . . . . . • . , . . -:. . :.I . , . . . . ' . ~ ·. 
.. th.~ 'oth~r' s .-?xp:ression· determines the ego, anQ: his ·yec.iprocally the Other. ;: ' 
• l • • • •• • • ' • • . , . ' . • [} 
Ea~~m6tivates; has.-effect (Wirkuntd upon, th~-' other· (_Id. -Ir, 231..;236) • . 
Pers9~s . h~~~-" 'immerdiate I personal effects'' ~n . e~ch . cithe:r' . th~y h~ve 
. ' . .. . . . . ·. . 
"motivating powe:r1' • . ".In their spiritual activity thi:r!y direct themselves 
towards each otl_J.e_r,, a.n~ expect to .pe: _t;nQ.er~tood {Id.'. II, 192}..; "tipoil ' 
' . ··.• ' . · . . 
I., speec;:h:. ro:nows ' ans~ei'~1 (I~ • . II' ~?Z} ~.-. Iljt' -be~e.~s.e ·a~~- firs~ ~ders~_and~ . 
what ·i~ s,aid, and :t~etl : ~.ets :oU:~ 't_o . . frame_ a _ r.e·~pons'e: Rather·, .~to the 
' .. 
. . 
.. :···' ' .. -
: ~; . 
.• 
. '- '26 •· . Here·,:.~~ in the ease o:f· the . B.tte~pt .. t·o·.~e.fnte~pre:t· the:-~~~.i~n . or·::''.· 
·. ·_. pairi~~ · I must stress. tlla.16 I ~ unc'er-tafri ·.whetbe,r. tiie·.-: doctl'iz;l.e: . . ' 
. ·., . I argue · i'S.Aiusse:r:i' s .· . Pa.ss~ei. ·that support.· m:i ·thesi.s'.' a.s -w:ell as 
. the' pre~ent . ~oes ar~ .r~_lat:i:~eiy X: are. .-.The present '. st~te~, . unarp.Mg":· . 
uoudy .. that . sociality is· constj,_tuted._.rio:t by ·under.sta.nding· the . Other · 
. . . . at a. ~~istwice b¥:t·_' 'b~ ':s.~e~~in.~: -~i~e: t~e. P:.oce_~·~ - or. ;"_:i.DiPi~~i~i!:'~.- . ?..r:._ 
. · :'.! enco\Ulter':, that I 8lll at,!;~mp:t_J.ng t9 iie£lcrJ:be ~ . Some oth_er .. passages 
. · . . . .are·,as clear (se·e e~pec:ially:Id• . II' .§56(h))·. : ·othe'rs heavily.· .. ·, . 
. . . . . . ' . ·. . ) . . . . . ... . . . . ·. . ' . . • ., . . ... ' 
· -.. : .empha fze the .. ego '' s underst~ding :Of tlie 9ther. · . . Obvi·ously, . then, ._ 
·:. turth~r. rese'a.rch ' i's·::required .fo ·ciari:rY· the . ~elatfonsliip · betveen . 
. , . 
'I : 
. •' . 
. ; 
'oile...:~ided: ·underst.and.ip_g· ·a.n~ .'enc_o~ter .;· ·,- ·. . · .. ,. ·. .·:. , .·.·. . ..... . : . .. : · 
' . ' . • , ' ' ,": II • 
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.. ' \·- • r 
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· ~· . . 
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extent that the q:uestioh is understood, it _addtes'ses itself to what one 
• 
aiready knows, bu~ evokes a ~ransforma.tion of this·, such that what was , 
I ' 
. 
. once ·private ~o~leage is now a common property, the appropriate objec~ 
, 
of a dynawic diaiogue. The relation of. dialogue reveals to each person 
\ ' 
. .... 
the· anti ci p~t~d fut ;et .. une.J<pr.e•••.d Subtleties .of his ''~ t~Fght 27.. . 
·This~ .I.beli~ve,. is the · J:lroper· ,!'l ~nse . of' the 'Otherdradicil.l ·. 
' •: 0 ·~ • ·~ ";' ' . ·~ · . .· . ' : ~ . .. , /. _, .. . : . .. '. ~ .· . .'. .·.·• - · ~ ·· . ~ · .· 
uanscendence.: not ·an. uninte·ll-igib:J;e apartness·; ·but a... . :tr~;~.nscendence . ·' 
.~ •.' • # • • • • - · .: ::. · • • · · : • • • • • • , . ·. · , , ••• · ' • •• • ~ r., . • . • • . . ... · ,~ . · ./ . - - ~ · ·' 
- ··,: . . ·. t~at'figurr-~ .i~ .'t.he:· -verY'structur.~ .. or 'il'ie 1- .t,onsc-i9usrie~~- --it- trB.ri~_cerias;_ ~- . ··: · ~ -- : ·, '_ · _··.: ·.r:· ... -: 
.. • . . , / Sue~ .th~t ~~~( i~~ ;~c~g:i tive • ~~bJ e.cts ·. ~ha~l i~ k~re ~~ ~~t ~ach ·. ' ; '· : : ·' :r· : 




' ; . . • . . 
··.·' 
' ' . · , • . . I . • • • ' ' . . • . . \ ' ) 
· r·t-"'i~ - :he~c-~ :ev'\ci.ent · 'tha~ ·.the ~nti~~-_- i;~~so~; ~d.-not · some .. · ;_. ,· :1·:. · 




rela:t.i9n,ship, . ~d thereby-. constitutes with the, .Other the - C~Jllllluni ty. 
.' ; " ' • • I • \ • I .' ' ~ . • • . • . ' : 
which . is sh'a,i-ed: is' not : ite.rativel{ owr1eci, 'outs. is not just mint:i' and 
• : o ' ,' ~ :' • I ' ', I • : • ' ' , ' • ' 
. ~ . 
That 
• . I 
·I . 
yours; it is a spe~i.t;ic t:ra.hsform.ation of. . the own. . T.his transformat-~ori' 
" 
is a se.:).:f-t·r~~f~rmatlon dn" the ·part. of ·e~ch ll).ember :of" the corillnunity,.t 
,•' • ' : ' . - • - ~ •••• ' • -~ :. .. .. : • . • •· • ' • ' ·. . • • : '. . . . .. 0 ' .. . ' .• •• • •• • . • • • • • ' • • • ' ... . . 
~d it is by:-means. ·.of· ~peir self-transformation that -~hey. constitute 
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